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ABSTRACT
Approximately from the nineties of last century irrigation modernization initiatives have been
promoted by the European Water Framework Directive in Spain with the aim to achieve water
savings. In Cànyoles river basin (Valencia), those initiatives were also noted and derived in a
change from the typical open surface irrigation canals that Muslims introduced in the XIII
century, to closed pressurized systems. Nevertheless, how the initiatives are perceived at field
level by farmers and the reasons why they adopt new technology are different to the written
promoted ideas. One of the challenges is to study how different stakeholders look at drip
irrigation systems: as a water saving tool, as a technology that will help to achieve
sustainability, as a socio-technical tool, as a mere infrastructure, as a yield increasing
innovation? It is observed that each stakeholder understands irrigation systems, as well as drip
systems, differently, which makes it difficult to reach different expectations from the same
action.
The traditional surface irrigation transformation to localized systems brought a series of
consequences like organizational changes in Comunidades de Regantes, in farmer labour work
or in plants responses. Nevertheless, the biggest shifts are related to the rising of energy
consumption and tariffs and irrigated land expansion, which compete and question the
promoted water saving quality of drip irrigation systems.
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1. INTRODUCCION
Los huertos Valencianos son muy característicos en cualquier área de la Comunidad
Valenciana. Antiguamente, se situaban cerca de los ríos, fuentes o manantiales donde el
agua abunda. Esta agua era transportada a los huertos por túneles subterráneos o
pequeños canales para regar hortalizas y frutales. Los melocotoneros y ciruelos son
algunos de los más típicos, junto a las higueras y moreras que se situaban en los bordes
de los huertos. El siguiente texto extraído de la novela Entre Naranjos de Vicente
Blasco Ibáñez describe un área en Alzira, un pueblo situado a 30 km del área de estudio
en donde un huerto de naranjos, el rio, el sol y los canales de riego son los principales
actores de la obra.
“Los huertos de naranjos extendían sus rectas filas de copas verdes y redondas en
ambas riberas del río; brillaba el sol en las barnizadas hojas; sonaban como zumbidos
de lejanos insectos los engranajes de las máquinas del riego; la humedad de las
acequias, unida a las tenues nubecillas de las chimeneas de los motores, formaba en el
espacio una neblina sutilísima que transparentaba la dorada luz de la tarde con reflejos
de nácar” (Blasco Ibáñez, 1900).
El regadío se ha practicado durante siglos, empezando por los Musulmanes en los siglos
XI-XII los cuales construyeron infraestructuras como azudes o canales de riego para la
producción de cultivos (Hermosilla, 2003). Sin embargo, lo que ha estado en uso
durante miles de años se está transformando en la actualidad. El incremento de la
poblacion en el planeta ha provocado una alta demanda del agua, por lo que en las dos
últimas decadas, varias iniciativas han sido fomentadas promoviendo nuevas
tecnologias buscando el ahorro de este recurso natural.
El objetivo de este trabajo es investigar el proceso de introducción y expansión de las
tecnologías de goteo en un caso de estudio en Valencia, en el valle del Cànyoles. La
importancia del trabajo yace en que el 80% del agua dulce mundial se utiliza para
regadío por lo que si las nuevas tecnologías reemplazan al riego tradicional es esencial
conocer los efectos producidos al detalle . Así, se estudiará que el aumento de
superficie irrigado, el coste y consumo de energía y el ahorro del agua juegan el papel
más importante en los sistemas localizados. Además, se le dedica una sección al
patrimonio del agua en esta área de Valencia tan rica en historia relacionada al regadío
Islámico.
Este resumen consta de cuatro secciones a parte de la introducción. Primero se explica
la finalidad del trabajo de investigación. Después, se contextualiza el estudio
describiendo el área de investigación. A continuación, se presentan los resultados y el
análisis. Por ultimo, se presentan las conclusiones finales y varias recomendaciones que
pueden servir para investigaciones futuras.
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2. FINALIDAD DEL TRABAJO DE INVESTIGACION
En esta sección se formula el objetivo del trabajo, se desarrollan los conceptos en los
que se basa la investigación y se explica la metodología utilizada brevemente para poder
entender la totalidad del trabajo.

2.1.

OBJETIVO DEL TRABAJO Y PREGUNTAS DE INVESTIGACION

En la región de La Costera, Valencia, los sistemas de regadío por goteo están
remplazando los sistemas de riego tradicionales de alto valor patrimonial,
aparentemente para fomentar tecnologías que consigan un ahorro de agua. Es cierto que
mientras que los sistemas tradicionales de regadío presentan una media de 30-50% de
eficiencia, el regadío por goteo puede alcanzar una eficiencia de campo de 80-90%
(Seckler, et al., 2003). No obstante, en distintas situaciones de campo, no esta claro
cuales son los motivos exactos de distintos actores por implementar sistemas de goteo.
Es por ello, por lo que el principal objetivo de este caso de estudio es una mejor
comprension sobre el proceso de introducción y expansión de las tecnologías de goteo
que remplazan el riego a canal o secano en el valle del río Cànyoles (aguas arriba en la
región de La Costera, Valencia). Los orígenes de esta transformación están relacionados
con la legislación e iniciativas de nivel nacional y autonómico, así como con la gestión
sostenible del agua promovido por el Directiva Marco Europea del Agua.
Para abordar el mencionado objetivo de la investigación, la siguiente pregunta principal
es formulada, seguida por las preguntas secundarias.
¿Cuáles son las razones por las cuales se ha implementado el regadío por goteo en las
áreas históricamente tradicionales de regadío por gravedad/inundación y secano en la
cuenca del Cànyoles y sus consecuencias en relación a la gestión sostenible de agua en
los últimos veinticinco años?






2.2.

¿Cuáles son los motivos por los que se implementa el riego por goteo para los
distintos actores?
¿Cuáles son las fuentes de agua utilizadas antes y después de esta
transformación para la agricultura y para otras actividades en el área?
¿Cuáles son las principales consecuencias a nivel de campo y para los
agricultores debido a esta transformación?
¿En qué medida el riego por goteo ha facilitado la expansión del área irrigada?
¿Cuáles son las consecuencias en las antiguas infraestructuras de regadío
después de la implementación del riego por goteo?

CONCEPTOS

Para la realización del trabajo de investigación, es necesario tener claro el significado de
algunos conceptos utilizados. En esta sección se hace un resumen de ellos. Los más
importantes son: ahorro de agua, sostenibilidad, eficiencia de agua y riego desde un
enfoque socio-técnico.
Uno de los objetivos del presente trabajo es lidiar con términos que pueden tener varios
significados o interpretaciones dependiendo del actor. El ahorro de agua es un termino
muy utilizado actualmente. Seckler (1996) diferencia dos tipos de ahorros, ahorro real
del agua y ahorro húmedo del agua (real and wet water savings). El ahorro real es el que
2

aumenta la disponibilidad total de la cuenca, teniendo en cuenta sus distintos usos. Por
ejemplo, si la eficiencia de riego se incrementa a nivel de campo, no tiene por qué
significar que la disponibilidad de la cuenca aumenta, sino que simplemente el agua que
ya no se usa en ese campo será redistribuido en algún otro sitio de la cuenca.
Una medida que promueve el ahorro real de agua podría ser la cuantificación del uso de
agua a nivel de cuenca, analizando el uso, productividad y reducción del uso de agua
(Ward & Pulido-Velazquez, 2008, p. 18). No obstante, no sería realista plantear una
investigación de cuantificación pues no hay suficientes datos para completar un análisis
representativo. Además, el riego por goteo, una técnica que se promueve por su carácter
de ahorro de agua, resulta en una positiva conservación de agua a nivel de campo pero
no necesariamente a nivel de cuenca (Samani & Skaggs, 2008, p. 289). Lo esencial es
saber si los agricultores están interesados en conseguir ahorro de agua y a cuál de los
niveles están dispuestos a hacerlo.
La sostenibilidad es un concepto que está en auge en estos últimos años. Está
relacionado con el ahorro de agua, el cual ayuda a conseguir un uso sostenible del agua
y asegura la disponibilidad del recurso para futuras generaciones. El concepto de
sostenibilidad es muy amplio e integra distintas disciplinas. La Comisión Europea
define la eficiencia de recursos: utilizar los recursos limitados del planeta Tierra en una
manera sostenible.

FIGURA 1: PILARES DE SOSTENIBILIDAD (GREENTIMES.COM.AU)

La sostenibilidad se puede enfocar desde distintas perspectivas y disciplinas. El reto es
encontrar un balance entre todas ellas para conseguir la tan deseada sostenibilidad. Así,
en la figura 1 se diferencian sostenibilidad medio ambiental, sostenibilidad económica y
sostenibilidad social1.
Aunque los tres pilares son indispensables para un estudio completo, la investigación
hará especial hincapié en el medio ambiente tal y como se considera en la Comisión
Europea. En la estrategia de crecimiento de Europa 2020 tres de los objetivos están
relacionados con la sostenibilidad medio ambiental, el cambio climático y la energía:
Reducción del 20% las emisiones de gases de efecto invernadero con respecto a los
niveles de 1990 antes de 2020, aumentar al 20% la cuota de las renovables en el
consumo final de energía y aumentar un 20% la eficiencia energética (Europe 2020,
1

Para mas información sobre los pilares de sostenibilidad consultar Goodland, 1995 y Goodland y
Herman, 1996.
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2011). El riego no está exento de cumplir con esta estrategia, pues la implementación de
los sistemas de goteo tiene que adecuarse a los tres objetivos mencionados.
Actualmente, el aumento de población mundial y la escasez de agua son dos de las
principales razones por las que se ha planteado la necesidad de conservar el agua y
utilizarla más eficientemente (Jackson, et al., 2010). La eficiencia de riego es un
termino ampliamente utilizado. Sin embargo, existe un complejo debate sobre este
concepto en cuanto al riego se refiere. La eficiencia de regadío se puede interpretar de
muy distintas maneras. Así, encontramos la eficiencia clásica, la eficiencia neta o la
eficiencia efectiva que se pueden estudiar en distintos niveles (Keller & Keller, 1995;
Kay, et al., 1997; Seckler, et al., 2003). Igualmente, otros autores recomiendan no
utilizar este concepto (Willardson, et al., 1994; Haie & Keller, 2008). La eficiencia se
puede también considerar desde distintas disciplinas: agronómica, ingeniería, gestión o
institucional2 (Howell, 2001). Lo ideal para mejorar la eficiencia sería integrar todas las
categorías.
Lo que se quiere transmitir es la idea de que este concepto es también muy amplio y
dependiente del contexto en el que se use así como del actor. Por ello, la investigación
tiene en cuenta la complejidad del uso de estos términos los cuales pueden ser utilizados
para expresar distintas percepciones. Tras el mismo concepto, cada actor puede que
espere distintas consecuencias o efectos.
Por ello es esencial reconocer la connotación que cada actor le da al concepto para
poder entender el contexto del estudio.
Finalmente, queda mencionar que el riego se considera una tecnología socio-técnica en
donde no solo la innovación en sí es considerada, sino también el conocimiento y la
habilidad para aplicarlo. Es importante detenerse y pensar cómo la gente crea la
tecnología de riego en campo, como la perciben y como la implementan y mantienen
utilizando el riego de una forma constructiva. En sistemas de regadíos reales existen
elementos sociales y técnicos y sus interrelaciones, los cuales funcionan al mismo
tiempo (Mollinga & Wester, 2010, p. 4).
Resumiendo, cabe mencionar que indudablemente la tecnología de riego tiene una
faceta técnica, pero también una percepción social, la cual es crucial cuando se ejecutan
proyectos que se van a implementar por los usuarios del agua.

2.3.

METODOLOGIA

En esta sección, se explica la operacionalizacion del tema de investigación. Para ello,
los métodos utilizados son presentados, así como la estrategia de recolección de datos y
gestión de los mismos.
2.3.1. Métodos de investigación
Se han utilizado tres métodos a la hora de realizar el trabajo. Revisión bibliográfica,
trabajo de campo y consulta de fotografías aéreas y elaboración de mapas utilizando
Sistemas de Información Geográfica (SIG).
Para la recopilación bibliográfica, las fuentes mas consultadas han sido artículos
científicos, legislación de la comunidad autonómica (Diari Oficial de la Comunitat
2

Una referencia bibliográfica sobre el término de eficiencia es presentada en el trabajo original
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Valenciana), nacional (BOE) y europea y documentos históricos del Archivo del Reino
de Valencia. También se han estudiado detenidamente iniciativas relacionadas con el
regadío por goteo para entender la transformación de la tecnología. Las publicaciones
de organizaciones nacionales publicas como el Instituto Nacional de Estadística,
Generalitat Valenciana, Confederación Hidrográfica del Júcar o el Instituto Geológico y
Minero de España han sido indispensables para el estudio.
Adicionalmente, los documentos históricos del Archivo del Reino de Valencia (datados
desde el siglo XIII) ayudan a comprender la historia y evolución del regadío en la
región y el área de estudio, sobre todo en un área tan rica a lo que el manejo de regadío
se refiere.
El trabajo de campo es el método más activo de los utilizados. Por un lado, las
entrevistas ayudan a contactar con agricultores y expertos del área los cuales explican la
situación real. Por otro lado y para complementar a lo que no se puede a veces percibir
en las entrevistas, se utilizan métodos de observación de campo.
Las entrevistas se centran sobre todo en agricultores. No obstante algunos presidentes
de Comunidades de Regantes, trabajadores de distintas organizaciones como el IGNE o
la CHJ son entrevistados. Las entrevistas se hacen en distintos ambientes: en campo, en
oficinas, en casas etc. ya que los entrevistados muestran distintas actitudes en distintos
ambientes. Siempre se hacen cara a cara y de uno en uno, aunque en algún caso mas de
un agricultor es entrevistado a la vez. Las entrevistas son semi-estructuradas e incluso
conversaciones informales, lo que supone que algunas preguntas están preparadas como
guía de la conversación pero el entrevistador muestra interés en escuchar cualquier
relato relacionado o experimentar eventos inesperados. Esta investigación esta dispuesta
a seguir al agua, a la gente y a los relatos.
Las entrevistas están preparadas para investigar los motivos de los distintos actores la
hora de transformación de regadío, las distintas perspectivas en cuanto a consumo de
agua y cambio en la producción
La consulta de las fotografías aéreas ayuda a visualizar el área de estudio. Se hará una
selección de los mapas que se consideren más oportunos. Se le dará énfasis a la
comparación de usos de suelo, sobre todo agrícola que estén en regadío y secano.
2.3.2. Estrategia de recolección de datos, gestión y análisis
Organizar y gestionar la información obtenida es tan importante como recolectar los
datos. Esta tarea facilita la parte de redacción del trabajo. Los tres métodos son
gestionados de distinta forma. La revisión bibliográfica se organiza en resúmenes donde
la información mas relevante sobre el tema es compilado. Las entrevistas se organizan
en informes diarios. Estos informes constan de diferentes secciones donde el objetivo
del día, una breve descripción del plan del día, apuntes de campo e información gráfica
son ordenados. Además, constan de una parte donde se incluye el contexto de las
observaciones e impresiones se exponen.
El trabajo de SIG se basa en una base de datos, programas y ortofotos que son
facilitados por el Centro de Investigaciones sobre Desertificación (CIDE) del CSIC en
Valencia. Se trabaja con capas descargadas de páginas web oficiales del Ministerio de
Medio Ambiente, Medio Rural y Marino (MARM) o la Generalitat Valenciana. En estas
paginas, suele haber un espacio para cartografía y SIG donde cualquiera puede consultar
mapas y capas que se encuentran online, incluso descargar alguna de estas asi como los
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metadatos cuando estén georeferenciados. Para la investigación, los metadatos usados
están en formato Web Map Services (WMS).
Asimismo, para no perder el hilo de la investigación, se escriben informes semanales
para hacer el seguimiento a las actividades realizadas y planificar las que aún faltan por
hacer. Finalmente, durante la fase de trabajo de campo, se hace una evaluación a mitad
de periodo para observar el progreso que se ha hecho.
Esto contribuirá a una organización eficiente haciendo uso del tiempo disponible. Los
tres métodos se llevarán a cabo en las instalaciones del CIDE. Para la fase última de la
redacción y análisis de datos, la Universidad de Wageningen (Holanda) proveerá un
espacio de trabajo. Igualmente, se hará un seguimiento de todas las fases desde la
Universidad Pública de Navarra.
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3. CONTEXTUALIZACION DE LA INVESTIGATION Y EL AREA DE
ESTUDIO
En esta sección del trabajo, se explica el conocimiento previo necesario para entender la
investigación. Para este resumen solo se expondrán la justificación del área de estudio y
su descripción general. En el trabajo original se explican más en detalle y se incluyen
otros apartados tales como la evolución del regadío en el área de estudio, apoyo legal y
político al riego por goteo, las fuentes de agua utilizadas para regadío en el área y
gestión de agua y capital social asociada al regadío.

3.1.

JUSTIFICACION DEL AREA DE ESTUDIO

Se decide que el estudio de caso sea en la cuenca del río Cànyoles por tres razones.
Primero, la región de la Costera es una región en donde existe regadío, pues es un área
con actividad agrícola. Hay evidencias de la existencia de infraestructuras tradicionales
de regadío desde los siglos XI-XII, lo que supone una previa cultura de regadío. Sin
embargo, se observa que la mayoría del regadío actual se hace por sistemas de goteo.
Esto significa que existen actores, estructuras e información que han llevado a cabo esta
transformación que será de utilidad para la investigación.
Segundo, una de las municipalidades, Montesa, fue pionera en adoptar los sistemas por
goteo en la Comunidad Valenciana. Esto fue debido a las facilidades de la Conselleria
de Agricultura y también debido al entusiasmo e iniciativa de la gente local para
implementar la tecnología. Así mismo, existía relación entre algunos de los habitantes
de Montesa y el Conseller de Agricultura en aquellos años (principios de los noventa).
El primer decreto autonómico relacionado con el regadío en la Comunidad Valenciana
fue el 47/1987, el cual abría posibilidad a agricultores y Comunidades de Regantes para
proponer peticiones o propuestas relacionadas con:
- el mejor aprovechamiento del agua
- la mejor distribución de recursos disponibles en cada parcela del agua
estrictamente necesaria
- garantía de ahorro de agua
Fue en el año 1995 con el decreto 69/1995 cuando se aprueba el Plan de Utilización de
Agua para Riego de la Comunidad General de Regantes de Montesa. El objetivo
principal fue el de conseguir un ahorro de agua sustancial con el sistema de riego por
goteo. La Generalitat Valenciana proporcionó la mitad del presupuesto inicial.
Es importante mencionar que en zonas del área de estudio, a la vez que con la
implementación del regadío por goteo, se ha notado la expansión del área de riego, en
donde parcelas de secano se convierten en regadío.
Finalmente, la cuenca del Cànyoles abarca más de la mitad del área total de la región de
la Costera. Aunque lo ideal sería investigar la región completa, se decide investigar la
zona más rural en detalle en vez de hacer una investigación más superficial del área
total. En esta cuenca no existe demasiada investigación previamente estudiada sobre la
introducción y evolución del regadío. Normalmente, los investigadores se centran más
en zonas de aguas abajo o en áreas cercanas a zonas urbanas. Actualmente existe mucha
investigación en zonas cerca de la capital de Valencia, pero no tanto en zonas rurales del
Júcar.
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3.2.

DESCRIPCION DEL AREA DE ESTUDIO

En esta sección se explica brevemente el área de estudio. Esto incluye la descripción
física y el contexto económico.
El área de estudio son los cuatro municipios más altos de la región de La Costera
(Valencia), los que forman la cuenca del río Cànyoles, llamada antiguamente como el
valle de Montesa: La Font de la Figuera, Moixent, Vallada y Montesa (figura 2). Es la
parte más alta de la región y aunque la densidad de población sea la menor de La
Costera, en extensión abarca más de la mitad de la misma. La Font de la Figuera es el
último municipio de la provincia de Valencia al sur-oeste colindante con la provincia de
Albacete, Comunidad de Castilla La Mancha. El área de estudio se situa a unos 60km
del Mediterráneo, lo que hace que el clima se clasifique como Mediterráneo.
El clima está caracterizado por temperaturas altas y ambiente seco durante el verano, lo
que se traduce en altas necesidades de evapotranspiración de las plantas y altos
consumos de agua. En invierno las temperaturas son suaves y se producen lluvias
irregulares que son torrenciales en otoño y en primavera. De acuerdo con la
clasificación climática de Köppen utilizada a nivel nacional por la Agencia Estatal de
Meteorología (AEMET), el clima es Csa, lo que significa que la temperatura media en
los meses mas fríos está entre 0-18ºC y la temperatura en el mes mas calido es de más
de 22ºC (Agencia Estatal de Meteorología & Instituto de Meteorología, 2011, p. 17).
Así mismo,
la clasificación agroclimática de Papadakis sitúa el área como
Mediterráneo Subtropical.
El área de estudio se sitúa en la unión de los Sistemas Bético e Ibérico. Los sistemas
Béticos son característicos por la orientación de las sierras, en dirección sudoeste a
noreste, que es el caso del valle de Cànyoles. Sin embargo, la zona del noreste es ya
considerada como Sistema Ibérico (García-Atiénzar, 2009). La Font de la Figuera se
encuentra a 550 m.s.n.m. de altitud y la altitud media de Montesa es de 250 m.s.n.m. El
valle está principalmente bordeado por dos sierras: Sierra Grossa por el norte y Sierra de
Enguera en el sur.
La distribución de usos de suelo en La Costera en el año 2009 es el siguiente: 15% de
secano, 21% de regadío, sin relevantes áreas de pastos y un 47% de bosque. El 17%
restante es para otros usos (urbano, protegido etc.)
En cuanto al desarrollo rural y la situación social del área de estudio, La Costera tiene
una población total de 74.226 habitantes y un área de 528 km2. El área de estudio
contiene el 65% del área total y un total de 11.795 habitantes. Esto implica que la
densidad de habitantes es menor comparandolo con las demás áreas de la Costera con
una media de 282 habitantes por km2 (INE, 2010).
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FIGURA 2: MAPAS DE SITUACIÓN; ESPAÑA, COMUNIDAD VALENCIANA Y LA REGIÓN DE LA COSTERA
(ICIETLANATURE.COM Y COMARCARURAL.COM)

Los ingresos del sector agrícola son importantes para la economía de la Comunidad
Valenciana. Estos ingresos anuales varían pero no significantemente. Los últimos datos
demuestran que en los años 2007, 2008 y 2009 hubo ingresos de 1728.4 millones de
euros, 1827.1 millones de euros y 1797.3 millones of euros respectivamente (CAPA,
2009). La producción de plantas cubre el 748% del valor total del sector agrícola en la
Comunidad. Los cultivos principales son los cítricos. Cabe mencionar como ejemplo
que el valor de los cítricos en el año 2008 representó más de la mitad de la producción
de plantas y el 39% de los productos consumidos. Uno de los mercados más importantes
para la Comunidad de Valencia es la exportación de alimentos y específicamente frutos
cítricos, los cuales suponen el 82,4% del ingreso total.
La importancia de la agricultura está ligada al regadío y a la modernización que se ha
dado a cabo en los últimos años. En España, planes como el Plan Nacional de Regadíos
o el Plan de Choque de Regadíos han causado algunos efectos como la reducción del
riego tradicional por gravedad y el incremento de regadío por aspersión y goteo. Los
sistemas localizados han incrementado más de un 450% desde 1989 hasta 2007 y
actualmente son los sistemas de riego más significativos en España (Gómez-Limón,
2010, p. 12). La Comunidad Valenciana utiliza una proporción alta de riego por goteo si
se compara a nivel nacional con otros sistemas de regadío. Está en segunda posición
(después de Andalucía) y es el sistema de regadío más utilizado en toda la Comunidad
(INE, 2010).
La crisis económica de los últimos años ha afectado al desempleo en general y también
al desempleo en el sector agrícola. Los datos nacionales estadísticos muestran que el 2%
de la población activa en la región de La Costera está en desempleo en el sector de la
agricultura (INEM, 2009). No está demás mencionar que en Montesa todos los años 450
inmigrantes solían ir a campo como mano de obra para recolección. Hoy en día, la
mayoría de la mano de obra se lleva a cabo por trabajadores locales.
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4. RESULTADOS Y ANALISIS
En esta sección se describen los resultados y el análisis obtenido para el trabajo. Aunque
el estudio se ha llevado a cabo en cuatro municipios distintos, se tratará de dar un
análisis general que abarque la totalidad del área de estudio. Se dividen en tres
subsecciones: las fuentes de agua y ahorro de agua, expansión del área irrigada,
problemas de energía y patrimonio cultural del agua

4.1.

FUENTES DE AGUA Y AHORRO DE AGUA

Debido a la implementación de los sistemas de riego por goteo, se han notado varias
consecuencias relacionadas con las fuentes de agua utilizadas (agua de rio, agua
subterránea o agua reutilizada provenientes de plantas de tratamiento de aguas
residuales). Se ha notado un cambio en la fuente de donde proviene el agua para uso de
regadío. De los cuatro municipios, antes de que el regadío por goteo llegara, tres
utilizaban el agua del rio para sus campos. Ahora, solo una la utiliza, Montesa. El rio
Cànyoles tiene poco caudal comparadolo con otros ríos de alrededor, por tanto el agua
subterránea les da más seguridad y estabilidad a los agricultores. También se observa
una mayor utilización de aguas subterráneas, debido al cambio de fuente y la expansión
del área irrigada. Además, las Comunidades de Regantes no han encontrado problemas
de administración pública para el mayor uso de cantidad del agua subterránea, aunque
las subvenciones recibidas restringieran la expansión de área irrigada. La única
excepción, es La Font de la Figuera, donde nunca se ha utilizado agua de rio para riego
por falta de caudal. En este municipio, el nivel de agua subterránea ha disminuido en los
últimos años y actualmente hay escasez de agua en el sector de riego. Esto es debido a
una planta de embotelladora de aguas de la zona y los tres pozos que abastecen al
pueblo. Aparentemente, los acuíferos están conectados. Como no tienen la alternativa de
uso de agua superficial, están a la espera de las ayudas de CAPA para construir un
depósito y poder reutilizar las aguas residuales.
A parte del uso de rio y del agua subterránea, uno de los municipios utiliza las aguas
residuales tratadas. Es el caso de Moixent. Sin embargo, esto no tiene relación con la
implementación de riego localizado, pues el agua reutilizada se riega con sistemas de
inundación. Hay que decir que estas iniciativas ayudan a alcanzar los objetivos de
crecimiento sostenible de Europa 2020 (Europe 2020, 2011).
Este trabajo de investigación no se centra en una cuantificación exacta del posible
ahorro del agua como consecuencia de la implementación del riego por goteo, sino en
encontrar evidencias que verifiquen el ahorro o no ahorro de agua a nivel de campo. Se
puede decir que sí ha habido ahorro de agua por m3 y hectárea a nivel de campo en las
parcelas regadas por inundación anteriormente, aunque es verdad que cada agricultor
controla cuando regar y por cuánto tiempo. Como a la vez que la implementación de
este nuevo sistema de regadío ha habido un aumento en la superficie irrigada, es incierto
que la cantidad global usada haya incrementado o no con respecto a los sistemas de
goteo.
Esta investigación ha tenido que tratar con las distintas connotaciones que se le da al
concepto de ahorro de agua por distintos actores. Las entidades públicas están
totalmente seguras de que los sistemas localizados tendrán un efecto directo en el ahorro
de agua, pues entienden el concepto como el uso de menos m3 por hectárea. En contra,
la mayor preocupación de los agricultores relacionado con los nuevos sistemas es el
decremento de costes de agua en vez de la cantidad de agua usada. En consecuencia, el
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ahorro de agua significa básicamente ahorro de coste para los agricultores (teniendo en
cuenta de que los costes mayores son relacionados a la electricidad). Por ello, el
concepto de ahorro de agua es demasiado ambiguo e impreciso y conlleva a que haya
distintos significados para los actores.
En resumen, cabe mencionar que ha habido un cambio en la fuente de agua utilizada. Se
ha pasado a un uso dependiente del agua subterránea y una mayor cantidad del recurso
utilizado. Excepto en La Font de la Figuera, hasta el momento hay suficiente agua
subterránea para los agricultores, pues no ha habido problemas de escasez desde que los
sistemas de riego por goteo se han instalado. No obstante, puede que en un futuro pueda
haber posibles situaciones de falta de agua causado por la explotación de agua
subterránea y la menor recarga de los acuíferos (debido al sistema de riego), como ya
está ocurriendo en La Font de la Figuera. Asimismo, hay incomprensión entre lo que
políticamente significa ahorro de agua y lo que en campo los agricultores entienden por
ahorro de agua, pues existe variedad de intereses.

4.2.

EXPANSION DEL AREA IRRIGADA

La expansión del área irrigada se refiere a áreas que anterior a la implementación de
sistemas de riego por goteo eran de secano y que después de la implementación se
convierten en regadío. El riego en estas áreas se puede hacer con sus respectivos
derechos al agua (concedidos por la CHJ) o en el caso ilegal, con derechos de agua de
otras parcelas. No es muy fácil identificar las situaciones legales e ilegales. Sin
embargo, la mayoría de los agricultores afirma que la expansión ha sido de forma legal.
Menos en Font de la Figuera donde no se ha producido ninguna expansión, debido al ya
mencionado problema de falta de agua.
La expansión ha sido debida a la implementación del goteo combinada con otras
condiciones. Los estatutos de las Comunidades de Regantes no permiten la expansión
de áreas por ley (en el caso de no concesión por parte de la CHJ), por tanto, todas las
parcelas irrigadas están registradas y son controladas por las Comunidades de Regantes.
Igualmente, la bibliografía consultada así como las políticas e iniciativas relacionadas
claramente mencionan que el riego por goteo se implementa para ahorrar agua
excluyendo estrictamente la posibilidad de expansión de áreas irrigadas, pues de lo
contrario, el concepto de ahorro de agua promovido sería contradictorio.
Algunos de los documentos que lo reflejan son el Programa Operativo de la Comunidad
Valenciana 2007-2013 FEDER, o las subvenciones que apoyan la transformación a
riego por goteo. En la legislación, como por ejemplo en el Real Decreto 678/1993 Obras
para la mejora y la modernización de los regadíos tradicionales, se expone que “quedan
excluidas las obras e instalaciones que produzcan aumento de superficie regada o de las
dotaciones máximas autorizadas o que se autoricen en cada cuenca hidráulica”. Esto
significa que hay restricción en aumento de superficie regada por parte de la Generalitat
Valenciana (CAPA), y en su defecto, la Confederación Hidrográfica correspondiente
será responsable de la decisión. Es por ello que algunas de las subvenciones concedidas
que prohibían el aumento de superficie, hubo aumento legal, pues la CHJ autorizó la
expansión basándose en las condiciones de agua del área. En todo caso, como se ha
mencionado anteriormente, no está claro como la Generalitat Valenciana y la
Confederación Hidrográfica del Júcar controlan el tema del aumento de superficie a
nivel de campo y en zonas rurales. Es cierto, que al estar lejos de las principales areas
urbanas de la Comunidad Valenciana, los agricultores no suelen recibir demasiadas
visitas de la administración pública.
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Se peribe como en los municipios de aguas abajo, Montesa y Vallada, se observa mayor
expansión en comparación con los municipios aguas arriba, Moixent y La Font de la
Figuera. En Moixent, no se ha dado mucha expansión debido a las dificultades a nivel
de organización de una de las Comunidades de Regantes, que resulto en regulaciones
internas que restringieron la expansión de área y el uso de agua en parcelas no
registradas. En La Font de la Figuera, no ha habido ni una hectárea de expansión
(verificado en datos oficiales de la CHJ). Esto está relacionado con la falta de agua que
difiere de los otros tres municipios. Como no hay agua para las parcelas con derecho al
agua, no hay agua para otras parcelas. En los demás municipios, la expansión del área
irrigada no ha supuesto ningún problema de escasez de agua hasta el momento.
El aumento de hectáreas se ha dado en distintos tipos de suelos: parcelas que se regaban
por inundación, parcelas de secano y otros suelos con distinto uso (no agrícola),
normalmente en las faldas de las montañas. Para este ultimo tipo de suelo, se necesita la
autorización de la Generaltiat Valenciana y de la CHJ. De las áreas irrigadas en las
montañas, las partes altas y medias se usan para producir frutales de hueso y las partes
bajas cítricos. En Vallada y Moixent la expansión se ha dado en Sierra de Enguera
solamente y en las partes bajas de glacis. En Montesa en cambio, los glacis están
totalmente irrigados bien en Sierra de Enguera como en Sierra Grossa (Hermosilla,
2010, p. 35). Esto ha sido gracias a la explotación de aguas subterráneas y las iniciativas
y planes que han fomentado la tecnología de riego localizado.

4.3.

RIEGO POR GOTEO Y PROBLEMAS DE ENERGIA

El coste de energía esta en boca de todos los agricultores. Desde que el riego por goteo
se implementa, la electricidad es el mayor coste que se nota por parte de los
agricultores. Una de las razones es la desaparición de las tarifas especiales para riego en
España, en Julio de 2008, debido a la liberalización del Mercado de la Electricidad. Por
tanto, los agricultores tienen que pagar costes similares a los de un hogar. Igualmente,
las tarifas por kW están subiendo de año en año, lo que hace que la práctica agricola se
cade vez más difícil para los agricultores.
Además, como el riego a presión se está implementando y el área de regadío se está
expandiendo, el consumo de la energía eléctrica está también incrementando. En
general, se puede decir que en España la modernización del regadío ha incrementado la
eficiencia de agua pero también ha contribuido al decremento de la eficiencia energética
(tabla 1)
TABLA 1: VARIACION DEL AGUA Y ENERGIA CONSUMIDA EN REGADIO EN ESPAÑA DESDE 1950 HASTA 2007
(COROMINAS, 2010)

Año
1950
1970
1980
1990
2000
2007
Incremento 1950-2007

Agua utilizada (m3/ha)
8250
8000
7750
7500
7000
6500
-21%

Energía utilizada (KWh/ha)
206
480
775
1088
1435
1560
657%
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El Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de Energía (IDAE), es una entidad pública
adjunta al Ministerio de Industria, Energía y Turismo. Tras su primer Plan de Acción
2008-2012 de la Estrategia de Ahorro y Eficiencia Energética en España, han elaborado
el consiguiente Plan de Acción 2011-2020 de la Estrategia de Ahorro y Eficiencia
Energética en donde el regadío se menciona bajo la sección de agricultura. Se centran
en la energía bombeada para la extracción y la distribución del agua para regadio, con el
objetivo de optimizar la eficiencia energética. Para 2020, el plan pretende mantener el
área irrigada y disminuir el consumo energético en un 30% (implementando
modernización tecnológica) optimizando el almacenamiento y transporte (IDAE, 2011).
De todas formas, aun no hay ningún plan de acción para actividades en el área de
estudio.

4.4.

PATRIMONIO CULTURAL DEL AGUA

En el área de estudio hay infraestructuras tradicionales relacionadas con agua que
verifican la existencia del riego utilizado en periodos Islámicos y otros periodos.
Asimismo, existen lavaderos, fuentes de pueblos, canales subterráneos antiguos o
depósitos que demuestran el papel del agua y su importancia durante siglos pasados y
dan ese encanto especial a las áreas rurales de la Comunidad Valenciana.
Los lavaderos son las infraestructuras mejor conservadas, probablemente por su actual
uso de los habitantes de los pueblos, mayoritariamente mujeres, que aun lavan sus ropas
allí. No obstante, algunas de las infraestructuras relacionadas con el regadío como son
los canales o azudes han sido reemplazadas por infraestructuras para el regadío por
goteo, lo que ha supuesto el abandono de las antiguas infraestructuras. Hay excepciones
de canales actualmente utilizados para riego por inundación, los cuales se limpian y
mantienen habitualmente por agricultores. En el caso de los azudes, solamente uno de
los tres azudes, el de Vallada, se ha mantenido durante los años y aún así, no se puede
acceder a él debido a la maleza que ha crecido a su alrededor.
Por tanto, hay una actitud general de no conservar las antiguas infraestructuras
relacionadas con el regadío desde los departamentos de cultura de las distintos
muniipios. Los motivos son el limitado presupuesto de los municipios y el hecho de que
la agricultura no es la actividad más importante en el área. El patrimonio del agua no es
prioritario para la administración.
Aunque la actitud hacia estas infraestructuras no haya cambiado demasiado debido al
riego por goteo, su preservación significa la preservación de la historia. Estas
infraestructuras son indicadoras de la longevidad de los sistemas de regadío durante
siglos. Sistemas que no presentan problemas en cuanto a energía ni en cuanto a cuantía
del recurso, pues estaban diseñados para una cantidad especifica de hectáreas. También
contribuían a la recarga de los acuíferos por el tipo de regadío. Por tanto, son un
ejemplo a tener en cuenta para futuros diseños de regadío.
El resultado más importante es que algunas de las infraestructuras tradicionales
(básicamente canales de hormigón y canales de tierra) han sido directamente afectados
por la introducción del regadío por goteo y su uso. Esto significa que son abandonados
cada vez más.
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5. CONCLUSIONES Y RECOMENDACIONES
En este ultimo apartado se presentan las principales conclusiones y algunas
recomendaciones que pueden inspirar a futuras líneas de investigación.
En los últimos 25 años, la modernización de regadío se ha fomentado desde las
administraciones publicas en España. Fue el comienzo de la expansión del uso del
regadío por goteo con fines de ahorro de agua. Las administraciones publicas aseguran
que estos sistemas consiguen un ahorro del agua y dedican financiación relevante al
sector. Sin embargo, algunas investigaciones actuales demuestran que la modernización
del regadío no esta relacionada directamente con ahorro de agua (Cots Rubió, 2011).
Ello, dependerá del contexto en el que se aplique y por tanto cada caso tendrá que ser
estudiado en detalle. En la cuenca del rio Cànyoles, existen unos factores inevitables
que afectan en la transformación de sistema de riego. Uno de ellos es el minifundismo.
Los agricultores tienen normalmente unas 0,2 hectáreas de terreno, lo que significa un
obstáculo a la hora de solicitar subvenciones y también supone mayores costes de
producción y mas mano de obra. Igualmente, la edad de los agricultores del área es
avanzada. Son agricultores que llevan toda la vida trabajando en el campo y su trabajo
como agricultor es un hobby (jubilados) o sino es a tiempo parcial. Los más jóvenes no
se sienten atraídos por la agricultura y prefieren la vida cerca de los centros urbanos en
vez de el campo. Además, la inversión de los actuales agricultores es bastante alta
(semillas/plantones, fertilizantes, costes de agua, maquinaria, poda, recolección, laboreo
etc.) comparando con el beneficio que sacan. En este contexto, no es de extrañar que
algunos de los campos estén siendo abandonados.
Desde la implementación del riego por goteo que hay en la mayoría de los campos del
valle del Cànyoles en los años 90, la investigación encuentra las siguientes
conclusiones:
 Hay una suposición general de que el riego por goteo consigue ahorro de agua desde
la administración publica (esto depende de cada contexto, hay que tener en cuenta la
posible expansión de área irrigada)
 Hay mucha financiación proveniente de Europa, del estado y la comunidad para
promover el regadío por goteo. Se debería de mejorar la gestión de financiación para
cada caso para que sea eficiente.
 Según los agricultores, la legislación y políticas no tienen en cuenta sus
preocupaciones y situaciones.
 No hay un seguimiento ni planes de mejora de la transformación de sistemas de
riego, ni el estudio de sus consecuencias tras la implantación (asegurar formación y
capacitación, contabilizar ahorro de agua, controlar la expansión de parcelas
irrigadas, estudiar la disponibilidad de recursos de agua a nivel de cuenca etc.)
 No existe un control total de las fuentes de recurso o estudios que investiguen las
mejores alternativas para cada caso.
 Existe la reutilización de aguas residuales en el área, pero se necesita mas promoción
e inversión para poder conseguir los objetivos marcados por la Comisión Europea.
 Con la modernización de regadíos se han identificado dos problemas sobre energía.
Una, los costes inasequibles de electricidad que tienen que cubrir los agricultores y
dos, el tremendo incremento de consumo de energía.
 Existen canales que han sido abandonados por la implementación del regadío por
goteo, deteriorando así el patrimonio de agua.
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Para poder conseguir regadío que promueva un desarrollo socio económico y una
sostenibilidad medio-ambiental en la cuenca del Cànyoles, a continuación se sugieren
algunas recomendaciones basadas en los resultados obtenidos.
El punto de partida es la conciencia y los valores humanos. Si se quiere conseguir un
consumo sostenible de agua se debe de mirar a los recursos de manera distinta, no como
un recurso que está en el medio ambiente para el aprovechamiento humano, sino como
recurso con el que convivimos y debemos respetar. En vez de haber escasez de recursos,
lo que normalmente suele escasear es una buena gestión de los mismos.
Entre algunas de las acciones, se podría organizar un estudio especifico del área que
investigue el mejor sistema de regadío, teniendo en cuenta las condiciones hidráulicas
(sobre todo los recursos subterráneos), los costes de energía y su consumo y también la
posibilidad de utilizar las antiguas infraestructuras de regadío. Un estudio en el que los
agricultores pudieran participar y aportar sus ideas y que se hiciera en el valle mismo.
Con los canales que no puedan ser utilizados, se podrían proponer alternativas, como el
transporte del agua residual tratada o su uso para generar energía hidráulica. Todo ello
teniendo en mente el conseguir un balance del recurso hídrico a nivel de cuenca.
Es importante que se promuevan iniciativas relacionadas con reutilización de aguas o
mejora de recolección de agua de lluvia mediante aljibes. Al mismo tiempo la
investigación sobre las agua subterráneas para evitar la disminución del nivel del agua.
Control de su explotación y en el aumento de superficie irrigado, controlando también
las áreas rurales. Al mismo tiempo, se debe buscar la eficiencia de gestión de
financiación y fertirrigation (para evitar contaminación), basándose en necesidades de
agricultores e incluyendo planes de seguimiento y programas de capacitación.
En cuanto a la energía se refiere, y a parte de las iniciativas gubernamentales del IDAE
(auditorías de energía que hasta el momento no están planeadas en el área de estudio),
existen otras medidas para ahorrar en el consumo de energía en regadío como la
determinación de las curvas optimas de las bombas, sectorización de redes de riego,
mejora de eficiencia de energía de los sistemas de bombeo o el use de una fuente de
energía que consuma menos para cada tipo de sistema de riego (Rodríguez-Díaz, et al.,
2011). Así mismo, actualmente en el primer Congreso Nacional de Regadíos y Energías
Renovables, se han expuesto varios tipos de energías renovables aplicables en regadío
(Pamplona, October 2011). Su objetivo es optimizar el consumo de agua y energía y
disminuir el coste. Algunas de las alternativas son:
 Producción de energía eléctrica con biomasa mediante cultivos energéticos o
residuos orgánicos agrarios (Iribarren, 2011; Lafarga, 2011)
 Uso de biocombustibles (de cereales u oleaginosas con biodiesel y bioetanol
(Echeverría, 2011; Lafarga, 2011)
 Sistemas de bombeo fotovoltaico (Abella, 2011)
 Energía eólica de media potencia para autoconsumo en uso agricola (con
capacidad de almacenamiento y ventaja de posibilidad de venta (Nistal Ruiz,
2011)
 Pequeños centros hidroeléctricos (Trillo, 1996)
El reto es estudiar las mejores alternativas que se adapten a cada contexto y ponerlo en
práctica apoyándolo por las administraciones públicas. No estaría de más que las
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empresas expertas en energías renovables ofrecieran también un servicio especifico para
sistemas de regadío.
En cuanto al precio de la energía, se deberían de estudiar las tarifas de electricidad en
las Comunidades de Regantes y encontrar unas tarifas justas y asequibles para los
agricultores. También se debería de negociar con la empresa proveedora de energía para
conseguir tarifas especiales.
El ahorro de energía también contribuye a nivel medio ambiental, evitando emisiones de
CO2, el cual es un indicador de sostenibilidad del agua pues el cambio climático afecta
directamente a la agricultura y al regadío. El decremento en el consumo de energía
también contribuirá a llegar a los objetivos del cambio climático (EU climate change).
Para conseguir una gestión de riegos sostenible, las Fuentes del recurso y sus límites
deberán de ser investigados a fondo, así como la distribución en los distintos usos.
Se espera que la cuenca hidrográfica del Júcar sea una de las cuencas con los mayores
impactos en España para 2030 debido al cambio climático (Gómez-Limón, 2010). Entre
algunas de las medidas, las aplicadas en regadío podrían ser: posicionar las fuentes de
energía lo mas cerca posible a las parcelas, utilizando el menor agua posible para una
mayor producción de cultivos, un consumo de energía mínimo por kg de producción y
al mismo tiempo la preservación del medio ambiente. Esto ultimo es esencial pues con
el cambio climático las temperaturas incrementaran, lo que significa que las plantas
necesitaran más agua para el proceso de evapotranspiración y al mismo tiempo la lluvia
disminuirá (Gómez-Limón, 2010). Habrá menos cantidad de agua disponible (debido al
incremento de evapotranspiración de las plantas/bosques, la disminución de la
escorrentía y menor caudal en los ríos). Por tanto, se deberá de buscar una mayor
productividad (más kg por m3 de agua) así como a la optimización de los sistemas de
regadío en menor superficie agrícola.
En cuento al patrimonio hidráulico, las dos infraestructuras más antiguas y llamativas
del área son la Acequia Mora en Moixent y los pasadizos y cámaras subterráneas del
castillo de Montesa para el abastecimiento de agua. Considerando el valor de estas
infraestructuras, se podría presentar alguna propuesta en la Generalitat Valenciana para
conseguir financiación para la recuperación del patrimonio.
Por ejemplo la Acequia Mora se podría restaurar para que el agua circulara de nuevo y
poder planear una ruta del agua que fomente el turismo rural y conocimiento de la
historia local. De hecho, existen ya algunas rutas promovidas por el municipio de
Moixent (Taller de empleo Moixent Turístic Etnològic, 2010) y esta ruta podría ser
incluida en ellas. Estas infraestructuras podrían ser un modelo de inspiración/ejemplo a
seguir para futuros sistemas de regadío y también contribuirían a la memoria de los
Islámicos, los cuales fueron pioneros en el regadío de La Costera.
En resumen, para cumplir los objetivos de la Comisión Europea, a parte de las
iniciativas nacionales, es esencial apoyar la investigación en varias áreas de España y
por supuesto en el valle del río Cànyoles. Dado que el regadío depende básicamente de
recursos subterráneos, estos se deberían de investigar a fondo a la vez que se debería
realizar un exhaustivo control de la expansión de área irrigada que se da con la
implementación de regadíos por goteo. Se esperaría el apoyo para recursos reutilizables
en campo. A parte, la optimización del consumo de agua y energía se podría mejorar
con el uso de energías renovables a nivel de campo para generar electricidad. Esto
también contribuiría a combatir el cambio climático y evitar consecuencias futuras.
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Finalmente, se debería de apoyar a la investigación que estudie maneras de reducir la
demanda de agua y maneras de conservar la humedad del suelo.
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Perspectives of different stakeholders to implement drip irrigation
systems and its consequences for land and water use

1.-INTRODUCTION
The huertos Valencianos, or Valencian orchards, are very characteristics in the landscapes
of any village of the Community. They were usually laid in the surroundings of the rivers,
fountains or springs where water is abundant. Sometimes this water was allocated by tunnels
or irrigation channels. The main grown crops used to be vegetables and fruit trees. The latter
ones were peach trees or plum trees among others and fig trees or white mulberry trees were
placed in the border of the orchards. This next text taken from the novel of Vicente Blasco
Ibañez, Entre Naranjos, describes an area in Alzira, a village 30 km far from the study area.
It pictures a typical landscape of that time, where an orange tree orchard, the river, the sun
and irrigation canals act as the main actors in a play.
“Los huertos de naranjos extendían sus rectas filas de copas verdes y redondas en ambas
riberas del río; brillaba el sol en las barnizadas hojas; sonaban como zumbidos de lejanos
insectos los engranajes de las máquinas del riego; la humedad de las acequias, unida a las
tenues nubecillas de las chimeneas de los motores, formaba en el espacio una neblina
sutilísima que transparentaba la dorada luz de la tarde con reflejos de nácar”.
(Blasco Ibáñez, 1900)
Irrigation has been practiced during centuries. In the study area, Muslims introduced their
knowledge during the XI-XII centuries and built infrastructures like weirs or irrigation
canals for crop production (Hermosilla, 2003). Nevertheless, what it has been in use for a
thousand years is changing now. There are other types of initiatives fostered in the last
decades that seek irrigation modernization using technology aiming water conservation or
resource sustainability.
The objective of this research is to investigate the process of introduction and expansion of
drip technology in the area of Cànyoles valley in Valencia (Spain). The importance of the
study is emphasized because the 80% of the world freshwater is used for irrigation.
Therefore, if new irrigation technologies will replace traditional systems, is essential to find
the effects that those produce in detail. In this way, the expansion of irrigated area, the
energy costs and consumption and water savings will be studied as a consequence of
localized systems. In addition, water heritage is also considered in this rich irrigation area of
Valencia.
The structure of this report comes as follows. Firstly, a research set-up is explained in which
the objectives, research questions, concepts and methodology are mentioned. Secondly, the
background information is defined in order to place the research in context. Then, the results
of the research are stated, where village by village the outcomes are described. Thereafter,
the analysis and discussion is presented, followed by the recommendations. Finally, the
conclusions are presented.
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2.-RESEARCH SET-UP
This section aims to make clear the problem and the research objectives of the study case in
Cànyoles basin. Moreover, the concepts in which the research is based are developed as well
as the methodology used, specifying the methods and the strategy of data management
followed.

2.1.-PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
In La Costera region, Valencia, drip irrigation systems are replacing traditional irrigation
systems with high heritage/patrimonial value in order to, at least at first glance, foster water
efficient technologies. It is true that while conventional irrigation technologies have an
average efficiency of 30-50%, drip irrigation can reach field application efficiencies of 8090% (Seckler, et al., 2003). However, it is unclear what the exact motives of the
stakeholders in many field situations are behind the implementation of drip technologies.
The development objective of this case study is the better understanding of the process of
the introduction and spreading of drip irrigation technology from traditional surface
irrigation systems and dry lands, in the upstream area of La Costera region, Spain. The
origin of these transformation is related to national and autonomous community level
legislation and initiatives and later on to the sustainable water management promoted by the
Water Framework Directive (WFD) of the European Union (EU).
To tackle the mentioned objective of the research, the next specific objectives are defined at
different levels.





Human action
o To identify other reasons, apart from using water more efficiently, to
transform from furrow to drip irrigation systems (DIS);
o To assess water resources management due to the change of irrigation
system at basin level;
o To find out which have been and are the plans concerning to irrigation
coming from the directives of the European Union, Spanish government
and Valencian Comunity (VC) and if they have been accomplished in the
area;
Infrastructure transformation
o To describe the impacts caused due to DIS implementation in traditional
irrigation systems;
Natural resources
o To study the impact that DIS implementation has in agricultural water use
and other water use activities;
o To describe the expansion of the irrigated area using drip technologies;
o To describe the expansion of the irrigated area using drip technologies and
the impacts caused in the traditional systems.

2.2.-CONCEPTS
For the understanding of the thesis, it is necessary to have a clear idea of the meaning of
some concepts. In this section, the concepts in which the research is based are explained.
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Those are water savings, sustainability, water efficiency and irrigation as a socio-technical
approach.

2.2.1.-Water conservation, water savings and drip technology
From all the water that humans use, two thirds are applied for irrigation. That is why one of
the water conservation technologies is improving irrigation efficiency, making use of less
water to achieve the same yield. With it, as water resources are limited, they are declining.
Some authors mention that new water supplies likely will result from conservation,
recycling, reusing, and improving water use efficiency (Pimental, et al., 1997, p. 98) rather
than from new infrastructures, making use of the main sources.
For this study case, the focus will be on improved water use efficiency in means of water
savings. Water saving has been a sound concept in the last years. Seckler (1996)
differentiates between dry/paper efficiencies and wet/real savings. The real ones increase the
total water availability of the basin. For example, if efficiency is increased on farm level, it
does not always mean that there will be more water available at the basin level, but only that
the non-used water in the plot will be reallocated somewhere else in the basin.
A measure to promote real water savings could be accurate accounting of basin wide water
use; analysing the use, depletion and productivity of water at basin level (Ward & PulidoVelazquez, 2008). Nevertheless, this is too ambitious as there will be no data to make a
complete and representative analysis. Moreover, drip irrigation, which is considered a tool to
save water, results in positive water conservation at the farm level, but not necessarily at the
basin level (Samani & Skaggs, 2008, p. 289). On-farm adoption of drip irrigation is one
measure widely believed to conserve water.
From the farmer’s economic point of view the new water conserving technology is good.
Nevertheless, basin-level consumptive use of water can increase (Samani & Skaggs, 2008)
Achieving real water savings requires designing institutional, technical, and accounting
measures that accurately track and economically reward reduced water depletions.
Conservation programs that target reduced water diversion or applications provide no
guarantee of saving water (Samani & Skaggs, 2008).
Apart from that, it is essential to know whether farmers are interested in achieving water
savings at farm level and basin level. The same happens with policy makers or subsidizers.
The vision each actor has of the concepts (water saving, conservation, efficiency,
sustainability) is very important as there are totally different interests. For instance, for a
farmer, the water reallocated in a river can be wasted water. However, for a water manager
or many policy makers that could be a way to use water more efficiently promoting its
sustainability. Integrating the sometimes even opposite interest and accomplishing some
common objectives is what water management do.

2.2.2.-Sustainability
As it is known, currently the increase of population and water scarcity are two main reasons
why the need to conserve water arose (Jackson, et al., 2001). Water conservation consists
mainly on reducing the demand of water, saving the latter one as well as energy and reusing
wastewater. In other words, it seeks a sustainable way of using water that assures
availability of the resource for future generations. However, the concept of sustainability is
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much broader and it integrates more disciplines. As the European Commission defines,
resource efficiency means using the Earth´s limited resources in a sustainable manner.

FIGURE 1: PILLARS OF SUSTAINABILITY (SOURCE: HTTP://WWW.GREENTIMES.COM.AU)

For its development, figure 1 will be used. This figure shows how different disciplines
intervene to achieve sustainability. Even though traditionally sustainability has been
interpreted only from an environmental vision, in the last years different academic
disciplines expressed the need to integrate other factors to give a mayor globalist and
integrate interpretation to the term. The disciplines will be shortly described below.


Economic Sustainability (EcS) refers to capital maintenance, overall with natural
capital as it started to be scarce no long time ago and economist have no much
previous experience in valuing it (intangible, intergenerational, and, especially
common access resources) (Goodland, 1995)



Societal development cannot be held in inequities. Therefore, Social
Sustainability (SS) is essential. Human capital (investments in education, health,
and nutrition of individuals) is now accepted as part of economic development,
but the creation of social capital as need for social sustainability is not yet
recognized. Cohesion of community, cultural identity, diversity, solidarity,
comity, tolerance, humility, compassion, patience, forbearance, fellowship,
fraternity, institutions, love, pluralism, commonly accepted standards of honesty,
laws, discipline, etc. constitute the part of social capital (Goodland & Daly, 1996).



Environmental Sustainability (ES) supports to maintain natural capital;
understanding ES thus includes defining natural capital and maintenance of
resources or at least “non-declining levels of resources” (Goodland, 1995). More
specifically for this case and included on the environmental sustainability,
sustainable water management is promoted from the WFD.

Although the three pillars are indispensable for a complete study, the research will focus
more in the environment discipline as considered in the European Commission. In the
growth strategy of Europe 2020, one of the priorities is sustainable growth, with three goals
related to environmental sustainability, climate change and energy: reducing greenhouse gas
emissions by 20% compared to 1990 levels, increasing the share of renewables in final
energy consumption to 20% and moving towards a 20% increase in energy efficiency
(Europe 2020, 2011). Irrigation fits here as drip systems have to deal with the mentioned
three objectives.
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In addition included on the environmental sustainability approach, sustainable water
management is promoted from the WFD as mentioned before.
In this sustainability interdisciplinary line, Gleick suggest a change of mentality in a longer
term which plans meeting present and future human needs with the water that is available, to
determine what desires can be satisfied within the limits of our resources, and to ensure that
we preserve the natural ecological cycles that are so integral to human well-being (Gleick,
2000). The research will follow this base where environmental, social and economic
disciplines are unified and dependent on each other for a sustainable water management.
Nevertheless, even though those environments are indispensable, they revolve around
individual´s objectives. Therefore, the focus will be in individual’s interests (Samani &
Skaggs, 2008, p. 292) that sometimes are contrary but at times there is a common agreement
on the objectives. The actors have agreed to implement drip irrigation. Nevertheless the
research will try to find out what different motives drove each of the actors to promote it.
The challenge is dealing with the environmental, financial and social concerns and the gap
between their interests, considering the different water needs (urban, environmental and
agricultural) at different levels (farm and basin). All of it, taking into account the
transformation to drip irrigation. This is summarized in each individual´s priorities,
concerns, values and interests’, which are all equally valid.

2.2.3.-Complexity of concepts: Water Efficiency
It seems that increasing the efficiency of irrigation systems could, at first sight at least, help
to satisfy the human water demand. However, there is a complex water efficiency paradox,
as the concept of efficiency in irrigation has witnessed an evolution over time. In this
section, different perceptions to interpret the concept “efficiency” will be studied.
Mainly, there are three stages when efficiency is classified: classical efficiency, net
efficiency and effective efficiency. These have been studied by more than one author in the
last years.
The definitions would be as follows (Seckler, et al., 2003):
=

o Classical Efficiency (CE)

Where NET is the water needs to satisfy the crop water requirements and DIV is the total
amount of water diverted from a source to achieve NET. Seckler, Willardson, Viets and
more authors mention this term with this meaning.
The term can by divided in different levels (Kay, et al., 1997):
-

Farm level: applied to fields.
Schemes: relationship between water delivered to farmers and water received
from the source at which project jurisdiction starts.
- Basin level: percentage of catchment yield actually applied to “productive” uses.
If we are talking about CE it is indispensable to mention which level we are talking about.
o Net Efficiency (NE)
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It was developed by Jensen (1977) and, apart from the water for the crop requirements, it
also considers the water that can be reused. Therefore, the perspective is from a system
level.
o Effective Efficiency (EE)
This last definition was developed by Keller and Keller (1995) and here, they also include
the pollution factor (considering water quality as well as quantity) in the possible recycling
process of the system.
Apart from these three basic interpretations there are authors that have other suggestions to
use this concept. Haie and Keller (2008) determine different efficiency concepts and
recommend the use of EE as an indicator of performance and fractions for looking at and
understanding water flows. They further recommend to stop making use of the CE term.
Moreover, there is another group of authors that believe that efficiency is a too limited
concept and they see the need of new ways of describing and evaluating water use. New
definitions are proposed that require re-naming irrigation efficiencies to various types of
"fractions" including consumptive fraction, reusable fraction, and non-reusable fraction
(Willardson, et al., 1994).
Efficiency can be also classified from different disciplines points of view. An example of
that is the next table, where it can be observed that improving efficiency has distinct
meanings depending on the category we are focusing on.
TABLE 1: DIFFERENT VIEWS OF INCREASING EFFICIENCY AT FIELD LEVEL (SOURCE: HOWELL, 2001, P.
285)

Improvement
category
Agronomic

Engineering

Management

Institutional

Options
Crop management to enhance precipitation capture or reduce water
evaporation (e.g, crop residues, conservation till and plant spacing); improved
varieties; advance cropping strategies that maximized cropped area during
lower periods of water demands and/or periods when rainfall may have
greater likelihood of occurrence.
Irrigation systems that reduce application losses, improve distribution
uniformity, or both; cropping systems that can enhance rainfall capture (e.g.,
crop residues, deep chiseling or paratilling, furrow diking, and dammer-diker
pitting).
Demand-based irrigation scheduling; slight to moderate deficit irrigation to
promote deeper soil water extraction; avoiding root zone salinity yield
thresholds; preventive equipment maintenance to reduce unexpected
equipment failures.
user participation in an irrigation district (or scheme) operation and
maintenance; water pricing and legal incentives to reduce water use an
penalties for inefficient use; training and educational opportunities for
learning newer, advanced techniques.

Clearly, the best way to improve efficiency would be to integrate all of the categories.
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Theoretically this concept is already broad enough. However, there is still the need to deal
with the perception that technicians or farmers have. Therefore, the complexity lays on how
each stakeholder refer to the same concept. There can be miscommunications, even if at first
sight they use the concept for the same objective (in this case the transformation to drip
technologies to increase efficiency). In addition, each stakeholder can be looking for
different subsequent effects with the same measure.
Consequently, it is important to recognize the connotation that each stakeholder gives to the
concept to understand the context of the study case properly.

2.2.4.-Irrigation as a socio-technical approach
In the article about irrigation technology written by Mollinga (1998), a definition of
technology is stated as “the practical ensemble of knowledge and skill by means of which
people pursue particular goals in society”. With this focus, technology is considered not only
the newest innovations created nowadays, but also any other skill or knowledge trying to
achieve any purpose in society.
The main approach of this thesis is to think about how people create irrigation technology,
how they perceive it, how they apply it and maintain it using irrigation in a constructive
way. In real irrigation systems, there are social and technical elements and relationships, and
they can only be both at the same time (Mollinga P. P. and Wester P., 2010, p4). This means
that irrigation systems are socio-technical systems. There are material and social conditions
that determine the system. For instance, the infrastructures for water allocation from the
water source to the field will condition how irrigation will work. Moreover, the farmers and
the way they use/apply/maintain the infrastructure and water will condition the irrigation
system. In addition, the organizations, their structure or their internal way of working can
also affect to the system. Finally, the relationship between all the stakeholders and their
interest is a very relevant part of an irrigation system.

FIGURE 2: ELEMENTS OF IRRIGATION AS A LABOUR PROCESS (MOLLINGA P. P. AND WESTER P., 2010)

As it is shown in figure 2, and based on the Marxist labor process, there are three elements
considered for irrigation. Firstly, the natural resource itself, in this case water. Secondly, the
activity or action itself carried out by humans. The action would be done by farmers that
want to irrigate their crops, but also government officials organized in agencies manage
irrigation systems and are essential for the systems operation. In the same way, the actions
can be done individually or collectively. Lastly, this would be impossible to do without an
irrigation physical infrastructure to transfer and distribute water.
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To sum up, irrigation technology has a technical facet, but also a social perception, which is
crucial when there are projects that water users will apply in field. After all, they are the
ones that in fact live with that technology.

2.3.-RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Based on the previous objectives and concepts, the questions to have in mind during the
research will be the following ones;
What are the reasons of implementing drip technology in the historically traditional surface
irrigation systems and dry lands of the upstream area of Cànyoles river basin, Spain, and its
consequences in relation to a sustainable water management in the last twenty five years
from a socio-technical approach?
In order to make the objectives researchable, some representative questions are detailed
below.
 What are the motives of implementing drip irrigation systems for different
stakeholders?
 What are the used water sources before and after DIS implementation for
agriculture and other water use activities in the area?
 How have government subsidies influenced the adoption of DIS?
 What are the main field consequences for farmers regarding to irrigation system
transformation?
 To what extent DIS induced/facilitated the expansion of the irrigated area?
 How are the traditional irrigation infrastructures related to the implementation of
DIS?/What are the consequences on traditional irrigation infrastructures after the
implementation of DIS?

2.4.-METHODOLOGY
In this next section the operationalization of the research topic in the upper area of the
Cànyoles river basin will be explained. For that, the methods used and the strategy of data
collection and management are explained.

2.4.1.-Research methods
Defining the methods is essential for a research. For this case literature research, field work
and Geo-Information tools will be used.
2.4.1.1.- Research sources/literature
Research sources used in this study are basically three. Firstly, scientific articles and general
research, secondly, legislation and thirdly, the historical documents kept in the Archivo del
Reino de Valencia.
Articles from different scientific journals, information from different national congresses
and legislation checked out in the official EU legislation, Official Bulletin of the State
(BOE) and in the Diari Oficial de la Comunitat Valenciana (DOCV) are some of the most
used sources for the elaboration of the research. Furthermore, initiatives related to drip
irrigation and other activities that include water use, including the actions of different
organizations at different levels have been used (Water Framework Directive, National
Irrigation Plan, village level initiatives etc.). This will give an idea of how the
transformation to localized irrigation was made.
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The linkage that irrigation has with the crops produced and at the same time with the
demanding market and competences cannot be avoided. Therefore, it is important to put
special emphasis on it, seeking the crop tendencies in the area, as well as the product selling
strategies. Searching for the different subsidies that farmers received is also important. For
that, the research is based on publications of national public organizations like the Instituto
Nacional de Estadística (INE), Generalitat Valenciana (GV) and its different ministries,
Confederación Hidrográfica del Júcar (CHJ) or Instituto Geológico y Minero de España
(IGME).
Bibliography is needed in order to place the research topic in context and compare it to other
cases in Spain and other countries. Moreover, it is important to keep updated with recent
studies, measures and results obtained in different researches.
The Archivo del Reino de Valencia is visited to consult different documents dated since the
XIII century, as well as information related to irrigation in the area from that century. With
this information, a chronology of the history and traditions about the area are considered,
emphasizing how it developed during the centuries and why the area is the way it is
nowadays. More specifically in La Costera (and in general in Valencia) where there has
been a lot of tradition with irrigation all over the centuries.
2.4.1.2.- Field work
Field work is the most active function of the research. Before going to the field, it must be
clear what the researcher want to know and how is going to do it. On the one hand,
interviews help to be in contact with people of the area or experts that give the real situation.
On the other hand, observation methods are used to capture the surroundings and other
factors that sometimes can only be recognized watching.
Interviews are the main tool connecting the research with field. For the case, farmers are the
most important unit. However, there are other interviewees as heads of Comunidades de
Regantes, administrative workers in different organizations like IGME or CHJ or
Government Agencies. The interviews are made in different atmospheres, some in the field,
some in offices and others in particular houses. In general, they are face to face and
individual interviews, although in some cases more than one farmer is interviewed at the
same time. They are semi-structured and informal conversations, which means that some
questions referencing to the objectives of the research are prepared (annex II) but the
interviewer is very open to listen to any related story and to experience unexpected events,
which is considered a positive characteristic. This is a research that is looking forward to
follow the water, the people and stories.
Interviews are mainly addressed to find out the motives of the stakeholders to transform to
drip irrigation systems, their perspectives concerning water consumption and yield changes,
their opinions about the relation between the irrigated area and localized technologies, their
awareness of the traditional infrastructure preservation and to check if the subsidies are
relevant from different points of view.
Observation methods are used to perceive the essence of the field. The most relevant
observations are captured as graphic information as it is very helpful when describing the
area. The pictures are used to complement the report and have an easier reading. With
images one can deduce/infer/see how the area looks like, what are the conditions of new
technology irrigation systems, the conditions of old irrigation canals and weirs, the climate
and lifestyle of inhabitants etc.
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2.4.1.3.- Consult of aerial photographs and making up maps by geographical
information systems (GIS)
Mapping the area is one of the challenging parts of the research. The idea is to show in a
very graphic way, using Geo-Information tools the basic characteristics of the area.
Aerial photographs allow a better understanding of the study area. The main unit of research
in this case will be the river basin and more specifically the south-west side of it. It will be
considered which maps will be the most relevant and feasible for the research.
The maps aim is to identify the irrigated and non-irrigated areas, the expansion of irrigation
in the last years, the different crops and soil types of the area etc.

2.4.2.-Strategy of data collection, management and analysis
Managing and organizing the obtained information is as important as collecting data. The
objective of managing the data is to make the reporting task easier. In general, the same
three different blocks need to be disposed: literature research, interviews and maps.
One of the key points when writing a thesis is to stress the importance of the data
organization. The best way to “digest” the information obtained is to write about it again
making a selection of what is most important in order to have the information classified.
That is why first, literature is organized in summaries depending on the authors and the
topics and second, interviews are gathered in daily reports. The day reports have different
parts where the objective of day, a short description of planning of the day, interview notes
and graphic information, context of observation and feelings of observation are shown (see
Annex I). The interview notes are organized in such a way that each paragraph has the topic
next to it written to facilitate the identification of the information in the reporting part.
Last, GIS work is done by using data bases, programs and ortophotos provided by Centro de
Investigaciones sobre Desertificacion (CIDE), as well as by the downloaded layers from the
official websites. Those websites are mainly from the Ministerio de Medio Ambiente, Medio
Rural y Marino (MARM) and from GV. Usually, there is always a space for GIS and
cartography, where anyone can consult maps with different layers online and also download
some of the layers and metadata when they are georeferenced. For this research, the
downloaded metadata was normally in Web Map Services (WMS) format.
To avoid track loss, weekly reports are written to collect the activities fulfilled and to note
down what still needs to be done. Those reports have a similar structure to daily reports. In
addition, a midterm evaluation of progress is evaluated during the field work phase.
All this will contribute to an efficient organization making use of all the time available.
The three activities compilation is elaborated in the CIDE building in Valencia, which
provide the necessary facilities. For the reporting of the research, Wageningen University
and Research (WUR) provides a place to work in.
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3.-BACKGROUND INFORMATION
This section explains the required knowledge in order to understand the research study. It is
divided in the next six subsections: the justification of the study area, a description of the
area, the evolution of irrigation in the area, legal and political support to drip technology, the
water sources used for irrigation and the water management and social capital associated to
irrigation.

3.1.-JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY AREA
The research area was decided mainly based on three reasons. Firstly, it is a region where
drip technology is easily found. The area is devoted to irrigated agricultural activity. There
are evidences that traditional irrigation infrastructures existed since the XI-XII century,
which means that there was a culture of irrigation previously, as mentioned in the
introduction. Nevertheless it is observed that the majority of the irrigation systems are
currently localized systems, which assures to find the necessary actors, structures and
information to meet the objectives of the research.
Secondly, one of the villages, Montesa, was the pioneer in adopting drip irrigation systems
in the Valencian Community. This was due to the facilities given from the Conselleria de
Agricultura of the autonomous government and also to the enthusiasm and initiatives of the
local people to implement the new technology. In addition, there was a close relationship
between this village and the Conseller de Agricultura (head of the Conselleria de
Agricultura, Pesca y Alimentación) at that time, Jose María Coll Comín. In consequence,
Montesa became the pilot area of irrigation modernization in Valencian Community.
The introduction of drip irrigation in this Community was due to the approbation of the
decree 47/1987, focused on the use of water for irrigation. This decree opened the possibility
to farmers and associations of irrigators to propose any petition related to:
- the better exploitation of water;
- the improved distribution of water use in the area and in each plot;
- the adjustment of the necessary water delivery or the guarantee of water savings.
Once these ideas were proposed, the Consell of the Generalitat Valenciana would be the
organism in charge of choosing and approving the corresponding plan, giving the accorded
subsidies and loans for the selected irrigators associations.
Therefore, from that year on, every year there was the possibility of proposing projects for
irrigation improvements. In the early nineties, the works for the proposal of the
modernization in Montesa started. Specifically, it was in the year 1995, with the decree
69/1995 (and under the protection of the 47/1987 decree), when the Plan of Water Use for
Irrigation in the Comunidad General de Regantes de Montesa (Valencia) was approved. Its
purpose was to achieve substantial water saving introducing drip irrigation technology.
Generalitat Valenciana provided half of the total budget for the initial investment. Apart
from promoting irrigation modernization with these decrees, it is important to mention that
the expansion of the irrigated area was achieved, as some of the dry lands were converted to
irrigated lands. This situation is given mainly in three of the villages of the study area.
Therefore, it is find that most of the traditional irrigation systems were converted into drip
irrigation systems and some of the dry productive areas were transformed into irrigated
areas, resulting in an expansion of the total irrigated area.
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Thirdly, the upstream area of the Cànyoles valley, which is more than half of the total
surface of La Costera region, is considered for the study. Although the ideal research would
have been to analyse the entire region, it was decided to do a deeper study in the most rural
area.
In the upper side, there is no much research previously done related to the introduction and
evolution of irrigation. Usually, researches are focused more in the downstream areas or in
zones where urban units are more important and with higher population. The aim is to add
information about the areas that are not around the capital of Valencia, as currently there are
numerous studies there about the Valencian orchard but no so many in the upstream areas of
some Júcar basins and tributaries.

3.2.-DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA
In the next section the description of the study area is explained. This includes the physical
environment and economic context in order to set the topic.

3.2.1.-Geographical boundaries and physical environment
The study area is bounded by four villages located in the upstream of the Cànyoles valley:
La Font de la Figuera, Moixent, Vallada and Montesa. Those villages are part of La Costera
region (Valencia province, Valencian Community, Spain) and they form what previously
was called Montesa Valley. It is the steepest side of La Costera and although the population
is the lowest of the area, it covers more than half of the comarca1. Font de la Figuera is the
last village of the Valencia province in its south-western border and bounds with the
Albacete province in Castilla La Mancha Community. The study area is about 60 km far
from the Mediterranean Sea, which encloses it in a typical Mediterranean climate (Figure 1).
This climate is characterized by dry and high temperatures during the summer, which is
translated into high plant evapotranspiration needs and high plant water consumption, soft
temperatures in winters and irregular rains that sometimes turn into torrential mainly in
spring and autumn seasons. In Montesa, there is an agro-meteorological station which
provides daily data of temperatures, precipitation, humidity, sun hours and wind velocity
and direction. The mean annual temperatures vary from 26ºC during the warmest months,
August or July, to 8.9ºC in winter (Bonet, 2011). The average annual precipitation in the last
eleven years is around 593 mm. Usually, the maximum rainfall is recorded in autumn and
the driest period is in summer. The highest precipitation has been 356 mm/day.
According to the Köppen Climate Classification, used in the State-level Meteorological
Agency (AEMET, Agencia Estatal de Meteorología), the climate in the study area is Csa,
which means that the average temperature in the coldest months is between 0-18ºC and
average temperature in the hottest month is above 22ºC, temperate with dry or hot summer
(Agencia Estatal de Meteorología & Instituto de Meteorología, 2011, p. 17). In addition,
following Papadakis agro-climatic classification, the study area is Subtropical
Mediterranean, which is obtained based on the data of Montesa station provided by the
Servicio de Tecnología de Riego (Bonet, 2011). This classification is characterized
pertaining to the effect that climate can cause in plant development. This type of climate is
favourable for crops like cereals (wheat, barley), vineyards, and specially citrus and orange
trees.

1

In English comarca is similar to county for the U.S. or district in U.K.
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FIGURE 3: SITUATION MAP, SPAIN, VALENCIAN COMMUNITY AND LA COSTERA REGION (SOURCE:
ICIETLANATURE.COM, IMAGES.GOOGLE.ES, AND COMARCARURAL.COM)

FIGURE 4: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF THE STUDY AREA: LA FONT DE LA FIGUERA, MOIXENT, VALLADA
AND MONTESA

The studied valley is located in the union point of the Baetic and Iberian Systems. Those
systems are two big main mountain ranges in Spain. The Baetic one is located in the southeastern of the peninsula and encloses mountains of Andalusia, Murcia and Valencia. The
characteristic of those mountain ranges is that they are positioned in southwest-northeast
direction. The Iberian System is located in the central regions of the peninsula and reaches
the Mediterranean Sea in Valencia. The studied valley, Cànyoles valley, has the
characteristic orientation of the Baetic system, from SW to NE. However, the northern part
comes from the Iberian system (García-Atiénzar, 2009). It is a mountainous valley in its
north-west and south-eastern areas and quite plain in the lowland near the river. Font de la
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Figuera is at 550 metres of altitude a.s.l. and the mean altitude in Montesa is of 250 metres
a.s.l. In the surroundings of the villages, there are different sierras (mountain ranges). In the
border of the western side El Capurutxo (901m) is raised, a mountain in Font de la Figuera
with the particular shape of a hood which gives its name. It connects the valley with
Almansa plain and opens the way between the two Spanish Communities. The river basin is
surrounded mainly by two mountain ranges, from the northern and southern directions. In
the northern side, there are Sierra Plana, known as well as Sierra de la Solana, Sierra de
Enguera and Macizo del Caroig. Sierra de la Solana is characteristic due to the impressive
barrancos (gully) born there. Sierra de Navalon is another mountain range placed behind
the Sierra de Enguera, and even that is not next to the study area, some watercourses are
born there, like the Barranco del Regajo and Rambla de la Teja that meet before the plain to
form the Cànyoles river. In the south, Sierra Grossa is raised, with a maximum altitude of
900 metres in Moixent, presenting small valleys formed by the erosion of the Triassic
outcrops. The village and inhabitants of Moixent and Vallada are laid in the lowlands of
Sierra Grossa. In contrast, Montesa is settled in the northern side of the valley in the Sierra
Enguera.
The geology of the area in general is a Quaternary plain in Font de la Figuera and sediments
of the Tertiary and Quaternary periods until the boundary of Montesa (García-Atiénzar,
2009). More specifically, in the northern part of La Font de la Figuera there are materials
from the Quaternary, Superior Miocene and Facies Wealdense (FW). In the lowest plain of
the valley next to the river, there are Tap-Burgadilense (M1) materials from the Miocene as
well as Neo-cretaceous materials (Santonense superior and Campaniense Superior, C4-5). In
the southern part, where Sierra Grossa is situated, and from Moixent to Montesa, there are
also Keuper materials (TK) from the Triassic. In the same side in Montesa, there are
Wealdense y Albense Continental Arenoso (G1-4) materials (IGME, 1956) (annex IV).
In the area is important to know how lithology affects water infiltration. For instance,
calcareous or limestone allows water infiltration. However, in the Miocene, the base is a
porous material and the Burdigalense tap is accumulated above, which is totally
impermeable and constitutes the major inconvenient for water catchment. This is due to the
fact that the lowlands are usually laid in this tap and the thickness is too wide to drill the
surface. In some cases, calcareous loams and limestone from the Superior Miocene are
found, which are permeable and allows water to pass through by drilling wells. Normally,
the highest water discharges are obtained from the wells drilled next to the sierras which are
composed by limes from the Cretaceous (IGME, 1955).
Cànyoles River finds its way in the lowest part of the valley of Montesa. The river rises at
900 meters a.s.l. in Font de la Figuera, it descends among the valley passing through
Moixent and Vallada. After Montesa, in Canals, there is a spring called Santos and is the
river Santos which gives the most discharge to Cànyoles. Afterwards, in the Cubeta of
Xátiva, it converts with the Albaida River. Cànyoles river is a tributary of the Júcar
watershed. It is the most irregular river of the comarca, contributing less water to irrigation
than the other ones. This is interesting to study, due to the fact that there are water shortages
in some dry years. Apart from the river, temporary courses such as ramblas and barrancos
only have some discharge in rainy periods. When there are torrential regimes, those water
courses drag materials that form their path.
The land uses in La Costera are divided as showed in figure 5. There are no meadow lands
as grazing is not characteristic in the place and almost half of the surface of the area is
forest. The 35% of the lands are used for agriculture purposes. From that total, 15%
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corresponds to non-irrigated areas in contrast with the 20% of the irrigated ones. Lastly,
there are another 17% of hectares devoted to other uses (urban and industrial areas, roads
etc.).
Land uses in La Costera, Valencia (ha)
9184 ha
(17%)

7918 ha(15%)
11056 ha (21%)

24668 ha (47%)

Agricultural lands Non-Irr

Agricultural lands Irr

Meadow

Forests

Other surfaces

FIGURE 5: LAND USES IN LA COSTERA (CAPA, 2009)

Another way of dividing La Costera region would be in two areas, depending on the size of
the typical orchards. On the one hand, the Cànyoles river or Rambla de Montesa, where
there are small fluvial orchards (in the upstream area) and on the other hand, the Cubeta of
Xátiva, where there are considerably wider orchards (Hermosilla, 2003). This last area has
more study tradition and documentation about irrigated areas, as it was the extensive area for
that activity. Therefore, the present study would improve the knowledge about the upstream
area.

3.2.2.-Economic context
This section analyses the rural development and social situation of the study area.
La Costera has a total population of 74.226 inhabitants and a surface of 528 km2. From that
total, the four villages studied have 65% of that total surface and a total of 11795
inhabitants. This implies that the inhabitant’s density is quite low comparing to other areas
of La Costera, with a mean of 282.6 inhabitants per km2 (INE, 2010).
TABLE 2: POPULATION, SURFACE AND DENSITY IN THE VILLAGES OF THE STUDY AREA (INE, 2010)

La Font de la Figuera
Mogente/Moixent
Vallada
Montesa
Total

Population (people)
2.227
4.753
3.447
1.369
11.796

Surface (km2)
84,34
150,23
61,5
48,11
344

Density
(inhabitants/km2)
26,41
31,64
56
28,46

This is a rural area, where industry and services are the main activities done at full time. The
main activity for some years was furniture industry, specialized mainly in wicker or rattan.
However, the competence with the Chinese market and the current financial crisis made it
go down. Another common activity is the rental of lands for seedling for the consequent
transfer to other plots. This activity is specially practiced in Moixent and the small close
valleys. Agriculture is practiced at part time, normally during the weekend and free time.
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From the economical point of view, it is essential to know the agricultural incomes in the
area. The organism in charge of the calculus of the Economic Accounts of Agriculture2
(EEA) Valencian Community is the Conselleria de Agricultura Pesca y Alimentación
(CAPA) and the methodology used is the ESA-953, the European System of national and
regional Accounts. This system describes the total economy of a region, its components and
relations with other economies and it is used as a central framework of reference for the
social and economic statistics of the EU. The income comes mainly from two sources, plant
and animal production. However, there are costs and benefits, directly or indirectly attached
to the incomes (services, intermediate consumes, amortizations, subsidies or taxes among
others). For instance, fodder took 33% of the total costs in 2008 and phytosanitary products
the 8% (to be applied in fruit trees, and especially in citrus (CAPA, 2009).
This agricultural income varies, but not significantly lately, from year to year. Recently, the
latest data show the agricultural income in 2007, 2008 and 2009 was 1728.4 million of
Euros, 1827.1 millions of Euros and 1797.3 millions of Euros, respectively (CAPA, 2009).
Plant production/income covers about 78% of the value of the total agricultural sector in the
Valencian Community. The main crop in this autonomous community is citrus. For instance,
its value in 2008 represented more than half of the plant production and 39% of the total
consumer items. One of the most important income of the Valencian Community is the
exported food market, and more specifically the citrus fruits, that gives 82,4% of the total
income. The insured production has also decreased in the last years, falling 23.4% in the
Valencian province in 2009 (CAPA, 2009).
The importance of agriculture is linked to irrigation and also to the improvements in this
sector made in the last years. In Spain, plans like the Plan Nacional de Regadíos and Plan
de Choque de Regadíos caused some effects like the reducing of traditional gravity irrigation
systems and increasing of the sprinkle and localized irrigation systems that promote water
savings. Localized irrigation systems land has incremented more than 450% since 1989 to
2007, and currently is the most significant irrigation system in Spanish agriculture (GómezLimón,
2010,
p.
12).

2

The EEA are a satellite account of the European system of national and regional accounts, adapted to
the specific nature of the agricultural industry, providing complementary information and concepts
(Eurostat, 2011).
3 ESA-95 collects comparable, up-to-date and reliable information on the structure and developments of
the economy of the Member States of the European Union and their respective regions (Eurostat, 2011).
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TABLE 3: AMOUNT OF WATER DELIVERED IN THE AUTONOMOUS COMMUNITIES OF SPAIN WITH
DIFFERENT IRRIGATION SYSTEMS (SOURCE: INE, 2007)

Autonomous
Communities
Navarra
La Rioja
Aragón
Cataluña
Castilla y Leon
Castilla- La mancha
Valencian Community
Murcia
Extremadura
Andalucía
Remaining Autonomous
Communities
SPAIN

Sprinkler
51.344
96.673
614.149
154.167
1.083.660
937.045
15.269
12.211
406.757
334.854
217.056

Irrigation technique (thousands of m3)
Drip
Gravity
Others
50.912
351.752
843
23.334
103.108
1.327
113.085
1.574.904
197
256.980
1.031.475
2.667
75.694
1.044.766
25
736.669
77.868
5.183
808.349
688.634
2.744
445.193
83.167
1.232
313.289
861.188
2.513.658
861.455
2.409
119.625
65.395
6.689

Total
454.851
224.332
2.302.335
1.445.284
2.204.145
1.756.765
1.514.996
551.803
1.581.234
3.712.376
462.758

3.977.185

5.466.678

16.210.879

6.743.712

23.304

As it can be observed in table X, the Valencian Community uses a high quantity of drip
irrigation when compared with irrigation systems at national level. It is the second
community (after Andalusia) that has the highest percentage of trickle irrigation systems. In
addition, these irrigation systems are the most used ones in the community.
The economic crisis of the last years has affected unemployment in general but also to the
agricultural activity. In the national statistical data, 2% of the active population shows an
agricultural unemployment in La Costera (INEM, 2009). It is wise to keep in mind that
before this situation, in Montesa, every year 450 immigrants used to go to the field as farm
workers to harvest. Nowadays, none of them found a job in the area, as they have been
replaced by local hand-labour.

3.3.-INTRODUCTION AND EVOLUTION OF IRRIGATION IN THE STUDY
AREA
As professor Martín Retortillo stated, “Nothing must be innovated without a perfect
knowledge of the past” (Martín Retortillo, 1960, p. 19). Valencia is very rich in history;
therefore, it is essential to know the evolution of agriculture, irrigation and legislation in
order to understand how the current situation is reached.
In the study area, there are evidences that in the XI-XII centuries farmers already used water
for irrigation, as in the 16th of October 1289, a Carta Puebla (letter to the villagers) was
delivered to the villages of Montesa and Vallada, where the King Alfonso I rewarded 120
Christians with lands and possessions. In this latin “letter” it is stated: “possessions et
vineas, tam rigadivi quam sicani”, which means there were already irrigated and nonirrigated arable lands. Furthermore, some other activities are mentioned which are totally
linked to the use of water like mills or almazaras (mills for producing olive oil), or
tintorerías (dyeing works) (Guinot Rodríguez, 2008). This means that in the XI-XII
century’s Muslims already introduced irrigation in the area. In addition, they were the ones
using different infrastructures for drinking water demand or for some industries.
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Some authors mention that alquerías are the unit for water management at local level, which
are totally linked to irrigation (Guinot Rodríguez, 1991) (Hermosilla, 2010, p. 128). In the
Cànyoles valley, three out of the four villages studied show archaeological remains of
alquerías. In Montesa: Les Alqueries, in Vallada: Alquería les Solanetes, and in Moixent:
Hortes Velles (CULT, 2011). During the Islamic period, the territorial organization was
structured through the relation between the alquerías and a castle, which at the same time
where related with irrigation systems. The castles used to protect the fertile lands, and the
alquerías integrated dry and irrigated lands (Glick, 2007, pp. 124-128). In the study area, the
ruins of three castles are found. The first one was located in Moixent, conquered by Jaime I
which donated it to the Gran Maestre de la Orden de Santiago, Fray Pelagio Pérez in 1255
(CVC, 1998). The remains are solely a Moorish square tower and some walls on the
outskirts of the village. Near Vallada, there are the ruins of the castle of Garmuxen. It was
also constructed by the Muslisms and donated in 1288 by Jaime II (CVC, 1998).
The most important castle and the best preserved is the one of Montesa, which was also
erected by the Muslims and conquered by Jaime I. In 1317, the King Jaime II created an
Order for the Kingdom of Valencia in this castle. The complete name of the Order was
Orden Militar de Caballeros Cruzados de Nuestra Señora de Montesa. In 1347, the Orden
bought castles and villas to Pedro IV, seizing almost the entire current Castellón province.
The castle was preserved splendidly until 1748, when it was destroyed by an earthquake.
The rest of the standing ruins are National Monument since the 13th of April of 1926
(Gaceta de Madrid, 1926). Those evidences assure the irrigation introduction thanks to the
Islamic culture. Christians afterwards, maintained those traditional structures because of
their good capacity of water distribution and continue using them for agricultural and other
purposes.
In the Late Middle Ages, the irrigation landscapes were actively maintained and already in
the Modern age, Viciana (in 1564) described the landscapes and villages of La Costera,
among other villages. It is easy to perceive the abundance of springs, fountains, canals and
different crop productions that existed during the previous centuries. For instance, the next
lines describe the importance given by Viciana to water. This part is specifically referring to
the fertile lands near Xátiva and Canals in the lowlands of the Cànyoles valley:
“There are infinite fountains and water is marvelous for the orchards and fruits (…) water
quantity and quality, as well as the orchards make the villages rich and their inhabitants rich.
The food that comes from the land is one of the best of the kingdom in healthiness and
mildness…” (Viciana, 1564, p. 332).
In fact, in the study area, the descriptions of irrigation structures were a constant in the book
of Viciana:
“…in the river that comes from Montesa, there are ten canals and in the exit of the region it
carries more water than what it brings, it all comes from the river. There are infinite
fountains and water is marvelous for the orchards and fruits” (Viciana, 1564, p. 360).
The names of the villages are also connected to water. It is the case of Font de la Figuera
village’s name (Fig’s Fountain if we translate it into English):
“…In the place there is a spring called The Clear Well, because it is very deep and its water
is clean and pure. With this water, many orchards are irrigated. In the surroundings there are
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many marvellous fountains. That is where the name of the village Fuente la Higuera comes
from...” (Viciana, 1564).
Certainly, the relevance of water for drinking, for agriculture and overall for the livelihood,
create some repercussions among the inhabitants of the villages, such as troubles that once
happened in the village of Xátiva:
It is said that the maestro (builder) of the village promised to build a canal from a
fountain/spring called Bellús, in order to bring 8 hilos4 of water for everyone so that water
would reach all the houses. Nevertheless, when the canal was finished it was impossible to
make the water reach the high part of the village (as the fountain was high, but not as high to
have enough impulse to reach that part), and only the lower part villagers could use it. There
were discussions as everyone contributed to the expenses but only half of them obtained the
benefit. Therefore, to avoid the scandal, the villagers brought 3 more hilos from another
fountain/spring which was higher located. Finally, all houses had access to water which
brought peace to the village. They named the last spring Saint Fountain due to its action
(Viciana, 1564, p. 332).
Having so much water resources in the area, it is natural that some rules were established. In
La Costera, the first written ordinances that regulated the administration in the different
canals of the comarca are dated from the XVII century (Hermosilla, 2003). It is a century
later, in the XVIII century, when owing to the population increase and technological
improvements, agricultural areas were expanded and new water resources were explored. In
the study area, this resulted in the construction of a reservoir called El Bosquet, in Moixent,
ordered by Pascual Caro, uncle of the Marqués de la Romana and landowner in Moixent.
The reservoir was, and still is, in the south west part of the village, far from the traditional
irrigated areas. It was finished in 1775 and transformed previous dry lands into productive
irrigated orchards (overall the ones owned by the Marques and Caro) achieving higher
economic benefits (Cavanilles, 1795, p. 232).
Information about agricultural areas and irrigation in the study area is also described in other
documents of the XVIII and XIX century. At that time, starting from the highest village of
the Cànyoles valley, Font de la Figuera, irrigated land was only located in a district called
La Redonda and there were few orchards irrigated with the remaining water of the springs
after they were used for the village supply (Madoz, 1850, p. 221). Apart from La Redonda,
there were two more partidas (districts) with agricultural activity in the XVIII century. Their
names were Carrascal and Bobalar. In the first one they used to grow grapes and in the
second one they cultivated wheat and other grains (Cavanilles, 1795, p. 234). According to
Cavanilles, Moixent was one of the most recommended villages of the kingdom because of
its agricultural growth. Apart from irrigation canals, there was crystalline water in places
where in previous years there was no irrigation. It came from unknown fountains and from
small springs that were lost in some barrancos, so that it was used for irrigation or stored in
reservoirs for the same purpose in many other lands. Vallada was part of Montesa until the
XVI century, when because of the growth of inhabitants obtained the title of village
(Cavanilles, 1795, p. 231). Lastly, Montesa was a mountainous and dry but fertile area. It
was full of olive trees and forest of carobs, which were very abundant. Mostly, the
agricultural production in the four villages was wheat, barley, oat, rye, millet, olives (for
4

According to Glick, Muslim measurements to deliver water where made time-based. In that way 1 hilo would
be equivalent to 12 hours in this area of Valencia (Glick, 1970).
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olive oil), vineyards (for wine elaboration), figs, honey, vegetables, corn, carob pods and
acorn (Madoz, 1850).
During the XIX century, there was no change in the irrigated surface of La Costera. What it
is perceived was the change of crops to fruits and vegetable, all of them irrigated
(Hermosilla, 2003, p. 60). As previous data, the irrigated and non-irrigated lands surface in
the XIX century in three of the villages of the study area, are shown in the table X.
TABLE 4: IRRIGATED AND NON-IRRIGATED LANDS IN MOIXENT, VALLADA AND MONTESA IN 1848
(HERMOSILLA, 2003, P. 55)

Village

Non-Irr. lands
(ha)

Irrigated lands
(ha)

Moixent
Montesa
Vallada
Total

2421,3
1609,7
1271,4
5302,4

56,8
4,2
22,3
83,2

Percentages (%) in each village
Non-irrigated (%)
97,7
99,7
98,3

Irrigated (%)
2,3
0,3
1,7

The three villages represent half of the total surface of La Costera (current surface of La
Costera 52.826 ha and surface of the three villages 34.418 ha.) (INE, 2010). It is obvious
that at that time the irrigated lands where much less than the dry land agriculture areas.
Irrigation systems were the same ones as used in previous centuries (furrow irrigation by
canals). Moixent was the most important area as consequence of the construction of the
reservoir of El Bosquet in the previous century. However, there was still much more dry
land rather than irrigated land, because apart from the reservoir there were no other
improvements or modifications in the irrigation systems. In this same century (and more
specifically in the last third of the century) the idea of studying and planning water resources
started, when water could not be used as wished anymore because different activities
exploitation needs were increased (Hermosilla, 2003).
At the time, at national level, due to the various particular confusing rules and ordinances
related to water use, several Royal Orders tried to arrange rules related to water regulations.
Firstly, the Royal Order of 14th of March 1846 established the rules for water use, which
meant royal authorization was required to exploit new sources of water. Moreover, with the
aim to promote irrigation in the most suitable areas, the Royal Order of 5th of March 1847
was enacted. This Order stated that the mayor of the villas was the person in charge of
giving information about irrigated and non-irrigated lands, mills and industries (discharges,
canals, mill water jumps etc.). In addition, the Royal Order of 21st of 1849, outstand the
concern about reaching the maximum water exploitation. This was followed by other Royal
Orders, like the one of 20th September 1859, in which it was stated how the State bestowed
concessions of water river use, or the Royal Decree of 29th April 1860, which established
the base for the bestowment of the works and other water use authorization (Martín
Retortillo, 1960).
However, the most significant change was due to the National Water Law of 1866. The
accumulation of exigencies for different and new water uses, the diversity of documents
(incomplete content, sometimes contradictory or confusing, coming from different periods
and governments) the population increasing and the augmentation of crop needs required a
complete, uniform and precise legislation unified in a unique general law. All this was
expressed in the Royal Decree of the 27th April of 1859, in which a Ministry Committee was
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named in order to write the future Water Supply Law Project. This project would be the
starting point of the Water Law of 3rd of August of 1866. The idea of the law came once the
regulation of water supply in villages was set, as awareness was raised in the need to
regulate not only water supply in villages, but also all general water uses. This implied an
adequate distribution of discharges, although natural water regime needed to be modified.
Importance was given to irrigation and also, taking into account water resource limits, to
make the different water uses compatible. Conflicts among irrigators happened at that time,
which was another reason why a law was needed (Martín Retortillo, 1960).
Owing to the long tradition of irrigation rules in Valencia, it was not a coincidence that the
dean of the Law faculty of the University of Valencia, Professor Antonio Rodríguez de
Cepeda, participated actively in the writing of this so essential law for water management
cycle (Martín Retortillo, 1960). This Law, which unified the uses and traditions practiced
until that time at state level legally, was substituted by the Water Law of the 13th of June of
1879, which maintained the same general principles. The only systematic difference was
that the law of 1879 excluded all the uses related to the sea water and beaches, transferring
them to the Seaport legislation. In those first laws, the existing local organizations,
Comunidades de Regantes as well as water rights and local water regulation management
were nationally recognized for the first time (Gaceta de Madrid, 1879).
After the legislation was in force, the biggest change in the study area arrived at the end of
the XIX century-beginning of the XX, with the revolution of electricity and wells. This
period can be considered as a phase between traditional furrow irrigation and drip irrigation
systems, when drilling was a usual activity to make quarries, mines and try to find
groundwater. This can be appreciated in the text of Blasco-Ibáñez (1900) included in the
introduction of this study, where irrigation machines and motor chimneys are mentioned,
giving an idea of the change in irrigation activity from Muslim period to the consequences
of the industrialization in the XX century.
The agricultural crops and vegetation of the study area were changed. Three different levels
could be defined from the agronomical point of view: Sierra’s, high valleys and low valleys.
In the first ones, the sierra’s, soil is very rocky and in general it is impossible to cultivate
anything, being the pine the main vegetation. In dry summers this contributes to forest fires,
very common in North Mediterranean countries as it is well-known. Apart from pines, and
in a lower quantity, rosemary, thyme and gorse are also distinguished (Costa, 1986).
The second ones, the high valleys, were extensively cultivated. The typical planted crops
were cereals, pulses/leguminous plants and vineyards. Some olive trees and dry land fruit
trees could be found as well. In the last ones, the low valleys, there were dry and irrigated
lands. In the dry lands, there were similar crops to the just mentioned ones. In the irrigated
lands of the low valleys extensive and splendid vegetables were grown, forming the
orchards. There were already abundant orange trees, adequate to the climate of the area.
However, sometimes frost caused terrible lost in yield. At that time, the main problem to
expand the irrigated crop surface was the slender water availability, once the surface
resources were exploited. National organisms, like Instituto Geológico y Minero de España,
were aware of that and already gave advice of doing research on groundwater (IGME,
1955).
Later on, and until the third half of the XX century, the expansion of irrigation in dry
agricultural lands is noticed, overall in Vallada and Montesa. In addition, the urban and
industrial expansion affected the orchards and the disappearance of some traditional
structures that used water (mills, canals, hydraulic structures etc.). The reason is the
exploitation of the groundwater resources, which leaded to irrigation supported by wells as
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well as by other new techniques. The fact that River Cànyoles did not have much discharge,
contributed to this well based irrigation expansion (Hermosilla, 2003, p. 61).
As water source changed, the disputes between irrigators arose, mainly due to two reasons.
On the one hand, the expansion of the irrigated lands due to the new aquifers exploitation,
provoked water shortages in the previous irrigated areas. On the other hand, the decrease of
the flow in the natural course of the river was related to the aquifers exploitation and
affected to the traditional irrigation in La Costera. Relevant crop change at that time was
citrus and overall oranges, due to economic reasons (Hermosilla, 2003, p. 62).
The following important step concerning water legislation in Spain is linked to the change
introduced with the end of the dictatorial regime of Franco. In 1978, the approval of the
Constitution of the new democratic system implied the transference of most of the
administrative competences concerning water management to the 17 Spanish Autonomous
Communities. By the Article 148-10 of this Constitution, the projects, constructions and
exploitations of the hydraulic resources, channels and irrigation of interest for the
Autonomous Community were transferred to the governments of these Autonomous
Communities.
With the new democratic system, the necessity to change the Water Law of 1879 emerged.
Consequently, on the 2nd of August of 1985 a new Spanish Water Law was promulgated.
The main difference with the previous one was the change to declare the groundwater and
aquifers public, rather than private. Nevertheless, there were some exceptions due to the
preservation of past rights and situations given before the law was promulgated. It also
defined watersheds as resources management units, indivisible and listed all the functions
that the Confederaciones Hidrográficas (watershed organisms) had.
At regional level, and taking advance of the competences delegated to the Autonomous
Communities, the Generalitat Valenciana approved the Law 7/1986. This law regulated
the Use of Water for Irrigation in the Valencian Community in order to achieve three
principles: high austerity, economy and solidarity. Valencian government offered to farmers
to render technical and economical help with project studies, subsidies and loans that
contributed to the decreasing use of water without decreasing the land productivity. This
Community Level Law would be the one facilitating the introduction of localized irrigation
systems in the study area in the nineties of the XX century.
The next step was given as a result of the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development (UNCED), or Rio Conference in 1992. In this conference, the focus was on
the state of the global environment and the relationship between economics, science and the
environment in a political context. The conference concluded with the Earth Summit. The
leaders of 105 nations gathered to demonstrate their commitment to sustainable
development. In this line, Europe would support a Convention on Climate Change and a
Convention on Biodiversity as signed by more than 130 nations. Modernization of irrigation
systems as well as introduction of technology like drip systems will arrive to Valencia by
European, Spanish and Valencian initiatives, in the late eighties and the beginning of the
nineties of the XX century.

3.4.-LEGAL AND POLITICAL SUPPORT TO DRIP TECHNOLOGY
Political support and water management are two of the factors that affect to localized
irrigation systems transformation in Spain. In this section relevant legislation related to the
research topic and subsidies affecting to irrigation technology and agriculture will be
studied.
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3.4.1.-Legislation related to irrigation
There are various organization legislation and actors that affect irrigation in La Costera
region. They can be divided in the following levels: European level, Spanish national level
and Valencian Autonomous Community level.
Several departments of the European Commission influence to the irrigation transformation
and basin management in Valencian Community. On the one hand, the Environment
department seeks an integrated river management approach via the European WFD
2000/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council, which established a framework
for Community action in the field of water policy. To fulfil their objectives they called for
the Hydrological Basin Plans (Planes Hidrológicos de Cuenca) and in concrete for this case,
the Plan Hidrológico del Júcar. Apart from that, water quality in both groundwater and
surface water and a sustainable development without the natural resources degradation are
regulated. This is captured in initiatives like Directive 2006/118/EC promoting the
protection of groundwater against pollution and deterioration or the Directive 2008/105/EC,
which gives a step focusing on the environmental quality standards in the field of water
policy.
All this is included in the European Sustainable Development Strategy that was renewed by
the Council of the EU in June 2006 in Brussels. This strategy has the conservation and
management of natural resources as main purpose. One of its objectives is to improve
management and avoid overexploitation of renewable natural resources such as water, air,
soil and atmosphere, restoring degraded ecosystems.
On the other hand, in the European legislation of Regional Policy department, where they
seek for a balanced development throughout the EU, there are interesting Operational
Programs (OP) that affect irrigation in Valencian Community. In fact, one of the four
strategic objectives of the Operational Program in that Community for 2007/2013 coming
from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) is to “develop the environment
improvement with the efficient use of water resources, indifferently of the source they come
from”, which means that, priority is given to the improvement of the existing water
infrastructures and to the implementation of the new technologies to water management. As
it is mentioned in the third axes of the same document, the fourth objective is: “the
improvement of the irrigation efficiency (main use of water resources) to save water in the
Valencian Community”. It is also stated that the measures will take place “in the existing
irrigation areas, assuming no expansion of the irrigation surface” (ERDF Operational
Program Valencia, 2009, p.131). Therefore, there is evidence that the initiatives from
Europe are enhancing water efficiency using technology to save water. Besides, it is clearly
stated that there is assumption of no expansion of the irrigation surface.
In this line, it is useful to have a look to the reform of the Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP) and its planning reforms for 2013 and future reforms with horizon 2020. Agriculture
and Rural Development department has importance in irrigation transformation as it is
totally linked to the crops. In the next section the subsidies given from Agriculture will be
reviewed.
At national level, the government represented by Ministerio de Medio Ambiente y Medio
Rural y Marino (MARM) promoted certain plans and programs5. The first plans were the
Planes Hidrológicos de Cuenca 1664/1998 followed by Plan Hidrológico Nacional (PHN)
5

After the last general elections of November 2011, this Ministry is now called Ministerio de Agricultura,
Alimentación y Medio Ambiente
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approved by the Law 10/2001. From the total budget of the PHN, 32.6% was aimed to
irrigation modernization (Rico Amorós, 2010, p.247). At this point more specific plans in
the topic of irrigation arose. They start with the Plan Nacional de Regadíos (2000-2008)
329/2002, for which study research and works started in the 1994. The next plan that
empowered the previous one was Plan de Choque de Regadíos (2006-2008), which also
affected to irrigation modernization at national level. It caused some effects like the
reducing of traditional gravity irrigation systems and increasing of the sprinkle and localized
irrigation systems that promote water savings.
In combination with the previous plans, a program called A.G.U.A. (Actuaciones para la
Gestión y Utilización de Agua) is put forward, based on four concepts: flexibility, quality,
water saving and sustainable development, which is mainly applicable to Mediterranean
basins, including the study area (MARM, Programa AGUA, 2008).
MARM is also working in the continuation of the Plan de Choque de Modernización de
Regadíos, which is called Estrategia Nacional para la Modernización Sostenible de los
Regadíos Horizonte 2015 (Sustainable Modernization of Irrigation National Strategy
Horizon 2015). Some of their purposes are to foster water savings improving the water use
efficiency and energy, to transfer technology to the irrigation sector, to use non-conventional
water resources, to improve the agricultural and rural development and to seek a sustainable
irrigation in agriculture that respects the environment (MARM, 2011). Other two related
plans are the current Plan Nacional de Reutilización de Aguas (2009-2015), which pursues
water reuse and the Plan Nacional de calidad de las Aguas: Saneamiento y Depuración
(2007-2015) that seeks to reach the good environmental status that WFD proposed for 2015.
Besides, MARM have published a report including good environmental practices, based on
the EU different areas initiatives, encouraging a balanced sustainable development from the
economic, social and environmental perspective. It is called Manual de Buenas Prácticas
Ambientales en el Sector Agrario. There are also publications referring to these practices in
other sectors. They seek to guide any person or stakeholder related to that sector and to
make them aware of the environmental conservation in their every day practices.
In the report, incorrect practices and correct practices are mentioned to achieve a sustainable
development in agriculture. Several things are explained: some definitions related to
agricultural activities, the material resources used in the agricultural activity, the generated
spillage and waste etc. It concludes giving some guidelines to manage the resources (energy,
water etc.), contamination and spatial management.
At Community level, Generalitat Valenciana and specifically the Conselleria de Agricultura,
Pesca y Alimentación is in charge of agriculture, fishery, food and also water and irrigation.
Their objective is to carry out the European plans and programs in the Autonomous
Community. In this line, in the late eighties and early nineties, some own initiatives can be
observed at this level. Those were the law 7/1986 about the Use of Water for Irrigation in
the Valencian Community, followed by the 47/1987 decree of the Generalitat Valenciana
that enhanced subsidies and loans for irrigation modernization.
After that, the law 13/1995, denominated Irrigation Modernization Plan in the Valencian
Community encouraged to increase drip irrigated surfaces, modernize historical and
traditional systems and fostered the new sources of water (wastewater or desalinization)
among other actions.
Linked to the mentioned European Sustainable Development Strategy, the Sustainable
Development Strategy for the Valencian Community was launched in 2002. In it, water is
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considered as a strategic resource and its deficit could only be improved with the PHN and
water saving strategy.
In addition, Valencian orders and decrees in relation with environmental matters like water
protection to the nitrates contamination, environmental and land protection or even
conservation of wild birds are raised. Código de Buenas Prácticas Agrarias de la
Comunidad Valenciana is the one protecting the contaminated water from nitrates coming
from agricultural activities. This later one is also based in European Directives.
Some of the current Valencian initiatives are the depuration and reuse of wastewater, the
planning of alternative energy sources, the analysis of the flooding risks and forest fires,
saving of water, assessment of the impacts of urban plans etc.

3.4.2.-Subsidies and training for drip irrigation
For irrigation as well as for agricultural activity, subsidies play a meaningful role. The
majority of subsidies that benefit the agricultural sector are coming from the European
Commission in combination with national and autonomous budgets. The most important
subsidy sources are the following ones:
Directorate-General for Agriculture and Rural Development of the European
Commission
In the CAP framework there are two important financing funds. The first one is the
European Agricultural Guarantee Fund (EAGF), from which the most important subsidies
are the “direct payments” to farmers, directly granted to them in order to have a basic
income support. The second one is the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development
(EAFRD). It finances the rural development programmes with the Member States, like the
National Strategic Plans of Rural Development (2007-2013)
• Directorate-General Environment of the European Commission
Apart from the implementation of the WFD, European Commission seeks for the integration
of agriculture with environment, developing agriculture and respecting and conserving the
environment. CAP is the policy in charge of it and one of the priority areas to protect and
enhance the EU’s rural heritage is water management and use. As CAP gives direct
payments subsidies, farmers are asked to preserve the environment and natural resources
during agricultural activities.
Besides, this Directorate-General promotes LIFE programmes since 1992 that supports
environmental and natural projects, some of them related to water. A number of programmes
search to advance wastewater treatment in rural areas, some others to save water with more
efficient irrigation systems. An example of the latter one has been applied in Spain with
OPTIMIZAGUA Life programme. In the same state, there are other projects like
“Excellence in irrigation water management” (gEa) during 2005-2007 or the “Sustainable
management of water reducing environmental impact using new fertirrigation methods”
(FERTIGREEN) during 2005-2008.
• Directorate-General for Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion of the
European Commission
The financing in this area is coming from the European Social Fund (ESF) and fosters
employment for sustainable development of rural environment. One of its programmes is the
European Social Fund in Spain (2007-2013)
• Directorate-General for Regional Policy of the European Commission
The Regional Policy department have the European Regional Development Fund at its
disposal. This fund makes Operational Programmes to achieve a balanced development
throughout EU. For instance the already mentioned ERDF Operational Program Valencia,
2007-2013.
•
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The funding coming from the European Commission is combined with national and
Community level initiatives and are compatible with its respective legislations and laws. The
EU funding passes through the Spanish government to arrive to the autonomous
communities competences in order to reach the farmers or the subsidizers.
From the Spanish government the Fondo Español de Garantía Agraria (FEGA) manages
the funding coming from the CAP for subsidies and rural development programmes. FEGA
is an autonomous organism attached to the MARM.
Following the EU principles MARM search for sustainable agriculture making use of
programs like Programa Nacional para el Fomento de Rotaciones de Cultivo en Tierras de
Secano or Programa Nacional para la Calidad de las Legumbres.
Direct payments are distributed by Ministerio de Agricultura Alimentación y Medio
Ambiente to the Autonomous Communities. Those subsidies are the ones paid directly to
farmer. To opt for them some conditions have to be fulfilled related to good agrarian and
environmental status and legal requisites. For good agrarian and environmental status
farmers are asked to apply measures to protect and conserve the soil, to guarantee a
minimum maintenance of agricultural land surface and to avoid the deterioration of habitats.
The legal requisites are divided in different topics: environment, public health, animal
health, welfare and identification. At environmental level, which is the interesting level for
the research, some of the requisites are the protection of groundwater to dangerous
substances contamination, soil protection to sewage treatment plant waste or protection of
water to nitrates contamination.
If the conditions are not respected, farmers can have a sanction and they are exposed to lose
the subsidy. (Other subsidies included in the direct payment are associated to subsidies for
rice, potato, cotton, sugar cane, fruits and vegetables).
Apart from that, there are some environmental education and training organized by the
MARM about the raising awareness on environment.
Generalitat Valenciana works through Conselleria de Agricultura, Pesca y Alimentación
(CAPA) to forward the subsidies. Although CAPA is supposed to give a percentage of the
subsidies, their current activity (owing the important economic crisis in this Community)
seems to be mainly forwarding the subsidies arrived from EU and Spanish government.
Subsidies are found in three different levels: agricultural subsidies, rural development
subsidies and subsidies for cooperatives.
In agriculture, the subsidies are for direct payment, agricultural incomes, agriculture
sustainability, vineyards, crop protection and measures for improving agricultural
competitiveness. The last ones are divided in subsidies for young farmers, early retirement
of farmers, citrus tree variety transformation, transformation and restructuration of
vineyards, modernization of farm machinery and agricultural infrastructure improvement.
As for rural development CAPA supports to enterprises, to rural tourism development and to
the conservation of the rural heritage and village renovation via subsidies.
Some of the current programmes are the Programa de Desarrollo Rural Sostenible 20102014, RURALTER-LEADER or RURALTER-Paisaje.
Finally, some of the subsidies are aimed at agricultural cooperatives.
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It is important, as mentioned before, that the first important subsidies regarding to water use
for irrigation were published in the 47/1987 decree of the GV, giving the chance to CRs or
other farmers association to ask for a request or project proposal with the general aim of
water saving

3.5.-WATER SOURCES FOR IRRIGATION
Irrigation has played an important role in improving the diversification of crops and
agricultural lifestyles, developing social, cultural and economic aspects. The water has come
from different sources. Rivers, springs, fountains, wells, aquifers and most recently reused
wastewater are the main ones. In the next section, the relevant sources for the study are
explained. Starting from the river water, used for ten centuries and distributed by canals that
changed during time (made by wood, brick concrete or even excavated in the soil etc.),
followed by wells (which its expansion was in the XX century with the evolution of
electricity) and lastly reuse of wastewater. This last one is a promoted measure that fits with
the sustainable water management philosophy of the EU. In the study area, three main
sources are identified for irrigation supply: river Cànyoles water, groundwater and reused
wastewater.

3.5.1.-River Cànyoles water for irrigation
Surface water is probably the most ancient water source used by humans, as it is easier to
see and calculate its quantity. As mentioned before, Cànyoles is the most irregular river in
the area and it is usually dry during summers. However, this was not an obstacle for the
inhabitants to use this water to irrigate. Until the XVIII century, it was the main water
source and normally it supplied some lands by gravity, after capturing the water in the
upstream area. Despite nowadays, comparing to groundwater, it is the minority resource
used for agriculture in quantity. However, it is still in use in some parts of the valley to
irrigate. In addition, not only irrigation canals were constructed, but also canals to return the
surplus/remaining water to the river. Considered its historical importance, it deserves a short
description in the case study area.
La Font de la Figuera has never used the water coming from Cànyoles for irrigation. The
reason is that the discharge where the river is born is very low and it does not reach a
minimum of water to irrigate. In the other three villages: Vallada, Moixent and Montesa, the
discharge increases because the velocity of the water is incrementing as the altitude
decreases. Therefore, in those last villages, water was used to irrigate the so characteristic
orchards near the river.
In Moixent there was tradition to use Cànyoles river water, mainly in the areas denominated
Old and New orchards (Huertas Viejas y Nuevas), located in the lowest part of the village.
In total there were 500 hanegadas (the land is measured in hanegadas, and in Valencia 12
hanegadas are equivalent to 1 hectare) or 41.7 ha. The Old Orchards comprises 25 ha (300
hanegadas) and the New Orchards 16.7 hectares (200 hanegadas).
There was a weir (azud) where these orchards are placed, just right after the village but they
decided to change its emplacement due to problems with the mosquitoes affecting the
inhabitants. Currently, it is placed before the village.
In Vallada, there used to be 100 hectares of land irrigated by the water of the river.
However, the majority of them have been converted into localized systems now. There is a
weir known by farmers, but it cannot be seen now as it is surrounded by high, dense
vegetation and weeds.
In Montesa, all the irrigators that had the historical rights to river water use are now
organized in one CR called the Comunidad General de Regantes de Montesa. This covers
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916.7 hectares, and the conversion to drip technologies started only ten years ago, despite
the fact that some of the farmers’ still use surface irrigation. Close to the river, the oldest
canals can still be observed in the area controlled by this CR, as well as the remains of an
ancient weir abandoned in the river and destroyed by an intense flash-flood. Some years
ago, in the 90’s they constructed a new weir. Very close to the weir there is a mine, called
by the farmers as “The Abandoned Mine”. It was excavated by hand to carry river water
from subterranean canals to fields. This is quite close to Vallada so that the water level is as
high as possible and can irrigate more plots in Montesa. Not only weirs, but lots of canals
fall into disuse or are abandoned, mainly because of the excavation of the wells and drip
technology promotion.
Bearing to the chemical conditions of the study area, Canyoles river basin fulfils the quality
regulation for pesticides as well as for nitrates. The last one is confirmed by an evaluation of
possible sensitive areas to water contamination by nitrates. It is proved that the
concentration is less than 50mg NO3- /L in the sampled wells of the Cányoles river basin
(Rubio, et al., 2006, p. 102). However, in the lower course of the river, from Canals to
Xátiva, nitrate indicators are too high. That implies that chemical conditions are not
accomplished, overall in some aquifers in Xativa, which could be interesting for future
research. In other aspects, like the ecological aspect as defined by the WFD (evaluating the
biological, physical and chemical and hydro morphological indicators), there are no data
found, as there was no water for the samples taken in the study area or the samples were
taken in the downstream area of the river, which makes them no representative. As a whole,
the river Cànyoles does not fulfil the conditions to reach the objectives of a good evaluation
of a river (CHJ, 2009).
Water coming from the river is limited and variable. With it, only a certain surface can be
irrigated and in the case of gravity surface, always at specific levels that are not below the
water level. Nevertheless, currently, there are other sources and technology that allow
farmers to carry water to heights and distances that in some time were unimaginable to
reach.

3.5.2.-Groundwater and aquifers water for irrigation
Nowadays, the main water source in the study case area (for irrigation, industry or village
supply) is groundwater captured by wells. There are two groundwater subsystems in which
Cànyoles river is included. Those are Caroch Sur (current mass code 80.147) in the northern
side of the valley and Sierra Grossa (current mass code 80.156) in the southern side.
CAROCH SUR GROUNDWATER SUBSYSTEM
The Caroch Sur subsystem is isolated in the limits of the Cànyoles valley. This means that
there is no connection with any other groundwater system or aquifer at that level, because of
the type of lithology found there. The exception could be only in Font de la Figuera, where
there could be connection with the subsystem Sierra Grossa. In the valley, the Tertiary facies
“tap” can be found. In general, the groundwater flows in SO to NE direction (MITYC &
IGME, 1986, p. 123). This subsystem’s supply comes exclusively from rain and irrigation
water infiltration and the exits are from springs and pumping.
In the “Tap” in facies materials from the Miocene of the Cànyoles river, there are sometimes
more mineralized waters. Their dry materials are between 450-850 mg/L and sulphate and
chloride concentration is higher than usual, reaching 100 and 80 mg/L respectively (MITYC
& IGME, 1986, p. 124). Comparing to the WHO guidelines, this means a good quality as
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standard sulphate concentration vary from 0 to 630 mg/L in rivers and from 0 to 230
mg/litre in groundwater (WHO, 2004). As for chloride concentration, even if the
concentration is higher than usual, it is maintained in the normal range.
The chemical quality of groundwater is characterized by an increase in the concentration of
nitrates, right where the irrigation activity is practiced. However, the concentration rarely
exceeds the potable limits fixed by the Reglamentación Técnico Sanitaria (RTS). There are
evidences that organic contamination exists in the area, as there is presence of nitrites,
organic matter and other components, but their concentrations are far from the allowance
limits (MITYC & IGME, 1986, p. 126).
With this evaluation, water can be used for any activity, and currently supplies urban areas
as well as industries. Anyhow, the greater amount is distributed for irrigation activities.

FIGURE 6: GROUNDWATER MASSES IN THE STUDY AREA (CHJ, 2009). (ANNEX III)

SIERRA GROSSA GROUNDWATER SUBSYSTEM
The Sierra Grossa subsystem is formed of nine aquifers. Three of them: Sierra Grossa
aquifer, Atalaya aquifer and Mortera-Bernisa aquifer are the ones corresponding to the study
area.
The water uses are similar to the Caroch Sur subsystem.
In general, the quality of the water is good. The chemical facies in the valley are
bicarbonates with calcium and magnesium (MITYC & IGME, 1986, p. 139). The
contamination of the groundwater comes only from the fertilizers used for agriculture and
the nitrates are the most spread ones, as their concentration has progressively increased in
the last decades.
According to the recent evaluation done in groundwater mass, the study area is in favourable
quantitative, chemical and global conditions, as defined these terms in the CHJ (CHJ, 2009).

3.5.3.-Wastewater reuse for irrigation
Even if wastewater reuse sounds as a quite new idea, there are evidences that the wastewater
recycling and reuse already appeared in the Minoan civilization in ancient Greece
(Angelakis, et al., 1999; Asano & Levine, 1996). Nevertheless, initiatives and administrative
plans to support these recycling initiatives have started about two decades ago.
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In Spain, considering treated wastewater as a water source was already presented in the
Water Law (Ley de Aguas) 29/1985. In the article 101 it is mentioned that for the reuse of
water, the Spanish government will establish the need or use conditions, depending on their
quality and consequent use. However, at that time, there is no specific regulation followed.
Apart from the national level, some of the regional authorities (Catalonia, Andalusia,
Balearic Islands) developed their own guidelines concerning wastewater recycling, in the
field of irrigation, based on the WHO guidelines of 1989 (Bixio, et al., 2006).
Depending on the use that will be given to the treated water, the level of the treatment
varies. In matters of irrigation water, the secondary treatment can only be used in restricted
agricultural irrigation applications, such as crops that are consumed cooked. However,
usually tertiary treatment is the one that meet the standards for unrestricted irrigation (Bixio,
et al., 2006). There is still a quaternary treatment that can generate drinking water quality.
The most important criteria for evaluation of the treated wastewater, when doing the
different treatments are salinity (especially in arid zones), heavy metals, harmful organic
substances and pathogenic germs (Kretschmer, et al., 2003). Nowadays, for the reutilization
of treated wastewater in Spain, an authorization is needed. This is given by the Hydraulic
Administration, and in the case of Jucar watershed, the Comisaría de Aguas included in the
Confederacion Hidrografica del Jucar.
In the study area, two out of the four villages have the right to use wastewater in agriculture.
However, it is only in one of them, in Moixent, where this is a reality. That started already in
the fifties, when the president of the association of the well San Juan del Bosquet agreed
with the town hall to give the water to supply with drinking water to the villagers, in
exchange of the wastewater. Water supply for the village is still currently coming from the
same well, but wastewater is now going to a Comunidad de Regantes called La CR de la
Rinconada Nueva de Moixent, situated at the same level than the correspondent sewage
treatment plant. The administrative authorizations are legally done and approved.
As previously mentioned, the reused wastewater needs a tertiary treatment in order to apply
it to the fields. In Moixent, EGEBASA (Empresa General Valenciana del Agua S.A.) is the
enterprise in charge of it, so that water is ready to use directly for irrigation by the CRs.
According to the data provided by the CHJ (22nd September 2011, Comisaría de Aguas), the
yearly authorized dumping wastewater volume is 307330 m3, from which 125513 m3/year
are stored in the reservoir of the CRs and authorized to reuse it for fruit trees and citrus.
The issue in La Font de la Figuera is more complicated. Since 2003, they already have the
authorization and subsidies to construct the reservoir to store the treated wastewater and
consequent use for irrigation. Nevertheless, the autonomous government economic situation
resulted in postponing the work, leaving the farmers without water for irrigation, as the
water used in previous years is currently supplying the village.

3.6.-WATER MANAGEMENT AND SOCIAL CAPITAL ASSOCIATED TO
IRRIGATION
As in any other country, in Spain, organizations that manage water use exist several
centuries ago. Apart from the government agencies leaded by national or autonomous
community level (Ministerio de Agricultura, Alimentación y Medio Ambiente and CAPA),
there are other public organizations that specifically aim to manage watersheds in every
aspect. Those are called Confederaciones Hidrográficas in Spain and are the watershed
organisms. Moreover, there are Water User Associations (WUAs) that are in charge of water
management at field level. In fact, the Comunidades de Regantes (CRs) could be translated
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as Water Irrigator Associations instead of WUAs, which deal with irrigation management at
field level.

3.6.1.-Confederación Hidrográfica del Júcar (CHJ)
The Confederaciones Hidrográficas were created in the year 1926 acquiring their own
autonomy. Spain was one of the first states that managed water from the same common
administratively institution at watershed level. That is why they already appear in the 1879
Spanish Water Law. Afterwards, the watershed level management was imitated by other
states (chebro.es).
The first institution formed was the Ebro watershed, situated in the north-eastern side of the
peninsula and the widest watershed of the state. Those organizations are administratively
attached to the government MARM. Nowadays, there are nine of them in Spain and
Cànyoles river basin is included in the Confederación Hidrográfica of Júcar watershed. This
last one was created in 1934 and is responsible to ensure WFD principles in their
Hydrological Plans, as well as to regulate all the basins that are in the Júcar watershed. This
includes partly, the basins located in four autonomous communities of Spain (Valencian
Community, Castilla La Mancha, Aragon and Catalonia) and encloses the Cànyoles river
basin in Comunidad Valenciana (Figure 7, the map is divided in two: watershed boundaries
in different colors and political boundaries which are marked in yellow). The complex
system of having two different structured “Spains” (political and watershed) creates most of
the times water troubles when the basins cover more than one different autonomous
community.

FIGURE 7: WATERSHED ORGANISM
BOUNDARIES (MARM, 2008)
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The watershed organisms have different administrative units and together they have to fulfil
various functions like providing authorizations related to public water and its inspection,
giving information about water quality control, droughts and flooding, improving their
previous projects defining new objectives in line with the hydrologic planning, taking
actions to improve water demand in order to save water, achieve an economic and
environment efficiency of different water uses or giving technical services. The
Confederación Hidrográfica is not the association in charge of water supply to cities or
towns and wastewater treatment. Normally, the municipalities in collaboration with some
enterprises give those services.
As it can be appreciated, apart from government agencies there are those specific public
organizations linked to the environmental ministry that aim solely water management in
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each watershed. Furthermore, there is one more level for water users, which are called
Comunidades de Regantes.

3.6.2.-Comunidades de Regantes (CR)
In the Spanish Water Law of 1985 it is mentioned that the person or organization that uses
water has to form a Comunidad de Usuario (WUA). The association can use water for
different purposes, but if the allocation is for irrigation, then it is called Comunidad de
Regantes (Water Irrigator Association).
The Comunidades de Regantes (CRs), or Water Irrigator Associations, are institutions with
long historical tradition. This actor pursued water distribution and organization for irrigation
during centuries. It is true that they first legally appear in the Water Law in the XIX century.
It is true that before the ordinances they were called differently and it is also true that there
was not any law to regulate them. Nevertheless, from Muslims period, there were organized
farmers that performed with similar objectives transferring them with customs, culture and
rights which passed from generation to generation. Their main purpose is to regulate the
water distribution for irrigation.
They can be defined as a group of owners of irrigable areas and form the basic unit for
irrigation management at field level. Nowadays they are called Comunidades de Regantes.
However, there are other similar associations that have the same function as the CRs have,
but are differently named (which means they have few differences), like for instance
Sociedades Agrarias de Transformación (SAT). This is usually linked to the irrigator’s rights
before the law 1985 or administrative matters. Nevertheless, currently most of the
organizations are converting to CRs.
As mentioned previously, in the Water Law of 1879 the Comunidades de Regantes are
established for the first time in law and out of the 258 articles, 25 were related to the Water
Irrigator Associations. In the current modified Water Law 1985, there are 11 articles that
deal with them (from a total of 113 articles).
All the Comunidades de Regantes have to be registered in their respective Confederación
Hidrográfica and they are also grouped in one national association named Federación
Nacional de Comunidades de Regantes (FENACORE). They have their own statutes defined
in the 22nd article of Spanish Constitution of 1978. In the Júcar watershed, there are 110
legal CRs and in La Costera region 34.
Each CR has a similar internal structure with different roles. There is a Commission formed
by a president, a secretary, some vocals/members (usually from 3 to 5) and a treasurer. They
call the General Assembly where all the comuneros (users or irrigators) of the association
have the right to vote. This is performed at least once or twice a year (or more if there are
extraordinary ones).
Apart from the commission there is a motorista (also called the regador in other places),
who is in charge of the pumps, maintenance works, breakdowns and of reading the meters of
the members in drip irrigation systems. The motorista also exist in traditional furrow
systems but they work is slightly different, as with furrow systems they need to go before
the water opening gates or organizing the irrigation turns, having more contact with the
farmers. With localized systems they go after the water, checking the meters and they do not
necessarily have a direct contact with the comuneros. All of them are members of the
Comunidad de Regantes.
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3.6.3.-Other organizations
Apart from Confederación Hidrógráfica del Júcar and the Comunidades de Regantes in the
study area, other organizations that are also related to water use for irrigation exist.
The Sociedades Estatales de Agua (SEA) are one of them. As Confederaciones
Hidrograficas, they are organizations linked to the MARM. In that way AcuaMed is
responsible of the Mediterranean watershed’s hydraulic infrastructures and their
construction.
The Asociación Española de Usuarios de Aguas Subterráneas (AEUAS) is another
organization. This association is private and tries to study groundwater in Spain, as well as
to organize training and seminars with the public administration. Unfortunately, it still does
not cover all the groundwater systems, excluding the aquifers situated in the study area.
Usually, they focus more in the ones located were the urban areas are, like Valencia and its
surroundings and not in the small rural areas.
There is one important institution at state level that does research mainly about agriculture
and it is situated in the Valencian Community. Its name is Instituto Valenciano de
Investigación Agraria (IVIA), in which there is a department specialized in irrigation called
Servicio de Tecnología de Riego (STR). Their function is to assess farmers with the water
needs for crops: when do they have to apply water, how much and how. For that, apart from
research, they impart different conferences and speeches for technicians in cooperatives and
CRs.
The STC publishes all the different data available from agro-climatic stations and offer a
service to calculate the time of application of water for localized systems in fruit trees,
taking into account the precipitation and the ET0, depending in the area. For the case, the
agro-climatic station closest to the study area is located in Montesa.
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4.-RESULTS
In this section, the results of the research are explained. Before describing them, a general
view regarding to crops and irrigation of La Costera will be explained, based in the data
from CAPA. In La Costera there are 7918 non irrigated hectares and 11056 irrigated
hectares (Figure 8). This means, if we compare both figure 2 and 8, that apart from the
agricultural surface expansion, there has been a huge expansion in irrigation and water use
(Irrigated area in 1848 was 83.2 ha and non-irrigated area 5302.4 ha in Moixent, Vallada
and Montesa).
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FIGURE 8: CULTIVATED LAND DISTRIBUTION WITH DIFFERENT CROPS IN LA COSTERA (CAPA, 2009)

Currently, there are different crops planted in La Costera region, regarding to the final
product destination. Basing on the figure 8, it can be concluded that citrus, fruit trees,
vineyards and olive trees are the main crops of the area. In a minor/lesser degree, vegetables
and cereals are grown. In addition, irrigated lands are more common than dry lands, as there
are 6389 ha of fry lands compared to the 10438 ha irrigated lands. It is clear that the main
crop is citrus and all its production is obtained by irrigating. It can be also concluded that the
most irrigated area of the study case is Montesa and it goes decreasing as it goes upstream.
The results section is described village by village, starting from the lowest one to the highest
one. This is considered the best procedure, as there are important differences between them.
Each town has a brief introduction and after is divided in six subsections: stakeholders
motives to implement DIS, information, communication, subsidies and training, water
sources, consequences at field level and expansion, traditional irrigation infrastructures and
other issues.

4.1.-MONTESA
Montesa was the pioneer village implementing drip technologies in the Valencian
Community (and in Spain together with Murcia).
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In this village, they already used a similar system to drip technologies in 1990 for
strawberries, which was the first modernization of pressure irrigation systems. They
implemented this system called BIAFRO in the CR El Reixach, created in 1989-1990 and as
a result the production of the strawberries grew. It was simple model of a current drip
system. The area of CR El Reixach, which is in the north-west part of Montesa, was the first
area that used a similar system to drip irrigation. Before, the same surface was agricultural
dry land. Later, the strawberry production in the area stopped due to the migration of
Valencian people to Huelva (Andalusia). As they knew how to cultivate strawberries and in
Huelva the production was cheaper as it was subsidized by the Junta de Andalucía, they
stopped producing strawberries in Montesa valley.
However, the wider spread of irrigation technology arrived some years later when the decree
69/1995 Plan of Water Use for Irrigation in the Comunidad General de Regantes de
Montesa was approved based on the 47/1987 decree of GV. The main objective was to
achieve substantial water savings introducing drip irrigation technology and for that CAPA
provided half of the total budget for the initial investment. This project covered the area of
the Comunidad de Regantes mentioned above, which is the unification of the three previous
CRs placed in the oldest agricultural area. They have the historical water rights of Cànyoles
river and utilized the old canal systems as well as the dam of Montesa for irrigation
purposes. The CR was created in the beginning of the nineties in order to change from
furrow irrigation systems to localized systems in 1993. For that, they constructed reservoirs
and installed pumps as well as required pipes for localized systems.
Therefore, the reasons why the first official drip irrigation project was getting started were
the next three ones. The initiatives from the Comunidad General de Regantes de Montesa
(CGRM), their relation with the Consell of CAPA at that time and his support from
administration and the possibility that GV brought with the decree 47/1987 in subsidizing
projects related with water savings. All this reasons made Montesa became the pilot area of
localized irrigation systems in Valencian Community.
Nowadays, farmers from Montesa are organized in the next CRs (Table 5).
TABLE 5: CRS IN MONTESA AND THEIR SURFACE

Comunidades
de
Regantes in Montesa
C General de Regantes
de Montesa

Surface (12 hanegadas=1ha)

CR El Reixach

350ha

CR Santa Rita

(dry lands) 220ha

CR La Baseta Roja
El Canari

25-35ha
-

920ha

Irrigation
transformation
From traditional
furrow irrigation
to DIS
From dryland to
DIS
Dry
land-No
transformation
DIS
DIS

Comunidad General de Regantes de Montesa was the first CR implementing drip
technology. Nowadays, they have a combination of three farmers irrigating with surface
irrigation and the rest using localized systems. All the members share both costs. The
members with DIS also pay for the maintenance of the canals for furrow irrigation and the
others also pay the maintenance of the drip systems. They have a total of 920 hectares.
There are two motoristas, as it is quite big CR, which are responsible for the maintenance,
possible failures (breakdowns) and reading of the water meters.
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CR El Reixach is the other Comunidad de Regantes that transformed all the irrigated area
into drip systems. They have 350 hectares and are about 240-242 members. The last ones
entered when the plots were measured and valued for the cadastre for the construction of the
localized irrigation system. In general in the 90% of their surface they have monoculture of
oranges and the rest of the crops are olive trees and other fruit trees.
Farmers take the water from a well of 140-170 metres depth which provides them with
10.000L/min using two pumps. The reason why they first were organized in CR was to ask
for the permission of the construction of the well in the CHJ. They do not pay taxes for the
well. Once the application was approved, they obtained the right to construct the well and
use water. Consequently, the water user became the owner of the well. The owner of the
land were the well is situated does not have any right to that water or the well neither, as the
right to use water comes from the state. All the farmers are aware of the use of groundwater
for irrigation. However, no one knows about the aquifer itself and how it is recharged.
The costs of the DIS installations were paid by the members of the CRs. Each one paid
55€/ha for ten years (5,5€/ha and year). Therefore, they asked for a loan and
endorse/guarantee it with their own personal assets. The total loan, which was a common
loan, reached 2,4 millions of Euros.
“Water is the only thing that joined farmers together. We are not organized in cooperatives,
or for selling products. However, to achieve water people were sure from the beginning that
we had to work collectively” (José Barberá, president of Comunidad de Regantes El
Reixach).

4.1.1.-Farmers and CRs motives to implement DIS in Montesa
The reasons why farmers and Comunidades de Regantes from Montesa show their interest in
transforming the traditional system was the water saving quality of the new system, which
was supposed to be cheaper. In addition, it would solve the problems that surface irrigation
caused like demanding less labour work and avoiding the crack the land. Those were the
motivations that inspired/encouraged them to ask for the subsidy based on the Decree
47/1987.

4.1.2.-Information, communication, subsidies and training in Montesa
Europe want to achieve the farmers to be the environmental defender. However, any
measure taken to preserve biodiversity or good practices in agriculture, are done because of
the money. There is neither incentive nor consequent awareness of the environment
conservation. In addition, in the village there are a total of only ten recognized farmers with
social security system for agriculture activity, as the majority do their work in field as a part
time activity. The latter ones are usually not so concerned with environmental issues. The
information goes from farmer to farmer as most of them are quite old and they do not use
internet. Furthermore, it is difficult and slow to change when you are older. Farmers think
that the information does not arrive from Europe.
Another way of being informed is via Labour Unions. Farmers general opinion in Montesa
is that Labour Unions do not show that are independent as they are corrupted by politics.
Therefore they think that Labour Unions would not be supposed to receive subsidies from
the government. The CRs were members before but after experiencing to be part of it, they
left as they saw that the set initial ideas were not supported.
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Very recently, 2012, the Consejo Municipal Agrario of Montesa has been established in the
municipality, with an informative aim, giving the chance to villagers to participate in
agricultural issues (Barberà Ferrer, 2012).
The main subsidy received for drip systems transformation, as mentioned before, is the
support from GV which contributed with half of the project Plan of Water Use for Irrigation
in the CGRM in 1995, based on the decree 47/1987.
Apart from that, farmers receive Single Payment from the CAP for agricultural purposes.
One can think that maybe with other subsidies, the farmers will cover the investment on
DIS. However, it is not the case with Single Payment subsidies. One example is that for
olive trees a farmer gets a mean of 550€/year for one hectare, which is very little money
taking into account that each farmer has usually less than 1 hectare.
Another example, this time regarding to crop transformation to mandarin trees is that a
farmer paid 1600€ for 330 seedling plants (almost 5€/plant). With the subsidy that he got in
proportion to his surface, he only covered the seedling plants at the most. However, he had
to deal with the other costs like the transport or the planting and maintenance of the crops.
Subsidies played a meaningful role in drip irrigation transformation only in one CRs of
Montesa, in the first DIS installation of the CGRM. However, in the other cases the farmers
invest with their own financial sources and needed to proof to the bank a guarantee that the
loan was going to be returned “risking” their ownings (like lands, house etc.) to get a
common loan together. Besides, those investments are not compensated with subsidies
received for agriculture and crops.
There have been plenty of training courses subsidized by the CAPA region offices or
extension agencies called Oficina Comarcal de la Conselleria de Agricultura, Pesca y
Alimentación (OCAPA). In this region, the corresponding OCAPA is located in Xátiva
(45km far from La Font de la Figuera and 20km from Montesa). In addition there were
subsidies from EU and GV to learn how to use those new systems.
In general, farmers that attended to the training programs consider that there has been
enough training to know how to irrigate with drip systems and its mechanism. Farmers from
the surrounding villages came to Montesa to learn and to be trained.
One of the organizations that gave training courses about drip irrigation systems and
irrigation modernization is Asociación Valenciana de Agricultores (AVA).

4.1.3.-Water sources in Montesa
The CGRM is the only CRs that has the historical rights to use river water for irrigation.
Previously, they used the weir located next to a mine near the river to irrigate by gravity
(figure 12). . Before using drip systems, there were three Comunidades de Regantes using
Cànyoles river water for irrigation, which were close to the river. Those are now the ones
that constitute CGRM. Currently, after the transformation to localized systems, they still use
water from the river. They take this water near Vallada were the new weir is located (highest
point) and distribute it by different subterranean canals to the plots from different partidas
(water intake). Moreover, they store it in one big reservoir (figure 9) fed by five pumps that
propel water from five wells coming from the subterranean canals that come from the river.
The subterranean canals cross the valley (annex V) as Montesa village is in the northern side
and the river is located in the southern) irrigating the plots from both sides of the river.
Pumps are working 8h/day at night during the week and 24h/day during the weekends.
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The localized irrigation system in CGRM works by gravity, their highest point is the height
of the weir, which is maintained with subterranean canals to cover the most plots possible.
How does irrigation by gravity work?
Farmers leave at least 2 kg of pressure from the water surface until the hydrants, which means
that there is a maximum of 20 metres of possible head. After that, they have pressure regulators,
but they base the infrastructures varying the pipe sizes. Therefore, depending on the height that
the water intake is situated, it will have more or less pressure and depending on that, they have
bigger diameter pipes for the ones having more pressure and smaller pipes for the ones having
less pressure. Therefore, each plot is irrigated at different pressures, although they have a
regulating valve as well as auto compensating drippers of at least 0.7 kg

In the other CRs, farmers use groundwater to irrigate their lands. In the CR El Reixach they
store groundwater stored reservoirs. Currently, all the area works with localized systems, but
they do not work with gravity as in CGRM. Instead, the water distribution from the reservoir
is made controlling water with pressure regulators, so that the water arrives with the same
pressure to each plot. There are also some other private wells and reservoirs from some
farmers in the surroundings of the village. Old wells that supplied with salty water can be
found in disuse like Ferri (in Canari zone) and Muller (annex V).
The groundwater in Montesa has different characteristics. In the northern side it is fresh,
which indicates good quality, whereas in the southern side of the river water is salty (more
gypsum concentration), which means worse quality although the quantity is higher. The
water price in Montesa varies from 0,1 to 0,17€ per 1000L.
There is a sewage treatment plant in Montesa with a maximum allowed spilling of
195.091m3/year (CHJ, 2011). This spilling is delivered to Cànyoles river. There are no water
reuse plans for the moment as the sewage treatment plant (STP) is situated quite in the low
side of the village and a lot of pumped energy would be need.
As for water supply, it is known that there was an early system that provisioned the castle.
Water was collected by different underground tunnel/passages and galleries that were more
than 150 metres long so that castle inhabitants used water without going out of it. Most of
the galleries are demolished or covered by soil due to the earthquake of 1756. However, one
gallery is restored as 30 years ago an organized group of Montesa that wanted to restore the
passages won the 2nd prize of the famous lottery El Niño.
Currently, for the water supply to Montesa village groundwater is used. Water is taken from
the well of the CRs El Reixach and before distributing it water is treated with chlorine.
Network of sanitary sewers were constructed in 1965.

4.1.4.-Consequences at field level and expansion due to DIS
Irrigation system transformation brought a series of consequences in field regarding to
different matters.
First of all, drip systems brought consequences concerning to the way of working of the CRs
and farmers crops and yield production (table 6).
TABLE 6: CONSEQUENCES OF DIS IMLEMENTATION ON THE WAY OF WORKING IN MONTESA

Consequence in way
of working
Automatization

Explanation
The irrigation installations are automatized with drip technology,
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In demand system

Troubles
farmers

among

Motoristas work
Water savings

Irrigated
expansion

land

which means less and different labour work is needed. However, it is
curious how before with furrow irrigation systems farmers used to go
once every 20 days to field to irrigate. Now with drip systems they
have to go to the hydrants to irrigate at least every two days. This
happens because it is not profitable to buy the technology to control
all of it from a central computer program. The reason that lay behind
this is the characteristic smallholding system of Valencia.
The change from irrigation in turns (irrigating at night as well) to a
system in demand. Farmers can irrigate whenever they want with
localized systems. Moreover, irrigation activity is most important
from June to October. The farmers irrigate every day about 2-4 hours
depending on the soil of the plot with drip systems. In furrow
systems, they used to irrigate every 20 days for 12 hours.
The motoristas think that surface irrigation causes more troubles than
drip systems as it is easier to steal water and to block the canals. With
drip is impossible as the pipes are underground and the system is
automatized.
Motorista’s work has changed, they need information about
technologies and how pumps work, to control that the new system is
working well.
With drip the perception of farmers is that they spend less water, but
it is important to use water adequately, using less than 3h/day. Water
quantity for irrigation depends on the temperature, soil and other
factors that vary in different plots, but a good use of water is
basic/fundamental. Training is necessary.
Nowadays there are about 2000 hectares in Montesa in irrigation and
most of the pipes/canals go underground.
The legislation and initiatives like the Operative Programs in
Valencia clearly mention that the transformation to irrigation must be
done in the existing irrigation areas, without expanding the irrigation
surface (ERDF Operational Program Valencia, 2009, p.131).
However, it seems inevitable to expand the area once the water
sources and its quantity can permit it. In Montesa there has been
expansion of the irrigated area due to localized irrigation system
transformation. In some areas the expansion was directly from
surface irrigated lands to drip irrigated lands. Nevertheless, in other
areas the transformation was made from dry agricultural lands to
localized irrigated lands, for which CHJ authorization is needed. In
some areas, this expansion is clear as it has been made up the hills,
where practicing agriculture is more difficult. Farmers constructed
terraces in the highest parts to make agriculture possible. However,
the terraces are made by soil without concrete nor stones, as this
latter ones would have been too expensive. In addition, they took
away the vegetation using herbicides in order to avoid the rabbit
plagues. Therefore, as those are the steepest sides, farmers have
erosion problems.
The authorization needed to cultivate and irrigate in the steep areas
was the authorization in the municipality and to the Conselleria in
Valencia, as the land they exported to make the terraces was exported
from public low mountains. Usually, the authorization is given easily
unless in the case of the areas considered Paisaje Natural Municipal
(protected ones based on environmental, landscape values). Currently
they have enough water to cover all the land with the wells, as it is
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Monoculture
Fertigation

not a water scarce area.
Farmers that transformed from dry lands to irrigated agriculture,
noticed changes in yield. A real example is that a farmer owning 0,25
hectares) with 30 olive trees in production obtained a yield of 700900kg every two years (as one is needed for pruning). When the
farmer installed a localized irrigation system he got a maximum of
2400kg and yield is produced every year.
DIS brought farmers to monoculture, overall orange, which is a risk
due to the possible yield loss of the whole area and also the diseases
of the plants and biodiversity loss.
With DIS, there is possibility to fertigate from the hydrants by each
farmer. The fertigation usually includes fertilizers.

Secondly, introducing new technology in irrigation has brought new costs to maintain the
infrastructures (Table 7).
TABLE 7: COST CONSEQUENCES DUE TO DIS IMPLEMENTATION IN MONTESA

Consequences:
new
costs
Electricity costs-water
costs

Land property taxes

Hydrants (figure 13)

Maintenance costs

Explanation
For some of the DIS, new pumps were installed and electricity
charges came. The problem is the high price of them . CRs have to
pump at night because the prices are cheaper. The price in 2011 was
of 0,15€/kWh. However, in September of 2011 raised 17%.
In the same way, water meters were installed to control water price
per m3. River water and groundwater used in surface irrigation was
not paid, as water was for free at that time. However, due to
European initiatives and drip technology consequences, now farmers
have to pay for water as well.
Land property taxes called Impuesto sobre Bienes Inmuebles (IBI)
Rústica, are charged for any owned land in rural areas. This tax is
based in the cadastre and each plot has a different value depending on
the characteristics. For instance, if the plot is irrigated the cadastral
value tends to be higher. However, the update of this value is usually
done when the land is sold or modified and it is not from the
competence of the municipality. That is why usually the data that the
CRs have does not coincide with the data gathered in the cadastre.
The last update of the cadastre values in Montesa were made in 20012002.
Every farmer has to pay for the own-hydrant for DIS. In each ownhydrant there are pressure regulators and controlling devices. The
motorista takes care of the irrigation installations until the common
hydrant but each farmer takes care of its own-hydrant and its plots.
For maintenance work each member has to pay a fix quantity of
7€/year. Extraordinary expenses are charged for extra costs yearly
when needed.

Finally, other consequences are found in relation with intermediaries and landscape.
The subsidies have changed in the CAP and the intermediaries take advantage of the farmers
with the selling of the products with the fruit calliper/size. If the fruit calliper/size is big, it
goes for fruit production and if it is small it goes for juice production, which is cheaper than
the first one. What happens now is that if the fruit is too small the intermediary does not buy
the fruit. Usually the intermediaries are the ones picking up the fruits from farmers plots,
and they say that it is more expensive to pay someone to pick the fruits rather than the fruits
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themselves. Therefore this means more lost in agriculture for the farmer, even if they are the
ones receiving the subsidy.
In addition, the intermediaries are the ones that set the price. For instances, there were some
farmers in Montesa that sold big calliper peach to Madrid for 0,79€/kg. Now they found that
in Canals (village next to Montesa) they pay more than 2 euro for the same product that goes
to a closer national market.
Regarding to the landscape, not much changes have been noticed after irrigation
transformation. There have been no fires around and the vegetation is similar before and
after the transformation to irrigation.

4.1.5.-Traditional irrigation infrastructures in Montesa
In Montesa, traditional surface system infrastructures exist, some of them made of concrete
and some other made of soil (figure 11). At least three farmers in the village use the
traditional furrow canals. The rest of the canals are abandoned or used to place drip pipes
inside. Vegetation is growing in them and lots are full of weed. However, the gates and the
distribution lines can be observed showing the recent use of them. There are no initiatives to
preserve the historical canals of Montesa from the culture department.

4.1.6.-Other issues
It is essential to be aware of three factors that affect to irrigation in Valencia and to all the
municipalities studied in the case. The first one is that agriculture is organized in
smallholding systems. This means that farmers usually have very small agricultural land of
less than half a hectare. This system has a lot of disadvantages in matters of facility in
operation and income. In addition, some subsidies are denied to them due to the limited area.
The second one is that agriculture is only a part time job or a part time activity most of the
times, which makes the activity not farmers main income. The last one is that farmers are
quite old as young people are not attracted to agriculture. Farmers spend their free time
working in the field and do not abandon the lands because they were from their family and
have a high sentimental value.
In addition, it is important to know how products are sold in the area. In general, the
stallholder/intermediary goes to the field, value the fruits and make an agreement of the
price with the farmer. After, the intermediaries arrange the harvesting of the fruits.
Harvesting workers are usually Spanish and immigrants from Bulgaria or Rumania. If the
farmers sell the product later than in season the intermediaries pay less, they do not care
about the risk the farmers/production is exposed to (like frost). The farmers do not store the
production in this area. Once the fruits are harvested, the intermediaries sell them to national
and international markets in Europe, China or USA.
In the last years new alternatives for selling the fruits in a more straight forward manner
arose, trying to avoid the intermediaries. This is made via internet. An example in Montesa
is a webpage called Naranjas Vila (http://www.naranjasvila.com). It is a particular case of a
young man (25) that was unemployed because of the economic crisis and decided to create a
web-page to sell mandarins and oranges. The difference (added value) is that the service
guarantees a distribution of the fruit from the harvesting phase to home in a maximum of 72
hours,
assuring
fresh
fruit
as
well
as
avoiding
the
intermediaries.
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FIGURE 9: CRS EL REIXACH RESERVOIR (LEFT) AND COMUNIDAD GENERAL DE REGANTES RESERVOIR (RIGHT),
MONTESA

FIGURE 10: PEPE, ONE OF THE MOTORISTAS OF CGRM OPENING ONE PARTIDA, MONTESA
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FIGURE 11: OLD SOIL MADE AND CONCRETE CANALS, MONTESA

FIGURE 12: NEW WEIR IN MONTESA CONSTRUCTED AFTER THE FLOODING OF 1987
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FIGURE 13: AN HYDRANT TO DELIVER WATER TO FIVE FARMERS WITH DIFFERENT SURFACES, MONTESA
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4.2.-VALLADA
As Montesa was the village where drip systems where installed first in Valencian
Community, it is natural that close villages were influenced. Currently, in Vallada, three
official Comunidades de Regantes are found (table 8). In most of the cases, farmers changed
from dry lands (excepting the typical orchards area next to the river) to surface irrigated
lands and finally to DIS. These soil made canals are at least from the XIII century, which are
still in use at times combined with drip systems.
Irrigation area was expanded from the 70’s onwards in Vallada. All started with a well
drilled in 1965 by the Instituto Nacional de Reforma y Desarrollo Agrario, del Ministerio de
Agricultura (IRYDA). This institute searched for other purposes different to groundwater.
Therefore they found water unintentionally. This water was used to supply Vallada as well
as to irrigate. The installations for furrow system like canals and reservoirs were constructed
in 1969 from this well located in the Barranco de Boquella/Boquilla which separates Vallada
from Moixent.
TABLE 8: CRS IN VALLADA AND THEIR SURFACE

Comunidades
de
Regantes in Vallada
CR
Pozo
Santa
Bárbara
CR Pozo Virgen de
Gracia
CR Pozo Cànyoles-1

Surface
(12
hanegadas=1ha)
About 200 hectares

Number
of
members in 2011
231

Water
price
0,15€/m3

380 hectares (south of
Vallada, below the river
until the old mountain
380 hectares with drip
and 25 hectares without

450

0,09€/m3

268

0,12€/m3

Irrigation
transformation
From surface to
DIS
From surface to
DIS
From surface to
DIS

Nowadays, only the 6-7% of the total irrigated area in Vallada is done by surface system, the
rest uses localized technology.
CR Pozo Virgen de Gracia started to use groundwater in the 70’s from the Barranco de
Boquella for irrigation purposes. They constructed a deposit/reservoir and supplied
agricultural lands from there.
The reservoir of Virgen de Gracia is located in a place called Molino. From there, water was
distributed to Huertas de Arriba (40-50 hectares) and Huertas de Abajo (30-40 hectares)
(Upper orchard and Downer orchard, old names of the area). They distributed water with
soil made canals.
The transformation to drip irrigation in the area started about thirty years later in 2003 and
was finished in 2005. The transformation came because they asked for permission in CAPA
to open a new well, called Cànyoles-6, in order to have two wells and two reservoirs for the
CRs and consequently use more water. For that, they received a subsidy. Once they had the
authorization to use water from the new well for irrigation, farmers were obliged to irrigate
with drip technology from CHJ (figure 17). In addition, the subsidy received for the well
drilling for irrigation purposes from CAPA also conditioned farmers to install the same
technology.
For the new water rights, as consequence of the water coming from the new well Cànyoles6, farmers had to pay a value of 4300€/hectare. The members that already had furrow
irrigation did not pay, but only the new members. All of them paid general expenses of the
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construction work but always taking into account the difference of the initial investment of
the old farmers and new members.
In CRs Pozo Virgen de Gracia there are 2-3 members that still irrigate with furrow systems
(figure 16), but it is a matter of time as last signatures and procedures are needed for DIS
transformation. From a total of 400 hectares, only 25 do not use drip and they only pay
general expenses.
Santa Barbara well supplies with water to Vallada village, to the traditional surface
irrigation canals (from 1969 on) and currently to drip systems. Surface irrigation was
working until 1996, when the system changed to localized technology. This transformation
was undertaken by the farmers without any subsidy. Investments in 1996 reached 1800€/ha
as well as other costs. Nowadays, a landowner must pay 7300€/ha to obtain the right to
irrigate. The depth of Santa Bárbara well is of 74m.
Cànyoles-1 well was drilled in 1977 and in 1979 farmers started to organize and meet in
order to arrange furrow irrigation constructions. They started with surface irrigation in 100
hectares and currently, there are around 190 hectares irrigated from the same well.
The furrow irrigation investments were up to 6130€/ha. Afterwards, in 2000 the members
decided to install drip systems which cost 12.000€/ha. For this last instalment, CRs
Cànyoles-1 received a subsidy of 40% from CAPA. There are two wells providing water to
Cànyoles-1 called Solareta with 122m depth and El Tollo with 148m depth.

4.2.1-Farmers and CRs motives to implement DIS in Vallada
The secretary of Virgen de Gracia well says that drip technology is an initiative that comes
from the farmer, as irrigating is totally voluntary. However, the motives seem to be imposed
from CHJ to get the water authorization and from CAPA to get the subsidy, as the condition
was to implement drip systems if they wanted to open a new well and achieve more rights
for groundwater use in 2003.
CR Pozo Santa Barbara (DIS transformation in 1996), was the first transforming the
irrigation system in Vallada. This was due to the influence of the close village Montesa and
can be considered an imitation experience.
CR Pozo Cànyoles-1 (DIS transformation in 2000) has a close relationship with Pozo Santa
Barbara, so they could observe the development of DIS. In addition, they received a 40% of
subsidy for localized system installation.

4.2.2.-Information, communication subsidies and training in Vallada
According to farmers, information from EU does not arrive. They do not have the Consejo
Municipal Agrario that could help to people to be informed.
The Consejo Municipal Agrario must have existed from 1995 on. It is the municipalities
fault (PP political party) as it is its competence. Currently, PSOE is leading the municipality
and in their program they say they will form the Consejo, but they did not yet. The aim of
this Consejo is to provide information, for instance about construction works like rural roads
or other initiatives from Europe. The last asphalted roads in Vallada were the ones that reach
to the major and the counsellor plots. Farmers are aware that it is always about people (the
counsellor is president of Valencian Council).
Both Santa Bárbara and Cànyoles wells are associated to AVA, which is why they are well
informed, because of the magazine of the labour union that is send home by post. Most of
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the members of the CR are also members from AVA. Those farmers opine that there are
enough varieties and think that IVIA (Instituto Valenciano de Investigaciones Agrarias)
works well. The competence, like oranges from Morocco, Egypt, California etc. are the ones
affecting to the Valencian oranges. Besides, those oranges quality is worse.
Regarding to subsidies as mentioned previously, CR Pozo Virgen de Gracia received a
subsidy for the modernization of irrigation system in 2003 from the CAPA. From the total of
2.800.000€, 750.000€ were subsidized (about 25%). The modernization was linked to the
permission to open a new well (Cànyoles-6), as the irrigation water had to be delivered only
with localized systems. In Santa Barbara no subsidies to foster drip irrigation were received.
Farmers dealt with all the costs in 1996. In Cànyoles-1, they received a subsidy of the 40%
of total investment from CAPA. The total installation cost 1.9 million of Euros. However,
getting the subsidy was very costly and difficult. They applied for it four times, as
apparently the first three times the papers did not arrive. There were also other priorities for
the budget of the Conselleria at that moment.
Apart from the subsidies related to drip irrigation implementation, the subsidies for
agriculture coming from European funding were and are currently offered. Nevertheless, the
latter ones are not interesting as the smallholding system of Valencia is an impediment to
obtain them. In addition, the Single Payments are given to farmers with more than 0.5 ha.
Farmers from Vallada know about other subsidies related to terraces. However, due to
problems with the Labour Union, they could not get them.
Regarding to training for localized systems technology, farmers and CRs learned from
organized courses in Montesa as they are the ones that know most about drip irrigation.

4.2.3.-Water sources in Vallada
Cànyoles river (figure 14) is dry in the summers, therefore it is not possible to use it for
irrigation as it is the period in which more water is required. There were two previous CRs
that used river water before called Pare Presentat and San Juan, covering a total of 100
hectares divided in 7 partidas (See table 9 and figure 10).
TABLE 9: OLDEST COMUNIDADES DE REGANTES USING CÀNYOLES WATER IN VALLADA AND ITS
PARTIDAS.

Traditional Comunidades de Regantes using
Cànyoles water in Vallada
Pare Presentat

San Juan

Partidas
Las Vegas de Policena
Vegas Viejas
El Juncar
El Pla
Subirana
Huertas Arriba
Huertas Abajo

In the old area they used to produce fruit trees and oranges. However, they had a small well
with groundwater supply for the summer water demand. Now the majority of those partidas
have been transformed into drip systems and had joined to other CRs.
Groundwater is the main used water source in Vallada, both for village supply and for
irrigation. This is captured as every CR has the noun “well” (pozo in Spanish) in their name.
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The water source for irrigation has always been the same. Both for surface and for drip
systems groundwater has been used since 1970.
The farmers ignore how the aquifer is recharged. However, they know that they have high
discharges. For example, in CRs Pozo Virgen de Gracia there are two wells that bring
8000L/min and 4500L/min.
There is a sewage treatment plant in Vallada as well. The maximum allowed spilling by the
CHJ is 339.343m3/year (CHJ, 2011). The spilling is delivered to Cànyoles river from the
canal called Vegas Nuevas that flows into Cànyoles river. Water reuse from this plant does
not occur, as no application for reuse has arrived to the CHJ, which means there is no
authorization.

4.2.4.-Consequences at field level and expansion due to DIS
The observed consequences at field level are the following ones (table 10).
TABLE 10: DIS IMPLEMENTATION CONSEQUENCES AT FIELD LEVEL IN VALLADA

Consequences
Water savings
efficiency

and

Irrigated
land
expansion (annex VI)

Fruit quality and yield

Explanation
Farmers think that DIS make them save 20-25% of water consumption
comparing to surface irrigation systems. According to their perception,
plants produce more, less fertilizer is needed, water is more centred in
the roots and roots take water more easily. The plants cultivated
currently have a maximum root of 60cm depth in comparison with the
roots that were 5 metres long when DIS were not implemented.
Therefore, the water that reaches more than those 60cm is “lost” for
the farmer. With drip the leafs of the plant are always smooth, which
does not happen with furrow irrigation, as they irrigate once every 15
days.
In addition, as farmer’s main income is not agriculture, they are not so
much concerned about them. Farmers farm to enjoy, to relax and to
sell oranges in a less extent.
In CR Virgen de Gracia they achieved the permission for the new well.
Therefore, the irrigation surface was expanded as there was more
water. Authorization was given by CHJ for that water use for
irrigation.
Cànyoles-1 well used to irrigate 100 hectares during the 80’s and
nowadays they irrigate 190 hectares from the same well, which means
an expansion of the irrigated area is observed.
Not all farmers feel comfortable when talking about expanded
irrigation lands, but it can be inferred that it happened as although they
did not mention it directly they gave the prices for new water rights.
This means that there have been more water rights distributed than the
ones given the first time with surface irritation. Therefore, it is
assumed that there is more water used for agriculture than before.
In the fruit, farmers note a better quality, not in quantity so much as it
depends in the flower, bees, rain and fruit set (cuajado). With drip,
plants are supposed to produce more. However, the impression of the
farmers is that is debatable.
One example of the production is that there is one farmer that
continues using furrow irrigation and irrigates every 12 days (even
though normally it is done every 15-20days) produces more than what
another farmer produces with a drip system irrigating almost every day
2-3 hours with the same crop.
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In demand system

Automation

Electricity costs

Automation goes hand by hand with the in demand system that
replaced the previous in turns system of furrow irrigation. The
frequency and irrigated quantity changed (more frequent and less
quantity) and so the manner of irrigation for farmers and for plants.
The automation is another change mentioned in Vallada that
conditioned the way of work of farmers in field as well as the
motoristas work. With DIS implementation, the motorista of the CRs
is in charge of reading the meters, making reparations and checking if
the reservoirs are full of water.
The major problem farmers find when using DIS is clearly to cope
with electricity costs. Electricity charges are too high and those costs
are drowning them.

Another opinion that farmers from Vallada share with the ones in Montesa, as a
consequence of CAP modification is that the organizations and intermediaries that buy their
fruits to sell them to national market or export abuse from them.

4.2.5.-Traditional irrigation infrastructures in Vallada
In Vallada, some of the old canals are still in use. Those are well maintained in order to
provide a good irrigation service. However, there is no cultural heritage of water and the
majority of old canals are in disuse and not maintained (figure 15).

4.2.6.-Other issues
In Vallada, abandoned lands are found. Those lands were not only dry agricultural lands but
also irrigated lands. Particularly in the east part of Vallada where the river is quite covered
with vegetation and weed and the area where the typical orchards were situated is
abandoned. Reaching the orchard plots in the other side of the river is impossible due to
vegetation. There is also a weir in the highest point of Vallada but it is not possible to see it
due to the bramble patches.
The reason why abandon plots exist is that agriculture is becoming less profitable. The
prices of the fuel and insecticide had increased in the last years. Furthermore, in Vallada as
well as in Montesa, there is a plague of rabbits (figure 16). Their warrens/burrows or holes
can be seen next to the fruit tree plots of the farmers as well as the footprints of wild boars.
Besides, the issue of the absence of young farmers affect as they do not seem to show any
interest for agriculture, maybe because this activity does not give any benefit security. The
smallholding system is also a disadvantage for new farmers. Most of the farmers have less
than 0,8 hectares, although there is an exception of one that has 30 hectares, which is the
maximum surface owned by the same person. In CRs Pozo Virgen de Gracia there are three
farmers with large plots that are part of a bigger organization called MAMUSA S.L.
However, the mean surface (without the 3 big farmers) for each members is of 0,7 hectares.
The alternatives for young people that inherit lands are to sell them or abandon them.
Nevertheless, there are cases where because of sentimental value lands are not sold and
young ones take care of them, which takes up a lot of their time apart from their job.
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FIGURE 14: CÀNYOLES RIVER WITH DISCHARGE, VALLADA

FIGURE 15: OLD IRRIGATION CANALS IN DISUSE, VALLADA
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FIGURE 16: SURFACE IRRIGATION AND RABBIT TRAILS IN FIELD, VALLADA

FIGURE 17: KAKHIS, OLIVE TREES AND ORANGE TREES WITH DRIP IRRIGATION SYSTEMS, VALLADA
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4.3.-MOIXENT
As the research goes upstream, it is observed how the agricultural lands with surface
irrigation or dry lands appear, although always drip systems are predominant. In Moixent, it
is very clear where the typical orchards were situated. This is the only village of the study
area where wastewater reuse is applied for irrigation. This activity is practiced near the
village, both with drip and surface systems, but there are also dry cultivated lands while
going up the hills, as it would be too costly to bring water so high. Finally, the highest
mountain areas in the northern and southern part (Sierra de Enguera and Sierra Grossa) are
not cultivated. There are some CRs or other organizations that use water for irrigation in
Moixent (table 11).
CR la Rinconada Vieja, also called Huertas Viejas (Old orchard) is responsible of the oldest
irrigated area of the village, which used Cànyoles river water and water coming from the
spring El Bosquet (figure 18). Currently, it covers 25 hectares. There is a hypothesis based
in some authors which supports the idea that the Muslims designed irrigation systems to
irrigate always the same number of hectares, 24, in the typical orchards (Trillo San José,
2002; Asins Velis, 2009). It is inferred that the Islamists designed reservoirs with a certain
capacity and canals with a characteristic section in order to deliver the same amount of water
to the same surface. Orchards with the same extension are found in Andalusia or Alicante
among other places. This could match with the mentioned theory if the last hectare of La
Rinconada Vieja in Moixent is considered an expansion due to the past years.
TABLE 11: CRS IN MOIXENT AND THEIR SURFACE

Comunidad de
Regantes
CR
Huertas
Viejas/ CR La
Rinconada
Vieja6
CR
La
Rinconada
Nueva/
CR
Huestas
Nuevas
CR Pozo de la
Solana
(including
partidas of La
Solana and the
shady area of
Bellús
and
Vadillo)
Cooperative
San
Pedro
Apóstol

Creation of
the CRs

Surface
(12
hanegadas=1ha)

Number
members
2011

of
in

Water
price

Irrigation
transformation

25 ha

17 ha

87-88

No.
Surface
irrigation (only
the
president
uses DIS)

In
2007,
transforming
from a SAT
created
in
1980

227 ha

347
(from
which
280
have
less
than
20
hanegadas)

It raised
from
0,15€/m3
to
0,20€/m3

No

30 hectares of olive
trees and vineyards

-

-

-

6

Huertas Viejas is the traditional orchard area, as it is located in a lower part of Moixent village. Huertas
Nuevas are located lower than Huertas Viejas and in the village they also call El Regadiu to the two areas
together.
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CRs La Rinconada Nueva can be considerate as the second oldest irrigation area of Moixent.
It is close to Rinconada Vieja and current irrigation is made with treated wastewater by
canals and surface irrigation (figures 19 and 21). There is one exception; the president of the
CRs irrigates with DIS his fields. The president, Antonio, is a young farmer (one of the few
ones) and lives from agriculture. He has 2,5 ha in Moixent irrigated with DIS and also
rents/leases other farmers lands. He has other lands in Font de la Figuera as well. In total, he
works in more than 6 hectares. He is autonomous with agriculture social security.
It is curious how Moixent started to irrigate with treated wastewater. Antonio’s grandfather
was the president of the Pozo San Juan del Bosquet sixty years ago, the well which currently
is used to supply with water to Moixent. In the 50’s, his grandfather made a deal with the
municipality. They accorded that well San Juan would give them water to supply Moixent in
exchange of the wastewater for irrigation. Therefore, the municipality constructed a
treatment plant to provide farmers with treated wastewater. Currently, there is a new
treatment plant, but the deal is still valid. Rinconada Nueva owns a reservoir with a storage
capacity of 3000-4000m3 where water from the treatment plant arrives. The difference with
other reservoirs is that the water surface is green (figure 20), which is caused because of the
left nitrogen coming from the treated wastewater. The remainings are delivered to Cànyoles
river.
As Rinconada Nueva has a majority of farmers using surface systems and canals, there are
physical measures to avoid stealing between farmers. Antonio takes the water from the same
reservoir, but he has his own hydrant (figure 22) for drip irrigation system. In general, there
are no troubles for water, neither with the farmers in the next village downstream, Vallada.
Probably, because it is not an area where droughts exist usually.
The CR Pozo de la Solana was created in 1979 when the well with the same name was
drilled. This CRs has been special due to their internal organizational and decision troubles,
which were translated into a slow organizational progress. However, it must be mentioned,
that it was the initiative/idea of a group of farmers from Moixent to form an organization
(Sociedad Agraria de Transformacion or SAT) and to drill a well in order to achieve water
for their fields.
Before 1979, the areas of Rinconada Vieja and Nueva (El Regadiu) were the only ones with
irrigation (about 42 hectares) and the rest of the agricultural lands were placed in dry lands.
In 1980 there were already 316 interested farmers in implementing gravity surface irrigation
in 200 has. The well was paid by the farmers in relation with the hectares each one
possessed (50€/ha). Nevertheless, there were problems as not all farmers could afford the
costs. Finally, only 130 members participate in a total of 50 has, paying 2000€/ha (for the
whole furrow irrigation system 400.000-500.000 of Euros).
An engineer calculated that the well had a capacity to irrigate 220 has, but the interested
farmers had only 50 ha in total. Therefore, the president found a solution which was to give
the double rights of water related to the land to each farmer, giving water rights for 14
hectares to the farmers that owned 7 hectares.
The well is 408 meters depth and water level is at 192 meters from the surface. The reservoir
is located at 100 meters. Therefore the pump has to impulse almost 300 meters.
This CR is slightly different to the other ones as it works by votes in proportion to the
owned irrigated land. Farmers that own 1,5 has or less have 1 vote, farmers owning from 1,5
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to 4 has have 2 votes and farmers that have more than 4 has have 3 votes (there are only 3
persons achieving the last condition in CR Pozo de la Solana)
There was a chance to sell water right titles to irrigate until 2007, as farmers had more rights
than land. However, in that year the organization became a CR officially due to CHJ
requisites and the selling of rights was forbidden (in CRs is not allowed to sell water rights).
Therefore, currently, some of the farmers still have more water rights, as some thought it
was a good idea to save them for their son/daughters, but the rights are not in use
The usual price of water is of 0,15€/m3, but currently it rose to 0,2€/m3. If a member uses
more than what it corresponds to him/her, the consequence is to pay three times the price,
which is 0,6€/m3. This measure, the fine system, and other internal regulations are agreed in
the General or Extraordinary Assemblies of the CRs. If members do not use water, a
minimum amount have to be paid anyway, which is 6€/year per member. The payments for
water costs are done three times per year and everyone has to pay. The payment of the
meters is per member and the general expenses are also paid in proportion to the
votes/owned surface.
It is important that the landowner has the right to water, as before this was set, some families
cheated saying that the lands were from the respective wife or husband and used only one
membership of the CRs. Some others had less water right than land and used more water
than the corresponding one. However, this was solved when the president set the fine of
paying triple.
The relationship between the members is in general good. Although the president of the CRs
has a kind of police role they all get on very well, even when there are fines for water
overuse. Usually, farmers pay their receipts as if not, the water delivery is interrupted. The
president thinks that the most important thing is to have a good water manager leading a CR
with knowledge in finances.
Antonio, the president of CRs La Rinconada Nueva thinks that from the Pozo de la Solana
they could irrigate much more than what they do. He thinks they could reach the other side
of the river, as the aquifer has enough water. However, as the majority of people do not live
from agriculture they do not exploit it. In addition, in the beginning they should have put a
pump with more power and adequate canals and pipes.

4.3.1.-Farmers and CRs motives to implement DIS in Moixent
According to the president of Rinconada Nueva, DIS are the most interesting alternative for
irrigation nowadays. Firstly, because it saves a lot of time that the farmer can spend working
in other fields (fertilizing, pruning, tilling etc.) and secondly, because fertigation is possible,
which means less labour for the farmer.
For CR Pozo de la Solana, it was the only way to receive water concession from the CHJ.

4.3.2.-Information, communication, subsidies and training in Moixent
According to municipal administrative workers, farmers get information regarding to
agriculture and related issues from OCAPA in Xativa. OCAPA sends letters informing
farmers with subsidies, suggestions of combating plagues or arranging informative
meetings. Some farmer’s opinion is that the basic informative work of OCAPA is
satisfactory. However, other farmers think that the information arrives very slowly from
public administration and even more if the person wants to be informed about current
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initiatives. Although the OCAPA is in Xativa, usually it is easier to drive to Valencia to
obtain the information or applications faster. Valencia is at about one hour by car and they
have costs in fuel and time. Moreover, the Camaras Agrarias, which were the ones in charge
of the consult work for agriculture and livestock before, disappeared with the national law
18/2005 and had to be replaced with the mentioned Consejos Municipales Agrarios, which
are not established yet.
Regarding to the subsidies, farmers from el Pozo de la Solana did not receive any subsidy to
directly cover the construction of the infrastructures of drip irrigation. The only subsidy was
related to power lines and it was very costly to get them as the papers seem to be lost in
Valencia. From the total investment, 30% was returned to them because of the power lines.
Antonio, the young farmer and the president of La Rinconada Nueva, got individual subsidy
for his infrastructure. He is the only interested one in DIS in the CRs, as the other members
are quite old to change their mentality and prefer to continue irrigating with surface
irrigation. He received two subsidies, one for young farmers and another for irrigation
modernization. There are some conditions to opt to the young farmer subsidies; the age, to
start a new agricultural activity (demonstrating that the person is a landowner) and to take at
least 250 hours of training. Antonio did 500 hours of training and courses. He had its own
initiative to be trained and to modernize the irrigation system as it is vocational. The courses
were received in Montesa, and now he became a specialist in horticulture and fruit trees
production. He proposed to the CAPA to install DIS. CAPA accepted and paid the 100% of
the technical study and 40% of the installation costs until the hydrant in 1999. Antonio is
very informed about subsidies because he is interested and found the way to reach them. He
thinks that Brussels (that is how he refers to EU) does not take farmers in consideration and
that associations like AVA do not fight for farmers neither. Besides, they have the pressure
from the intermediaries.
In addition, bank loans are given according to the CAPA in order to invest in any agriculture
modernization. The loans are with 0% of interests and they can be paid back in 5 or 10
years. The CHJ offers some subsidies and technical studies for irrigation reservoirs that are
strategically located in order to use them if a fire starts in the surroundings. Finally, the
subsidies offered for agriculture are for farmers with a minimum number of hectares.
Farmers say that the financial crisis is also affecting to the subsidies coming from Europe.
Regarding to the training of DIS, farmers know that Montesa is the number one of the area.
In consequence, the courses that most farmers took are held in Montesa.

4.3.3.-Water sources in Moixent
From the three studied CRs, it is appreciated that they use different water sources for
irrigation. Rinconada Vieja (the typical orchard area), uses water coming from village
fountains and from El Bosquet spring. CR Pozo de la Solana uses groundwater resources for
water supply. They already used groundwater for surface irrigation and currently, they use
the same resource for DIS. Rinconada Nueva depended from water of Cànyoles in Regolf
(where the weir is situated nowadays) until the expansion of irrigation was done in 1950.
That is when Antonio’s grandfather made the deal with the major and a treatment plant was
built. Nowadays, CR La Rinconada Nueva uses treated wastewater, as well as the remaining
of the Rinconada Vieja for irrigation. For the wastewater, a tertiary treatment is applied in
order to achieve the standard water quality to irrigate. There is an enterprise in charge of it
called Empresa General Valenciana de Agua S.A. (EGEVASA) so that water is ready to use
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when it arrives to the CRs. The STP is situated in the area of La Rinconada Vieja. To reach
Rinconada Nueva, water has to cross the river by gravity. As the source is reused water, the
farmers of this CR do not have to pay for it and they only pay for the maintenance of the
canals which is almost 7€/member per year. The electricity is not a problem for them. The
only one who uses a pump is Antonio, the president, for his DIS system and as he uses
fuel/petrol the costs are 1500€/year depending in the price of the petrol.
The farmers think that what they pay in the other villages is too much and they value the
deal with the municipality. Even during the summer they do not have water problems as the
village is supplied all year long.
CHJ authorizes a maximum volume of 125.513m3/year from a total spilling of
307.330m3/year for citrus and fruit trees irrigation purpose in Rinconada Nueva (CHJ,
2011). The rest is delivered to Cànyoles river. Farmers can decide when to use the allowed
water, for instance, more discharge during the summer and less during autumn.
From El Bosquet spring, some of the high plots are allocated with water and irrigated with
DIS. There are also illegal wells.

4.3.4.-Consequences at field level and expansion due to DIS
Several consequences are found regarding to irrigation transformation in Moixent (table 12).
TABLE 12: DIS IMPLEMENTATION CONSEQUENCES AT FIELD LEVEL IN MOIXENT

Consequences
In demand system
Electricity costs
automation

Water savings

Yield change

Expansion

and

Explanation
DIS brings a in demand system. Even with limited use per hectare
in Pozo de la Solana, farmers can use their corresponding water at
any hour.
The electricity costs are again the biggest problem for the CRs. The
prices have been tripled (raised from 700-900€/month to 20002700€/month). They thought about installing a regenerative heat
exchanger but the investment is too expensive for them.
The measure they take, like in other villages, is to pump at night
from 0.00 to 8.00 a.m., which is fine as the system is automatized
and no one needs to go to switch on and off the pump every night.
Comparing to surface irrigation systems, the farmer’s perception is
that they “loose” less water in the soil, as it directly goes to the
plants. However, farmers are not able to give more evidence than
that.
Currently, with drip irrigation farmers notice a production change.
For instance, one farmer that owned a plot of 49 olive trees used to
have 55-65kg/ha once every two years (due to pruning). With DIS
the farmer gets 90-120kg/ha in the same plot.
According to the farmers and CRs, there has not been any irrigated
land expansion. Their argument is that the used area is delimitated
and it is not possible to expand it anymore.
In the case of Pozo de la Solana with 227 ha, the calculations for
water exploitation from the well were done once, for surface
irrigation. When they changed to DIS, they did not change the
pump, nor the pumped discharge and each farmer has a limited
water use. The CR imposed a fine of 500€ to a member, not for
water overuse, but for using his water in lands that were not
registered as irrigated. From that day on, and as being a CRs does
not permit to expand lands by law (if there is no direct concession
from CHJ), all the lands are registered and controlled by the CR
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Fertigation

itself.
In the areas that are covered by Pozo de la Solana (La Solana,
Bellús, Pla and Vadillo) no more members are admitted since 2000.
In the case of la Rinconada Nueva, the expansion would have been
too expensive as the members are irrigating with surface irrigation.
Therefore, in the case of having expanded, it would have been for
other reasons different to DIS implementation.
Drip irrigation permits doing fertigation directly which is very
handy.

In Rinconada Nueva not many things changed, as the only person that transformed his
irrigation system was the president of the CRs. However, some differences can be
appreciated due to the coexistence of both types of irrigation systems. For instance,
previously there was one person called el regador that was in charge of irrigating the 17 ha
of La Rinconada Nueva. Nowadays, the regador does not exist and the members are the
ones that open and close the gates to irrigate. Farmers do not have turns any more. If farmer
A wants to irrigate and sees that farmer B is using the water, farmer A makes a telephone
call in order that farmer B can redirect the water to farmer A’s plots once he/she has finished
irrigating. The members irrigating with furrow systems do not pay for water but only
20€/year and member for canal maintenance. However, in a couple of summers there has
been water lack due to the higher water needs in that period.
In particular for Antonio, the way of irrigation has changed. With the drip system he needs
to irrigate more often and less quantity. For example, when it does not rain, Antonio
irrigates with drip 3h/day, but if it rains 1h/day is enough. The irrigation time goes
decreasing from month to month from summer onwards. He stops in November and does not
irrigate until February again, when he starts fertilizing. He also has to pay extra costs for
petrol charges for the pump work.
To mention a disadvantage of DIS is the high initial investment costs, which farmers do not
know if make DIS profitable or not yet. It is very difficult to pay off the initial costs, even
when a subsidy is received.
If farmers use less water it is not in order to save water but to save money.

4.3.5.-Traditional irrigation infrastructures in Moixent
In Moixent, there are some traditional irrigation infrastructures. There was a weir situated at
village level (in the area called Mineta del Retor) so that the traditional irrigated orchards
were the ones below this point. However, in July and August there was no water and lots of
mosquitoes were piled up in the weir area annoying to the villagers. That is why the
municipality decided to change the weir of place, constructing a new one (figure 23) before
the river arrives to the village and destroying the old one.
There is no water cultural heritage in Moixent, or initiatives to preserve antique irrigation
infrastructures. The old canals are covered and cemented. In the beginning of the XIX
century, in some canals they added concrete to reinforce the old canals, changing the old
construction. Therefore, the value has changed now. There is an abandoned old groundwater
canal that Rinconada Nueva used as well. However, there is one infrastructure that is clearly
the most significant Islamic sign of the study area regarding to irrigation. It is evidently an
Islamic canal. In the village they call it La Acequia Mora (figure 24), the Muslims Canal in
English. It is a canal in disuse that comes from El Bosquet. Previously, the canal was
directly connected with the spring of el Bosquet and arrived to the typical orchards placed in
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the current Rinconada Nueva. Not all the canal infrastructure is maintained. However, one
can certainly appreciate how the canal continues at the same level from the reservoir until it
arrives to the village. There is a small aqueduct and a tower as well (Torre dels Coloms),
that confirms the irrigation canal is from Islamic period.
The reason why this is not preserved is that Moixent is not an agricultural village but an
industrial one. Therefore, the water heritage is not conserved or at least nor the first priority.
There are few farmers that think that the municipality should take care of the old irrigation
infrastructures in Moixent. For instance, the infrastructure could be preserved in memory of
the
Arabs,
which
started
irrigating
in
the
area.
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FIGURE 18:EL BOSQUET RESERVOIR, MOIXENT

FIGURE 19: DISTRIBUTION POINT OF CRS LA RINCONADA NUEVA, ARRIVAL OF TREATED WASTEWATER,
MOIXENT

FIGURE 20: LA RINCONADA NUEVA RESERVOIR, FOR WASTEWATER REUSE. MOIXENT
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FIGURE 21: SURFACE IRRIGATION CANALS AND FURROWS IN LA RINCONADA NUEVA, MOIXENT

FIGURE 22: ANTONIO’S HYDRANT AND HIS PLOTS WITH DIS, RINCONADA NUEVA, MOIXENT

FIGURE 23: NEW WEIR IN MOIXENT
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FIGURE 24: PARTS OF THE ISLAMIC IRRIGATION INFRASTRUCTURE CANAL “LA ACEQUIA MORA” IN
MOIXENT

4.4.-LA FONT DE LA FIGUERA
This village is different to the other three. It is in the bound of the province and it has
different characteristics like soil or climate. It is the point where the Cànyoles valley is
born/starts.
There are various areas within La Font de la Figuera where fields are irrigated. The biggest
agricultural area is located in the lower part of the village. Those plots are the first and
highest fields of Cànyoles valley and it is the place where orchards are situated (figure 25).
They are found below the road (Cascallars) and are irrigated until Moixent. Some cultivated
crops are broad beans, artichokes, eggplants etc. To irrigate, there are two connected
reservoirs, which are filled with water coming from El Capurutxo spring by gravity. When
one reservoir is full, the water starts to go to the second reservoir (figure 28). Before
reaching the reservoirs, part of the water arrives to the lavadero (typical washing place,
figure 27). The first reservoir is located beneath the football and tennis pitches of the village
and is about 2,5 meters deep. The second reservoir is beneath the municipal swimming pool
bar. The reservoirs can be seen as they have ventilation from air circulation. If both of the
reservoirs are full, water goes to a drain. The water from the reservoirs is used by farmers
from the Cooperativa La Viña and the CR del Abovalar. Water arrives to the lower plots
after flowing from the second reservoir and crossing the road underground.
In the upper side of la Font de la Figuera, which is not in Cànyoles valley but still in the area
of La Font de la Figuera, there is another area called La Foya, which is a smaller irrigated
area. It is an humid area, as observed in the soil type and surrounding, as water from close
mountains is accumulated in La Foya plane. Farmers mainly cultivate vineyards (figure 29)
in dry lands and with irrigated. As the area is wet is wealthy for agriculture.
There is another area behind the Foya, which is called El Caicó. Here, the main production
are vineyards, olive trees, almonds and in a lesser extent apricots. El Caicó is formed by
plots with and without irrigation, depending on the land rights. The difference with the other
areas is the lack of citrus and orange trees.
The soil is limier, what supposes that there is more water as the lithology changes. Some of
the barrancos are cultivated with terraces for two purposes: to take advantage of the
humidity of the barranco and to retain the water using plants.
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From Capurutxo mountain the reservoir of la Foya and another big reservoir can be
observed. This latter one is shared with the farmers of Villena and it is called San Diego
reservoir.
There is one last reservoir called Pigirri reservoir. It belongs to the municipality but there is
one man that has the historical right to use that water. The right is very old and he does not
have to pay for it, as when the right was given, he did not have to pay neither. The man,
which is a farmer, has olive trees in irrigation. This can be noticed as he gets more olive
quantity and his olives are bigger in size than the ones cultivated without irrigation.
As the research is focused in Cànyoles valley, only the lower part of La Font de la Figuera is
studied. The present CR is only one. Nevertheless, there is Sociedad Cooperativa which
works mainly with vineyards, although for water concession issues both organizations
cooperate (table 13). In Font de la Figuera, there are less traditional infrastructures as
Cànyoles river has not water at this point and it is usually dry or carries very little discharge.
TABLE 13: CRS IN LA FONT DE LA FIGUERA AND THEIR SURFACE

Comunidad de
Regantes

Surface, 1ha

CRs
Abovalar

El

100 irrigated ha

Number
members
2011
273

Sociedad
Cooperativa La
Viña

165 irrigated ha

-

of Water price
in
0,3€/m3
(including
maintenance
costs)
0,15€/m3

Irrigation
transformation
From surface to
DIS
From surface to
DIS

CR El Abovalar cultivates in dry and irrigated lands. Apart from agriculture, they also have
a very small area to keep the livestock (only ovine). From the total area, 100 ha consist of
the irrigated land area, in which irrigation is present for more than 60 years. Farmers always
irrigated from the same well, which is 30 meters deep. The cultivated crops are mainly
orchards with vegetables, lots of maize/corn and fruit trees. First, they irrigated with surface
irrigation, but currently they changed to DIS. They received a subsidy of the 30% to cover
the costs of the irrigation system modernization. The current situation is that although they
have the rights and they have been using water for the 100 ha for some years, the water level
from the well had decreased. To confront/face this situation, farmers from CRs El Abovalar
have to buy the water to the Sociedad Cooperativa la Viña (Ajuntament de La Font de la
Figuera, 2011). In Water Sources section, it will be explained how a project is set to achieve
wastewater reuse for irrigation in the whole low agricultural area.
A clear characteristic in this CR is that farmers cultivate using herbicides, without any grass
or weed. Their ancestor farmers used to do agriculture always taking away the grass and
tilling, in order to use at maximum the rain water, as they thought that if weeds appear in the
fields, they would “steal” the water and fertilizers to the crops. . From older farmers they
believe that if they till everything the trees will produce for a longer time, they will give
more kg of yield and that they will sell the products more expensive. Another extra reason to
“clean” the fields is to use less water, in order to pay less for it.
The Sociedad Cooperativa La Viña is an organization that groups farmers that produces
overall vineyards, which are located in the same area than CR El Abovalar.
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Traditionally, vineyards were not irrigated. However, there was surface irrigation before
implementing DIS during the 90s in the Sociedad Cooperativa to complement rain water.
The initial investment for DIS was about 1000€/ha, in 165 hectares without receiving any
subsidy. They take the water from a well/mine. The Cooperative has an Irrigation Section
that is responsible for irrigation related issues. From there, the technician tries to foster DIS
as he is convinced that vineyards will achieve a higher yield and a better wine will be
produced. They do not have a paid motorista like in other CRs. There is one farmer that does
motoristas work voluntarily. Other farmers are in charge of reading the meters as well.
The maximum and minimum costs vary from farmer to farmer depending on the water
volume used. For instance, last year’s maximum water cost was 3100m3/ha year with Merlot
variety vineyards and the minimum one 6m3/ha and year. It is important to notice that some
farmers produce for their consumption and some others for the cooperative.
From the Irrigation Sector they defend to unify all the irrigation systems in La Font de la
Figuera, which they are planning to accomplish as soon as the wastewater reuse project is
finished. Farmers in general believe that it is a rich water area, but not enough wells have
been drilled to ensure it.
Apart from the water shortage problem that farmers have to deal with in La Font de la
Figuera, it is wise to keep in mind other factors like the smallholding system. In the lower
fields, there are only 2-4 members that own 2 hectares, the maximum surface owned by the
same farmer. The rest usually has 0,1 hectare.
In addition, farmers think that it is a difficult time for agriculture, as they depend in lots of
uncontrollable issues like fruit calliper/size, diseases, prices, climatology etc. For instance,
for calliper Grade 12.5 0,1€/kg is paid and for Grade 13 0,25€/kg, more than double.
Besides, farmers have to handle with the rabbits plague.

4.4.1.-Farmers and CRs motives to implement DIS in La Font de la Figuera
The reasons why farmers opt to install DIS were mainly three. Firstly, it is a system that
saves water, and in consequence, saves money. Secondly, it is a comfortable system that
does not require so much labour as surface systems. Lastly, there were some subsidies given
by the CAPA and they returned the 30% of the total invested (in the case of the CR El
Abovalar).

4.4.2.-Information, communication, subsidies and training in La Font de la
Figuera
In general, farmers from CRs El Abovalar do not feel like they are informed from EU
initiatives, they only know about Single Payment subsidy. In the Cooperative they have
more information.
Sociedad Cooperativa La Viña did not receive any subsidy for DIS implementation, which
was not the case in CRs El Abovalar. They received the 30% of the total investment. Lastly,
and currently, they have signed to receive a subsidy for the reservoir which will collect
water from the wastewater treatment plant. However, the project is blocked for now.
In general, farmers from Font de la Figuera did not receive much training for DIS.
Therefore, and according to Antonio (villager living in Font de la Figuera and president of
CRs La Rinconada Nueva de Moixent with 500 hours of training) not being trained and
abusing of herbicides as well as tilling to “clean” the plots has brought some consequences.
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In order that DIS works correctly, the farmer has to let the small roots grow, without tilling
the soil. In Font de la Figuera, farmers always till because it is a traditional way of
agriculture, and these customs are difficult to change.
After tilling (and breaking the roots) farmers get angry and say that DIS does not work.
Antonio is member of Sociedad Cooperativa La Viña as well because of his lands there. He
suggested implementing DIS there but some farmers did not want because it was too
expensive. However, he installed DIS in his plots of Font de la Figuera.

4.4.3.-Water sources in La Font de la Figuera
Starting with the river water, in Font de la Figuera, Cànyoles does not carry a drop of water,
as the river starts to get considerable discharge from Moixent onwards. Therefore, Font de la
Figuera does not use river water for any activity. The river can only be appreciated when it
rains. In fact, people can walk or drive in the watercourse/dry riverbed. However, the
watercourse road is clearly marked as probably centuries ago it rained more and there was
water flowing leaving the trace/track (figure 26).
Currently, the irrigation activity has decreased in La Font de la Figuera, but the used one
comes from groundwater resources. The Sociedad Cooperativa La Viña is supplied by
groundwater taken from a mine, which is stored in two reservoirs. The mine was
open/drilled in the 50’s. In the cooperative there is a total of 165ha in irrigation. The
irrigation they use is only for complement, for support and does not use much water.
In CRs El Abovalar, they theoretically have 100 has in irrigation by using groundwater
resources, which are stored in a reservoir with 2,5 million of m3 of capacity. However, the
real situation is that in the last years a water shortage has been noticed in groundwater. The
used wells for irrigation are getting dry and the water level is going deeper and deeper,
which makes the water pumping not possible to the farmers.
According to the town councillor, there are three wells and respective reservoirs that supply
with water to La Font de la Figuera. Those wells were drilled in 1985 and water is extracted
24 hours/day all year long. In the beginning, there was water for everyone, but 20 years later
(2005) there is no water for the irrigators. Surely, the aquifers in use by farmers and the
municipality are connected, and they do not have other source as the river does not bring any
water. In addition, there is a water bottling plant since the 80’s that takes the water from a
well higher in the mountain. Famers think that this plant also affects directly to the water
shortage. Therefore, the water supply and water bottling plant could be two of the reasons
why farmers suffer from water shortage at the moment.
There is also a STP in La Font de la Figuera. The maximum allowed spilling is of
220.000m3/year, which is spilled to the river after the treatment (CHJ, 2011). As searching
for new aquifers is too expensive, in the year 2001 it was suggested to use water coming
from the treatment plant for irrigation purposes. Therefore, farmers could complete the water
cycle recharging the aquifers again (Aquifer, reservoir, village supply, treatment plant,
reservoir, drip irrigation and goes back to the aquifer again). It is possible that the idea came
up because in Moixent part of the treated wastewater is also used for irrigation. Besides, the
president of La Rinconada Nueva of Moixent lives in La Font de la Figuera.
With this idea, farmers bought the lands were their new reservoir, called Madronyal, would
be constructed (5,5 hectares). In 2003, the irrigators signed all the administrative papers with
CAPA, which guaranteed that the project costs would be shared by the CAPA and them.
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However, the costs for tertiary treatment, which are quite expensive, have to be covered by
the farmers.
In October of 2011, they had a meeting with the GV where it was confirmed that there
would not be any reservoir for them because there is no money.
All the papers are correct, the concession of water is given and recognized by CHJ and
CAPA has approved the construction works, but the farmers still do not have water after
nine years. According to the CHJ data, from the wastewater plant, 85.000 m3 are assigned
for 165 has of the Sociedad Cooperativa La Viña de La Font de la Figuera and 75.965 m3 for
100 has for Comunidad de Regantes de El Abovalar, with purpose of fruit tree and vineyards
irrigation. Up to now, farmers even calculate their water needs (table 14)
TABLE 14: WATER NEEDS FOR DIFFERENT CROPS CALCULATED BY FARMERS OF LA FONT DE LA FIGUERA

Crop
Vineyard
Fruit tree
Almond
Olives
Vegetables

Water needs (m3/ha)
1250
1250
625
625
2500

The construction project was presented in 2007 and it had a total budget of 1.593.000€ for
the reservoir of the treatment plant with capacity of 150.000m3 and a height of 15 metres.
However, in the Spanish Royal Decrees and Orders, it is mentioned that if a reservoir is
bigger than 15 meters, it has to be controlled from Madrid. If it is smaller than 15 meters
then the control passes to Valencia. Therefore, CAPA ordered another project where the
reservoir was of 14 meters in order to control the construction from Valencia. This second
project was done by VAERSA, which is a construction group that works for GV projects.
This second project was presented in 2009 and required a total budget of 3.143.000€.
Consequently, it can be clearly seen that with one meter less of reservoir, the budget
increased to double.
Farmers think that technicians do not look carefully to the costs, and that it seems that
money does not have any value for them. Besides, if technicians carry out projects with
higher budget, the received honorary are higher, as they earn in proportion to the projects
budgets. Farmers feel cheated. If they knew that the reservoir will not be constructed, they
would have invested on searching other aquifers. They are already fed up and tired of paying
such high costs and not finding a solution for irrigation source. Their lands are very fertile
but they need water to practice agriculture and get enough yield.

4.4.4.-Consequences at field level and expansion due to DIS
In La Font de la Figuera, the following consequences are found (table 15).
TABLE 15: DIS IMPLEMENTATION CONSEQUENCES AT FIELD LEVEL IN LA FONT DE LA FIGUERA

Consequence
Electricity costs

Explanation
Although the electricity charges have increased, farmers have to deal
with less electricity costs as there is less water. They already paid
electricity with surface irrigation system.

Troubles

Among farmers there are no troubles, because there is no water
for anyone and they do not need to pay it. There is no cause to
be angry about.

Crop change

Farmers noticed some crop change as consequence of implementing
DIS. Changing from vineyards to olives or almonds for instance.
However, this can be related to some subsidies which had to do with
vineyards pulling up.
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The farmers of La Font de la Figuera are very determined with the
expansion issue. They argue that it is impossible for them to expand
the irrigated lands as the allowed water for DIS is admitted for 165 ha
in the Cooperative and 100 ha for El Abovalar, and they cannot pass
that limit. They firmly defend that they never modified their irrigated
hectares and that they were very loyal as they are aware that DIS
could permit the expansion of land. They know it as they have seen it
happen in near villages, which is illegal and they are very proud of
not doing the same. If farmers expand lands, DIS would not save
water. Therefore, there is no expansion due to DIS implementation

It is important to realise how the DIS opinion changed in farmers from the CR El Abovalar.
As mentioned before, they wanted to install DIS because of its benefits in money and labour
savings and also the subsidy obliged to do so. However, once the system is or was working
they were disappointed with it. Nowadays, farmers think that DIS destroy agriculture,
destroy the mountains (due to expansion consequences) and destroy the aquifers.
They disagree with the fact that DIS saves water, as more quantity is needed as irrigation is
practiced almost every day. With surface irrigation farmers only have to irrigate once every
15 days. Therefore, there is not so much water savings in m3. It is supposed to save 20-25%
but if the farmers expand their lands water is not saved.

4.4.5.-Traditional irrigation infrastructures in La Font de la Figuera
There is no much traditional architecture about irrigation in La Font de la Figuera, as
Cànyoles river has not enough water volume. There are no weirs in the area. The only
traditional infrastructure related to water is the wide/spacious lavadero of the village (figure
27). In addition, some old canals are covered or abandoned and full of weed. In any case,
these canals were more recent than Islamic infrastructures.

4.4.6.-Other issues
As in the other villages, young people abandon some of the lands, as it is not profitable to
put them in production. Besides, some of the old farmers are thinking of abandoning their
lands as well because they cannot deal with the costs. Part of the responsibility is from the
intermediaries, as they can control the farmers by being their contact with the market.
Nevertheless, farmers do not see any alternative.
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FIGURE 25: GENERAL VIEW OF C`ANYOLES VALLEY FROM EL CAPURUTXO MOUNTAIN

FIGURE 26: DRY WATERCOURSE AND OLD ABANDONED CANALS IN LA FONT DE LA FIGUERA
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FIGURE 27: LAVADERO, THE TYPICAL WASHING PLACE IN LA FONT DE LA FIGUERA

FIGURE 28: SECOND RESERVOIR IN LA FONT DE LA FIGUERA

FIGURE 29: FARMERS PRUNING VINEYARDS IN FONT DE LA FIGUERA
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5.-ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
As mentioned in the concepts section, irrigation can be looked in very different ways, from
very different perspectives. It can be perceived as a social issue, as an economic issue, as
something that has to be adapted to the environment and nature, as a mere interest of
humans use or as a technical tool. Or also as a combination of all, which would theoretically
lead to the booming term of sustainability nowadays. The analysis section is divided in three
following subsections: terms connotation complexity and the lack of farmer’s opinion
consideration, analysis of the actuations at field level and the path for a new ethic in water
management.

5.1. TERMS CONNOTATION COMPLEXITY AND SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS
IN IRRIGATION TRANSFORMATION
In every domain terms are inevitably used to express evidences. What is tricky is that each
term has a social perception attached to it and different actors will understand it differently,
according to their interests and their personal factors. This also happened with DIS fostering
in Valencia, which leaded to different understandings among the stakeholders.
During the process of irrigation transformation in Cànyoles valley, some terms have been
used in policy. It is found that stakeholders interpret the same terms differently, like for
instance water savings. Farmers started to think about water savings due to the promotion of
drip irrigation systems implementation in the past years. The initiatives were both for
technical studies and funding support of the new technology, which are conditioned by the
compulsory non-expansion irrigated land factor (with some exceptions). Its promotion is
mainly because public administrations considered it an efficient technology or a tool to save
water. Due to the population increase, water resources demand for human use activity is
increasing and that’s why the need of save water arose in governments. However, different
actors give distinct interpretations to this term. In general, farmers understand water savings
in field as cost savings. Of course, there is also a variety in farmer’s interests and priorities,
as there are some differences between them (table 16). What is clear is that for the majority,
the main affect is to use less water volume for irrigation than with the previous irrigation
system in the same plot. This supposes an increase in water efficiency at field level and
therefore, less water cost for them. However, public administrations are usually looking for
real water savings as described by Seckler, in a basin level. DIS is the tool they promote, as
it has a general positive connotation in society that relates it directly with the mentioned
water savings. The conviction is so that at the moment, if a farmer wants to install a new
irrigation system he/she can only install a “modern” system (pressurized), giving no choice.
The fact is that, there are no enough researches that verify the effect of DIS in the area. In
other Spanish basins, quantitative research that assures the lack of relation between DIS and
water savings exist (Bonet, 2011). Therefore, is necessary to carry on doing those researches
in distinct areas of Valencia.
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TABLE 16: FARMER’S MOTIVES TO IMPLEMENT DIS IN THE UPSTREAM AREA OF CÀNYOLES BASIN

Own perception of DIS
and received information
about DIS
-Water saving (which is
traduced as money saving)
-Less labour work
-Avoid land crack
-Time saving
-Fertigation possibility

Economic incentives

Farmers influence

-Subsidy for the irrigation transformation
(more motivation)
-Only way to receive irrigation water
concession from CHJ
-Only way to drill wells for water
exploitation for irrigation (obliged to use it
with “modern” systems)

-Influence
from
Montesa
farmers
and
their
experience,
imitation.

The different interpretation of the terms is also aggravated by the way the information is
“given” to the farmers. Farmers think that their opinion is not considerate and that there is
lack of communication from the public administrations about current opportunities
(initiatives, subsidies) in the field. The way the informative organizations work is not
satisfactory for the majority of farmers. The current reality is that information arrives from
farmer to farmer, as most of them do not use internet service. Moreover, the municipal
informative organizations, the Consejos Municipales Agrarios are not settled yet (only in
Montesa and in 2012) and the extension agencies (OCAPA) work is minimum. Labour
Unions have an informative role but only if the farmer or CRs is a member of it. Therefore,
it is not fair to blame farmers for not becoming what policy papers want them to be.
Furthermore, this informative role should be more important in areas like in Cànyoles
valley, where farming is a part-time work (where a minority of farmers have social security
for this activity) and are located upstream with a low inhabitants density (where public
administrative procedures take a long time and are costly).
Another point is that in the policy there is no differentiation between different farmers. It is
essential to understand that not all farmers from Europe think similarly, nor the Spanish
ones, nor the Valencian ones. Each farmer has its own problems and added factors (location
upstream or downstream, water source availability, other water activities in the
surroundings, traditions, droughts etc.), even in the same region.
The situation then is that there is knowledge about possible future scenarios like for instance
in environment due to climate change: the possible higher irrigation requirements and
demands or decrease in yield (Iglesias, et al., 2007), which directly affects to agriculture.
There is knowledge about possible future directions that come from research studies as well.
Measures are promoted for that, but without taking the farmers concerns, context conditions
and needs into account for the decisions. Therefore is more difficult to complete the current
rural and agricultural framework and reach an economic, social and environment balance.
The positive element for Spanish farmers is the already established and recognized farmer
irrigators management unit, the Comunidades de Regantes. However, CRs should be more
empowered and have more influence in the decision making process of the current
initiatives. This is also important for an efficient management of the funding, as due to
farmers attached factors in Cànyoles valley (smallholding, farmer as a part time job without
social security, problems with labour unions or municipal managers to achieve subsidies....)
their possibilities to opt to subsidies are not as high as it can seem at the first glance. The
contextualization is the base of the plans decision and implementation. For that, farmers
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opinion is crucial as well as the terms used to have a transparent communication and
objectives.

5.2. ANALYSIS OF THE FIELD SITUATION AFTER
IMPEMENTATION AND MAIN EMERGED PROBLEMS/ISSUES

DIS

Irrigation system transformation brought some consequences that affected to environment,
farmer’s economy and social troubles in the study area. The most important ones are the
land expansion and energy issues.
The first relevant consequence is that at the same time when DIS was promoted, irrigated
land expansion was noticed. This is natural, as farmers saw the opportunity to make more
profit with the same volume of water but using it in more plots and crops. They experienced
that with irrigation, they obtain more crop production than in dry lands. Expansion of
irrigated area refers to lands that before implementing DIS were non-irrigated and after the
implementation became irrigated. The irrigation in those areas can be done with the
respective water rights (given by CHJ) or in the illegal case, with rights from other lands (a
farmer with water rights in some lands can use them in other dry lands). It is not easy to
identify the legal or illegal situation of the lands with the used research methodology.
Nevertheless, the majority of farmers that admit that expansion was done, they affirm it was
legally done. Therefore, there is a clear contradiction between the policy (subsidies that
fostered DIS implementation strictly without expansion) and the actuation in field, as rather
than using less water farmers’ use the same or even more water.
In the results section, it can be deduced that most of the CRs irrigated area was expanded
due to localized irrigation implementation combined with other conditions. CR statutes does
not permit to expand lands by law (if there is no direct concession from CHJ), and all the
lands are registered and controlled by the CRs itself. Furthermore, the reviewed literature
and policy clearly state that drip is implemented mainly for water saving reasons. This
excludes the possibility of irrigation expansion. Some of the found documents are the ERDF
Operational Program Valencia of the European Commission, or the subsidies that support
drip transformation. In other legislations like in the Royal Decree 678/1993 for improvement
and modernization or traditional irrigation systems, it is stated that “works that aim
expansion of irrigated area would be excluded or instead, the maximum resources allowance
of the respective watershed organism will limit the works”. This means that there is a water
and land limitation from GV (or CAPA). However, the watershed organism, in this case
CHJ, is involved in the expansion decision. That is why in some given subsidies of the study
area that prohibited expansion, this happened legally, as CHJ gave the authorization for the
expansion dependent on the water conditions of the area. However, what is not clear is the
real measure and assessment of GV and CHJ to allow farmers to expand the irrigated area.
This could be due to the fact that the study area is a rural area far from the urban points of
Valencian Community, where usually there is less control of the water sources condition,
even though in the highest village, La Font de la Figuera, there are already some problems
with the decreasing of groundwater table affecting to irrigators.
There is need to say that water quantification is complex, even for public administration, and
more in situations where different activities are involved (irrigation, villages supply, water
bottling plant, expansion, wastewater reuse and delivery to the river etc.). But an exhaustive
investigation in groundwater is needed, as it is the main source of water for irrigation.
Although probably research was not done before DIS implementation, it is still important to
have a following up and improvement of the new systems after implementation in the area.
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In this way, it can be verified if governmental expectations have been achieved (real water
savings and the expansion issue) or farmers expectations (higher efficiency, money saving
and higher profit). In addition, the following up would help to understand the problems
farmers have to deal with after this irrigation transformation and the improvement will help
the system to develop with the new eras and evolved priorities. As mentioned in the results,
energy is the major problem that farmers find with the new system. Firstly, is a cost
problem, as water electricity prices had increased extremely during the last years. The major
reason is the ddisappearance of the special irrigation rates in Spain in July of 2008, due to
the liberalization of the Electricity Market, which leaves CRs without special rates. From
that date on, the charges per kW increased from year to year, which makes agriculture more
difficult for farmers.
Secondly, energy consumption is much higher than with the previous system, partly because
of the expansion matter (more water used, more water need to be pumped). It can be said
that in general in Spain, irrigation modernization increased water efficiency but it also
contributed to the decreasing of energy efficiency in the last years (table 17).
TABLE 17: VARIATION OF CONSUMED WATER AND ENERGY FROM 1950 TO 2007 FOR IRRIGATION IN SPAIN
(COROMINAS, 2010)

Year
1950
1970
1980
1990
2000
2007
Increase 1950-2007

Used water (m3/ha)
8250
8000
7750
7500
7000
6500
-21%

Used energy (kWh/ha)
206
480
775
1088
1435
1560
657%

Therefore, this verifies the need of the followed investigation after the transformation, which
should be done at least first in the pilot area of Valencian Community, Montesa, to identify
the problems as soon as possible, and afterwards in the other areas. It is true that some
energy audits are planned to be performed from the Instituto para la Diversificación y
Ahorro de Energía (IDAE). IDAE is a public entity attached to the Ministerio de Industria,
Energía y Turismo of Spanish Government. After the first Energy Saving and Efficiency
Action Plan 2008-2012, they elaborated the next Energy Saving and Efficiency Action Plan
2011-2020 where energy for irrigation is studied under agriculture section. The energy is
used for pumping water extraction and/or distribution for irrigation and their aim is to
optimize energy efficiency. For 2020, the plans ought to maintain irrigated land but want to
decrease energy consumption in a 30% (implementing modernized technology), by
optimizing the storage, transport and water delivery in field (IDAE, 2011). For that,
subsidies will be offered for energetic audits in different CRs irrigation systems. In addition,
the already mentioned National Strategy for Sustainable Irrigation Modernization, Horizon
2015 (MARM, 2010) also has the objective to try to diminish energy consumption in
irrigation. Nevertheless, none of these initiatives actions have been applied in Cànyoles
valley.
Apart from the government strategies, other proposed measures or alternatives are found for
saving energy consumption in irrigation (Rodríguez-Díaz, et al., 2011): determination of
optimal pump curves, irrigation network sectoring (grouping hydrants with similar energy
requirements), improving energy efficiency of the pumping systems (installing smaller
pumps) or using the less consumptive water source for each kind of irrigation system among
others. In addition, currently, some alternative renewable energy sources are being
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investigated and tested for irrigation as exposed in the 1st National Sustainable Irrigation and
Renewable Energies Congress (Pamplona, October 2011). Their aim is to optimize water
and energy consumption and decrease costs. Some proposed alternatives are:





Electric energy production with biomass of energetic crops or organic agricultural
waste (pruning, fruit stones, shells etc.) (Iribarren, 2011; Lafarga, 2011)
Biofuel use (from cereals or oleaginous crops with biodiesel and bioethanol)
(Echeverría, 2011; Lafarga, 2011)
Photovoltaic pumping systems (Abella, 2011)
Medium potency Eolic energy for auto consumption in agricultural use (with storage
place and also selling advantage) (Nistal Ruiz, 2011) Hydroelectric small centers
(use of height difference of water in the canals with selling possibility and no impact
in environment) (Trillo, 1996)

Although all these alternatives are very appropriate, it has to be taken into account that drip
technologies were installed during the nineties and at the moment in Cànyoles valley
farmers do not have any support regarding to the energy issue. It is curious how relatively
fast irrigation transformation has happened due to public administration promotion, in
comparison with the just started researches about energy consumption in irrigation. With
this, it is clear argued that a following up of the fostered technology is needed in order to
identify future possible problems and seek preventions. The new measures not only need to
find economic and social solutions, but also have to look to the current environmental
problems. For instance, the presented renewable energy investigations would also help to
fight against the climate change, contributing to avoid CO2 gas emissions. CO2 emissions
are an indicator of water sustainability, as climate change directly affects to agriculture and
irrigation. Energy consumption decrease would also help to achieve the objectives for
Climate Change.

5.3. NEW APPROACH/ETHICS TO WATER MANAGEMENT FOR
SUSTAINABLE IRRIGATION
Going back to the water saving concepts, there are other two important things to point out.
Firstly, public administration assumes that DIS are equal to water savings. The relation is
too straight forward and the context (crops, land, climate, water source, culture/traditions
etc.) have to be taken into account for each case. Some of the mentioned objectives in the
PHJ are the rational use of water sources, water savings from the available sources,
promotion of a sustainable and efficient water use to contribute to environmental objectives
and setting of the guidelines for recharge and protection of the aquifers (MARM, 2007, p.
25). All those objectives seem to be very appropriate, but there is lack of contextualization
and more specification. When it comes to DIS, apart from the mentioned following up and
improvement after the implementation, there is need to study the area conditions previously
before the transformation. As in some areas drip can suppose water savings (real or paper)
and in other ones not (Cots Rubió, 2011). Secondly, it is mentioned that policy makers
usually look at the water savings at basin level. For that, a depth study in accounting basin
water use would be needed. At this level, water saving concept remains too vague and other
new concepts would need to be used to create a new ethic in water management, for a
better understanding of every stakeholder and to approach sustainability.
In other words, there is a misunderstanding of what policy papers mean with several terms
like water saving and what farmers understand with the same terms. To avoid so and try to
reach a sustainable irrigation system, there would be need of another approach including
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new concepts and more case study researches initiatives. In addition, this would also help to
find out the real effect of DIS if studied in each context (avoiding the current assumption of
drip as water saving tool in all the cases).
To sum up, drip irrigation has been promoted in the last 25 years from public
administrations. The promotion is based on the assumption that DIS are translated into water
savings in every case, an assumption which is not verified as each context has to deal with
different conditions and will end up with different results. For the promotion of the public
plans, the farmers view is a missing element. In consequence, an economic effort is being
made from public entities for a purpose that is not sufficiently backed up and not consulted
with farmers. In addition, there is no intention to improve the fostered technology and the
users (farmers) have to deal with the consequences without receiving any help (like energy
issues). In this promotion, policies do not take into account farmers interests or farmers
understanding of the imposed objectives. The current situation is that the only possibility
when implementing a system is to install a pressurized irrigation system. This is also related
to the used terms which are vague. That is why a new ethic of water in water management is
very important for future actions to involve farmers and convert them into land and
ecosystem managers as mentioned in the CAP and other European plans. The main idea then
is that social/human actions or understanding and communication need to be more
emphasized in order to find a balance of the used resource, economy and environment,
which would possibly lead to a sustainable water management. This includes the
rapprochement of farmers’ conditions, interests and concerns with the current policies and
research
studies.
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6.-RECOMMENDATIONS
DIRECTIONS

AND

FUTURE

RESEARCH

This chapter contains a summary of what have been considered the most important
recommendations, as well as some thoughts for possible future research directions.
From the study case it can be said that there is awareness from Europe, Spanish government
and specifically from Valencia, as a Mediterranean area with general water shortage
problems, about irrigation systems importance as the most water consuming activity. The
promoted plans and subsidies are a reflection of it. Nevertheless, the process from written
plans in paper to their application in field and the results is always time consuming.
Moreover, the reasons why those initiatives need to be applied in field do not arrive to
farmers, partly because of the limitation of concepts used. The current plans like the Energy
Saving and Efficiency Action Plan 2011-2020 (IDAE, 2011) and National Strategy for
Sustainable Irrigation Modernization, Horizon 2015 (MARM, 2010) are the ones that affect
more to the research topic in matters of water savings and energy savings, inspired in the
European Commission objectives. Recently (on the 16th and 17th November 2011), the first
Irrigation and Renewable Energies National Congress was celebrated in Pamplona (Navarre,
Spain). In this Congress, the new possible alternatives for electricity production in irrigation
application were exposed in order, first, to raise the awareness of the researchers about the
importance of the topic at national level and, second, to motivate the decrease of the current
energy consumption. Despite the current plans and subsidies are pertinent initiatives, some
others could also be proposed.
For this particular case in Cànyoles valley, some ideas for future research are presented in
order to achieve sustainable water management and irrigation systems that permit social and
economic develop adequate for the conditions of the area:
1) As mentioned in the analysis and discussion section, it would be favourable to design a
model that quantifies the water-consumption before and after the localized technology
implementation of the area. However, the model would have to take into consideration
the land expansion and water authorizations given since 1990 on and other water uses
(mainly village supply) as well as the added return flows as a consequence, which
makes it complex to measure.
2) In order to avoid concept connotation problems among stakeholders, it would be wise to
study the use of new concepts for the same topic and to promote research based on them
(water productivity, virtual water or energy etc.). In this way, it would be possible to
investigate the real effect of DIS on environment, economy and society, in each context,
facilitating information to farmers.
3) Moreover, research would also be needed concerning farmers information accessibility
and communication transfer, with the possibility to propose programs that shortly
explain the current plans in Europe and national level regarding to agriculture
4) In the same way, the efficiency of funding management for DIS implementation would
be interesting to research, basing them in farmer’s needs and including a following up
plan in the implemented technology. The same thing should be done for fertigation
management, providing programs with training.
5) At the same time, as IDAE plans, energy audits should be executed in the CRs in order
to quantify energy consumption, and contrast it with the measured water quantifications
(if possible).
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6) After studying how localized and surface irrigation are compatible with water and
energy consumption, alternatives should be considered in order to achieve as much
optimization as possible and decide the best options for the valley. A plan for renewable
energy sources in rural areas for agriculture could be supported (photovoltaic, hydraulic,
biomass, biofuel etc.).
7) The alternatives that fit best with farmer’s smallholding system, understanding
agriculture as a partial time activity and giving profit to farmers, would be the best
solution to achieve sustainable irrigation in the area. For that, it would be necessary to
contact interested organizations to test and implement renewable energies in irrigation
systems.
8) Otherwise, another alternative would be to study the possibility of modifying the
smallholding system of Cànyoles valley. Although, that would destroy the typical
enchant way of living of the farmers and would be too complicate due to the current
water and land rights.
9) Electricity charges are also an issue. Therefore a research based on energy charges
related to CRs irrigation systems which finds a solution for fair electricity charges,
negotiating with the energy provider enterprises would be useful.
10) Concerning water sources, a study of optimization could be done, considering river
water for surface irrigation and groundwater for drip irrigation, or also to find an
alternative that optimizes energy and water consumption. Furthermore, initiatives
promoting other water sources could be fostered as made with DIS implementation,
funding them, like the reuse of treated wastewater for irrigation. As groundwater is the
main irrigation source, a detailed research would not be out of place to analyse aquifers
limitations (quantitatively and qualitatively) and to prevent possible future
consequences like the drying of the aquifers (what already happened in La Font de la
Figuera) or the transformation to salty groundwater reserves. In the line of groundwater
exploitation, the responsible organizations should stick to policy papers verifying the
possibility to expand and controlling the irrigated areas of all the rural areas of
Valencian Community and their sources. Otherwise, the papers could be reviewed in
order to assure a permissible expansion of the irrigated land. This should be based in the
groundwater detailed study.
11) Regarding to ancient irrigation infrastructures, a recovery plan aiming water heritage
and studies could be carried on. Those infrastructures could be an inspiration for new
future (today’s) irrigation system infrastructures and organization, as the basis is
renewable energy consumption (canals work with gravity).
12) Lastly, another idea is to propose the same research in the downstream area, after
Cànyoles and Albaida river are converged and more discharge is found, to compare both
areas. In fact, the same study could be carried in the upstream area of Albaida river.
To sum up, in order to fulfil the objectives that European Commission set and to approach
sustainable water management, apart from the national initiatives, is essential to promote
research in different cases of Spain as well as in Cànyoles valley. Research proposals that
seek groundwater resources limitations and irrigated land expansion limitations could be
expected from watershed organisms as well as the sharing of the obtained results.
Furthermore, promotion of reusable water sources should be done as well as an exhaustive
control of expanded areas. The optimization of water and energy consumption could be
obtained with renewable energies application for irrigation at field level, which also would
contribute to combat climate change and to avoid consequences in the near future. Finally,
investigation in ways to reduce water demand (plants, humans) or soil moisture conservation
practices
could
be
improved.
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7.-FINAL CONCLUSIONS
In the last 25 years, irrigation modernization has been promoted in Spain. In the beginning
the new technology was related to achieve higher water efficiency. It was innovative and
gave status to some farmers while others preferred to continue irrigating traditionally by
gravity. Little by little, localized systems started to spread out also in the Mediterranean
areas, where water shortages are usual and it rains only for three months.
As time passed by, the initiative of irrigation modernization is promoted also for
environmental reasons, rather than only agronomic reasons. The worldwide water
availability, taking into account population increase and climate change, is decreasing due to
human needs demand and consumption. Nevertheless, DIS is fostered to achieve the same
objective set in the beginning: water savings or water efficiency. The government takes for
granted that those systems will achieve savings. As mentioned previously there are some
researches in Spain that verify the contrary, that irrigation modernization is not related to
water savings. This is context depended and need to be studied for each case. For Cànyoles
valley, some inevitable factors are taken into account like the smallholding system, where
farmers have usually about 0,2 hectares. This means an obstacle for application of subsidies,
higher costs for production and more labour work. In addition, the age of the farmers is
usually far from young, which means they are experienced but at the same time normally not
very open to innovations. Moreover, they see agriculture as a part time activity and not as a
way of living or their main income. Therefore, their concern about innovations and
environment is probably less than a farmer that lives from agriculture. Furthermore, due to
the current economic situation, they have no guarantee of selling their products.
Intermediaries take advantage of the situation and abuse of them making agriculture less
profitable for farmers. Younger’s are not attracted to agriculture activity, as they see it is
becoming less and less profitable and also because of the lack of interest and moving to the
urban areas. The investment of the current farmers is very high (seeds, fertilizers, water
costs, machinery, pruning, harvesting, tilling etc.) comparing to the benefit they make. In
this situation, some of the current farmers are abandoning their plots.
In this context, DIS have been implemented since 1990 in Cànyoles valley. The research
found the following conclusions concerning to localized technology effectuation:
 There is a general assumption of the relation of drip irrigation technology and water
savings from the public administrations. (context dependent, need research);
 Water savings and water efficiency are not the most suitable concepts for
improvement of irrigation management and its impacts in research: they are difficult
to measure and stakeholders give different meaning to them. New concepts are
needed for the DIS implementation objectives understanding and for future research
Apart from that, they are not appropriate to do research at basin level;
 There is a lot of funding coming from EU, national and regional governments for
DIS promotion. However, DIS funding management should be improved in order to
know for which cases is worth to invest or not and how;
 There is lack of information and transfer to farmers about environmental awareness,
current rural development and agriculture plans and researches. In addition, farmers
opinion is not taken into account for the current plans;
 There is neither following up nor improvement of irrigation system transformation
and consequences after the implementation. (training assurance, water savings
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achievement, land expansion control, basin water availability study, research with
current concepts);
There is no total control in water sources use or studies to obtain the best alternative
sources for each case;
There is wastewater reuse for irrigation already in the area. However, more
promotion is needed (as with climate change water sources will decrease and more
water needed for evapotranspiration), similar to the promotion of DIS;
The energy issue. With irrigation modernization two energy problems arose. First,
unaffordable energy costs for farmers and second, the tremendous energy
consumption increase;
There is no much relation with DIS implementation and ancient irrigation related
infrastructures. The Islamic ones were abandoned before implementing DIS
technology. However, the canals from the past XX century are abandoned due to the
replacement of the new irrigation system.


The new concepts like water footprint in Spain, could help to change from the old paradigm
“more crops and jobs per drop” to the new “more cash and nature per drop”. In this way,
environment would be preserved without damaging agricultural sector economy. At the
same time there is need to improve social, environmental and economic values management
and stakeholders in order that there is assurance of sustainability objectives fulfilment for
future generations. For that, the control the public water management is essential, as is the
tool that leads humans to production.
Achieving a sustainable water cycle within the basin implies, as Muslims did and many
others afterwards, using independent and renewable energy sources. Jucar watershed is
expected to be one of the watersheds with the most severe impacts in Spain due to climate
change for 2030. Energy sources/intake must be placed the nearest possible to the plots, with
the less water use for a higher crop production, minimum energy consumption per kg, and at
the same time preserving the environment and not contributing to climate change. This later
one is essential as with climate change the temperature will raise, which means that plants
will need more water for evapotranspiration, and rainfall in Spain will decrease. There will
be less water quantity available (due to the higher evapotranspiration of plants/forests, the
fewer run-offs and less river discharges). Therefore, a higher water productivity (more yield
per m3 water) and irrigation system optimization will be needed in less agricultural surface.
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“Vistas distintas, todas verdaderas, distintos intereses, todos legítimos. Necesidad de
equilibrios, de unificaciones, de prioridades, de acuerdos, de ponderaciones. Lo
tecnológico, lo jurídico, lo económico, lo ambiental, lo antropológico (…), no existe el
camino único que recorra el territorio del agua”
(MARM, Libro Blanco del agua en España)
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ANNEX I: Example of day report structure

Day Report
Saioa Sese Minguez
Date:

Week:
Title:
Conditions of day:

Objective of day:

The objective of the day is..
Short description of planning of the day:

Description (interview notes):
Open interview I : Name of interviewee, place, time. Contact number/email
Title paragraph 1

Title paragraph 2

Open interview II

Context of observation:

Feelings of observation:
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ANNEX II: Example of questions prepared for semi-structured interviews farmers/CRs

Section1
 Do you irrigate your fields? What system do you use?/Do you think there have been
a change from flooding irrigation to drip irrigation systems?
 When did drip irrigation system start to be implemented?
 Why did you change to drip irrigation systems? What are the reasons why other
farmers changed?
 Which are the main advantages and disadvantages of DIS?
 How do you farm? Did DIS induce any way of farming?
Section 2
 Do you think you consume more or less water with DIS? How much didi you
consume with furrow systemd? How much with DIS nowadays (at month)?
 Does irrigation water affect to other activities? (there is less water in the ricer, there
is less water for village supply etc.)
Section 3
 Do the plants produce more or less with DIS than before (with surface or in dry
lands)? How many kg approximately? Why do you think it happens?
 Is production change important when selling?
 Where do you sell your products? (province level market, national market,
international etc.)
 Do the majority of the villagers have an orchard?
Section 4
 Do you think that DIS implementation has brought an increasing of irrigated
agricultural lands? Why?
 Do DIS change the landscape of the area?
Section 5
 Are/were there subsidies that support DIS and their installation?
 If so, which are the conditions to apply for them? Do you think they are essential?
 Do you think more than the given subsidies are needed? Why?
Section 6
 Are you familiar with any ancient infrastructure related with irrigation in the area?
(canals, weirs, aqueducts etc.)
 Are those structures in use nowadays?
 In what conditions are the found currently?
 Is there any measure to preserve them (water heritage)? What do you think about it?
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ANNEX III: Groundwater and aquifers map of the study area
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ANNEX IV: Geological maps of Canal and Caudete
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ANNEX V: Maps of the study area
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ANNEX VI. Drip irrigation system maps in Vallada
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